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ABSTRACT 

This the~ls studies the effects of migration and remittances on two villages in 
~ ~ 

south east Lebanon. The human capital theory of migration, and that of migration 

Ulld remittance:, which is developed by Stark and Lucas (198)) and Lucas and Stark 

(1988) constitute the conceptual frame\\ork. of the research. Data for the thesis were 

gathered by surveying households in the Muslim village of Lala. and the 

neighhollllllg Christian village of Khirbit Kanaf'l\. These data immediately reflect two 

realities: the internal migration of Khirbit Kanafar residents. and the international 

emigration of those from Lala. l\loreo\'cr. remittances to Khirbit Kanafar are almost 

non-existent and those to Lala are massive, 

Based on the theoreticaI5ynthesi~, hypotheses were developed and later tested 

using three multiple regression models: one for remittances to Ltla. and the other 

two are for the domestic income in each of the villages. A finding from the 

remittance model sllpporb the theoretical hypothesis that :-,on--; in their early year:, 

of migration can not and do not remit. Such l1ligraIlt~ are lik.ely to face unpredictable 

job prospects and are usually in need of cash to get established. Once miglant sons 

are established, remittances to tht'ir families of orientation increase and continue to 

flow (at a slower rate) fifteen or mort' years after emigration. This reflects not only 
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the apparent permanency of migrant sons' commitment to the in~llrance contract 

they struck with their families, but also to a continued sense ot' altruism towards 

them. Another finding that concurs with the theory pertains to migrants' rural 

investments which are facilitated by residual family members and is argued here to 

be l1/U{llilf!" beneficial. 

Altruism emerges to be a greater motivation for remittances than self-interest 

and a familial insurance-type contract, a finding that detracts from the theory. 

Similarly. emigration cloes not appear to be a family strategy to increase income by 

adopting new agricultural techniques. 
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Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

l.0 A GENERAL VIE\V 

The movement of people across international boundaries is an issue that is 

getting increasing attention, especially after the recent collapse of communism in 

Eastern Europe and the ensuing freedom of travel for the nationals of these 

previously cIo~ed societies. Another recent incident, the Gulf War, highlighted the 

high level of international migration tll the Gulf states, and the oil-rich states' high 

level of dependency on migrant labour. 

International migration has had far- re ac h in 0 Sl)ci()-econ ()I11 Ie ~ 
t- cultural, 

political, and demographic con:;,equences on both the recei\'ing and source countries. 

A major consequence of migration is remittances, the cash flow that migrant workers 

send or bring back to their home countries, to\\'ns or villages. The general goals of 

the theses are to understand the effects of emigration and remittances on the 

econ om ies of two \'illages i 11 SOli t h east Leba n on. 

This chapter briefly rcviews a few selected studies related to migration allli 

Icmittanccs. The re\'iew is organized by maclO- and micro-level studies and tries to 
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point out that they are either too broad to be of relevance here or too cultural and 

anthropological which cover migration but largely neglect the issue of remittances. 

It is worth noting that Khuri's (1967) article which is of significance to this research 

is reviewed in depth in Chapter five, and various theoretical studies are reviewed and 

synthesized in chapter two. 

The objectives of the thesis are then discussed. Finally, the organization of the 

dissertation, including a brief synopsis of the chapters that follow, is briefly outlined. 

1.1 Macro-level studies 

Many major migrant-sending countries like India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, 

Yemen and Jordan have become quite dependent on remittances as a major source 

of foreign exchange earnings, and as a way to manage their balance of payments 

(Gunatilleke 1986). For example, a 1982 Bangladesh study estimated that remittances 

amounted to 65.8 per cent of export earnings and covered approximately 73 per cent 

of the value of oil imports (Osmani 1986). For India, remittances amounted to 

approximately 25 per cent of export earnings for the year 1982, and 28 per cent for 

Sri Lanka (Osmani 1986). According to Choucri (1986), the largest receivers of 

remittances in 1983 in the Middle East were Egypt (US$3.3 billion), Turkey ($1.5), 

and North Yemen ($1.1). The impact of this rather large flow of capital into poorer 

countries is also measured by the ratio of remittances to the gross domestic product 

of a country. This ratio was 0.10 for Egypt, 0.28 for North Yemen, and 0.27 for 

Jordan in 1983 (Choucri 1986). 

Studies done by Choucri (1986), Swamy (1981) and Chaudhry (1989) focus 
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their attention on the macro picture, especially the role of remittances in influencing 

the national (home) economy through, among other ways, the fluctuation of the 

exchange rate of the local currency relative to the hard currency. Another focus is 

on the influence of labour remittances on the ability of state bureaucracies to 

respond to their economic crises. 

One consequence of migration that has been studied in the Middle East is its 

effect on women's roles, the sexual division of labour, and on the family structure as 

a whole (see for example Taylor (1984) and Hammam (1981)) . Because emigration 

is usually male-selective, the absence of men resulted in a drop in the total fertility 

rate and has given women a greater role in running the affairs of the family . 

Another consequence of migration, particularly on rural societies, has to do 

with its effects on agricultural sector. For example, North Yemen which was once 

self-sufficient in terms of food, became a net food importer in the 1970s and through 

much of the 1980s. This was due to the much higher salaries abroad (mostly in Saudi 

Arabia) hence making emigration a more attractive alternative than agricultural work 

(Swanson 1989; Eickelman 1989). Eickelman (1989) notes that grain production 

became decreasingly viable in North Yemen primarily because of the labour-intensive 

nature of the activity and the high costs of labour. 

While there have been a number of studies that deal with the national impact 

of migration and remittances on a macro national levell, very few studies have been 

I The above mentioned studies are but a sample of migration and remittances research in 
Developing Countries. They are chosen for their Middle Eastern orientation, and are mentioned to 
illustrate a specific point. There are many sometimes detailed references to numerous other studies 
throughout this dissertation. 
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done on a micro village level, and none in the Middle East2
. 

1.2 Micro-level studies 

There is a need for village-level studies on the impact of migration and 

remittances on small rural communities. According to Bilsborrow (1984, 407) there 

are at least three reasons for having village-level studies. 

"First, inferring causal relationships from relationships obselved at the 
macro level is often risky because many macro variables are 
intercorrelated and therefore the direction of causation is ambiguous. 
Second, much social and economic theory, in sofar as it can yield 
hypotheses about human behaviour, is micro-level theory." 

Therefore, in trying to understand the behaviour of individuals from aggregate data 

alone, a research may fall victim to "ecological fallacy", that is, inferring relationships 

about the behaviour of individuals from aggregate data (Bilsborrow et.a!' 1984). 

Third, village-level policies include the provision (or non-provision) of 

infrastructure (roads, electricity) and location of facilities and selvices (schools, 

clinics), all of which are factors that affect levels of emigration from, remittance 

investment in, and returnees to a particular village. 

Villages in Lebanon have been the subject of a few studies, often by 

anthropologists and sociologists. Earlier studies had never covered the effects of 

migration on a village in any depth. For example, in a classic village study; Gui1ck 

(1955) focused on the social structure and cultural change thus a detailed description 

of customs, beliefs, values and life in general in Munsif, a Christian Lebanese village. 

2 Khafagi (1983) studied the socio-economic impact of emigration on an Egyptian village. The 
problem with this study and with many others is their casual treatment of remittances, and their scant 
(and sometimes lack of) a theoretical framework. 
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He states that there is a large number of villagers abroad, most of whom are 

permanent emigrants. GuiIck who suggests that remittances were at that time on the 

decline, states that the majority of emigrants never returned to their village thus 

resulting in the complete disappearance of certain lineages from the village. 

Peters (1963; 1972) wrote two papers about rank and social status among 

Muslims in a Lebanese village. While in his first paper he identifies land as a central 

symbol of status, Peters' second paper asserts that landownership, while important, 

is rapidly losing its social importance in the face of improved access to schools, high 

rate of emigration among the poorer households, remittances, and entrepreneurial 

successes. 

Peters (1972) notes that returnees brought with them changed notions of 

housing, marriage, family and society, as well as new tastes in a number of 

commodities which precipitated a decline of many traditional crafts. In short, 

returnees' experiences in the West profoundly altered their village lives. 

There have been few studies about rural politics in Lebanon notably that by 

Khuri (1972) . It focused on traditional village politics which is based on family 

alliances, and on the sectarian identities of villagers which they maintain even after 

they emigrate from the village to the city. 

With the exception of Khuri 's (1967) paper, the above-mentioned studies offer 

a general description of cultural life in certain Lebanese villages hence a great deal 

of attention on issues such as ceremonies of marriage and rituals of death, village 

lineages and titles, and village festivals . 
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One can then conclude that there are numerous studies on the impact of 

emigration and remittances on the national economy, and very few studies done on 

the effects of emigration on a village, town or city. In fact, this dissertation is the first 

in-depth comparative study of migration and remittances from a Muslim and a 

Christian village. Khuri's (1967) rather curt and now dated study of migration from 

two Lebanese villages ignored the remittance question almost completely3. 

2.0 THESIS OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this thesis is to study the effects of emigration on rural 

economies. The conceptual objective is to test the very recent and yet untested 

theOlY of migration and remittances as put fOlward by Stark and Lucas (1985) and 

Lucas and Stark (1988). While there have been some studies done on migration and 

remittances in Third World settings, such studies lacked a conceptual framework, 

thus Stark and Lucas's two theoretical papers are a welcomed addition to the 

discipline. Their formulations which are based on insurance implicit contract theOlY 

facilitate the generation of testable hypotheses. Their brief theoretical reasoning is 

expanded in this thesis, and additional but relevant theories such as the human 

capital theory of migration, implicit contract approach and its enforceability are also 

blended to broaden the scope and explanatory potential of the existing theory. 

Therefore, it is hoped that by testing this new theory and by synthesizing other 

bodies of relevant literature, a step will be made towards the development of a more 

comprehensive and encompassing theory that may be able to explain myriad 

3 Khuri 's (1 967) study is dealt with in detail in chapter. five . 
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phenomena in the area of migration and remittances in less developed countries. 

Emigration is a widespread but poorly understood phenomenon in Lebanon. 

Estimates reveal that in ten years of civil war (1975-1985) more than 2.5 million 

people (of a total population of around 3.5 million) were forced to flee their homes 

at least once (Faour 1985). 

This is not to say that internal and international migrations are a recent 

phenomenon. In fact emigration from Lebanon dates back to the middle of the 

nineteenth century when mass emigration from Mount Lebanon~ was initiated 

largely due to the civil war at that time (Issawi 1982). Emigrants of Lebanese descent 

are estimated to number around sixteen million . 

Emigration and remittances are so central in Lebanese society that the former 

have always constituted a "safety valve" for the population, and the latter sustained 

the country (innumerable communities to be sure) especially through the recently-

ended fifteen year long civil war. Therefore, another objective of this thesis is to shed 

some light on two vil1ages of different religious denominations in their post-migration 

phase. Specific questions regarding the effect of emigration and remittances on 

village development especially as they pertain to the agricultural sector and sources 

of domestic income. 

It should be clear from the outset that this dissertation does not contend to 

reflect the provincial let alone the national picture in Lebanon . This research should 

not be incorrectly used to infer from observations on lower-level units about the 

4 The province of Mo unt Lebano n was expanded in 1920 to include the current borders of the 
state (see chapter 3) . 
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condition or behaviour of higher level units. (That is known as "individualistic fallacy" 

(Bilsborrow 1984». Generalizations can, however, be made regarding villages with 

similar socio-economic and political characteristics. Almost all of the Christian and 

Muslim villages in the Western Biqa'a administrative unit have similar experiences 

to those in Lala and Khirbit Kanafar. In fact, from personal experiences and travels 

in Lebanon, I know of numerous villages that have circumstances similar to those of 

Lala and Khirbit Kanafar. 

3.0 THESIS ORGANIZATION AND SYNOPSIS 

In this thesis, the effects of migration and ensuing remittances are discussed 

and analyzed at the village level. Two contiguous Muslim and Christian villages are 

studied and compared in terms of how emigration affected the household and village 

economies. 

The second chapter is a synthesis of Stark and Lucas's (1985) theory of 

migration and remittances with that of human capital migration. This theoretical 

fusion is useful in terms of providing the current study with a framework for analysis 

of the questions at hand. It should be noted that the paper by Stark and Lucas 

(1985) and that by Lucas and Stark (1988) constitute the only theoretical framework 

that explicitly deals with migration and remittances. Based on the theoretical 

formulation outlined in the chapter, a number of research hypothesis are advanced. 

The third chapter sets the national scene for the thesis. It is a general 

discussion about the delicate nature of population statistics in Lebanon and the 

reason for the absence of population censuses since the last one was taken in 1932. 
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After outlining the geo-sectarian structure of Lebanon, this chapter then discusses 

how the population size of each religious group affects its political representation 

(and economic development) in the country. 

There is also a discussion about internal migration JI1 and international 

migration from Lebanon and how they constituted part of the prelude to the civil 

war in the countly. Later in the chapter, the province of Biqa'a is discussed with an 

emphasis on the Western Biqa'a administrative unit, the area where the two villages 

being studied are located . 

The fourth chapter outlines the methodological approach of this thesis. It 

discusses the questionnaire survey used to collect data for the research project, and 

more briefly the civil war conditions under which the survey was carried out. The 

chapter starts by briefly recounting (chapter three offers a full account) the specific 

reasons that compelled this researcher to collect field data as opposed to published 

government statistics. Then a detailed account and discussion of the specific survey 

questions is offered . 

The fifth chapter is the analysis chapter. It starts with a general discussion 

about the level and destination choice of migrants. Khuri 's (1967) approach in 

explaining emigration from a Christian and a Muslim village in Lebanon were 

critically used as a spring board to explain the reasons behind the international 

emigration of Lala's Muslims (primarily to Canada and Brazil) , a nd the internal 

migration of those from Khirbit Kanafar (primarily to Beirut and the Christian 

enclave). 
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The effects of emigration on the household economy is a focus of the thesis, 

and that remittances are a major source of change in the post-migration period. A 

detailed discussion of the factors that lead Lala emigrants to remit to their residual 

family members is, therefore, offered. This discussion is oriented around testing of 

hypotheses which are outlined in an earlier chapter. Because Khirbit Kanafar 

receives almost no remittances, the discussion is oriented more towards 

understanding the reasons behind this rather unusual phenomenon. The last section 

of this chapter offers a summary and an extension of Stark and Lucas's (1985) theory 

of migration and remittances. 

The sixth chapter offers a summary of the major findings of the thesis, and 

outlines ideas for future research that will fill in the gaps left unanswered in this 

dissertation. 

Therefore, this thesis commences by sketching the conceptual framework 

within which migration and remittance research is done, and the framework used to 

answer various questions in this case study. 



Chapter Two 

MIGRATION AND REMITTANCES IN 
DEVELOPING REGIONS: 

A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

In less developed countries (LDC), migrants' transfers of cash to their 

countries of origin , or remittances, are an important consequence of emigration 

which can have great effects on th e receiving area. Although there are a number of 

empirical studies on emigration and remittances, a theoretical framework linking the 

two processes was only recently put forward by Stark and Lucas (1988). Their work 

is based on the theory of migration as an investment in human capital and potential, 

an approach that appears able to provide a suitable framework through which 

emigration from and remittances to developing countries can be better understood 

and conceptualized. 

This chapter first reviews the human capital theory with particular attention 

to its application to migration (Sjaastad 1962) and remittances. Migrants' remittances 

can be better understood if the factors that led to their emigration are considered, 

thus the push-pull model is explained in the context of the human capital theory of 

11 
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migration. Finally, Stark and Lucas's (1988) theoretical framework linking migration 

and remittances is reviewed and critiqued. 

2.1 THE HUMAN CAPITAL THEORY OF MIGRATION 

Migration, like education, was viewed by Sjaastad (1962, 83) to be an 

"investment increasing the productivity of human resources, III an investment in migrants 

who endure costs and expect future improvements in their material and/or social well 

being. In other words, moving to a new location where the potential for economic 

advancement is increased has the attributes of an investment. Because this 

investment is embodied in the human being, it is an investment in human capital 

which is, by definition, the employment of resources for the development of human 

capacities from which a future improvement of an individual or of a family's welfare 

occurs (Bodenhoffer 1971). 

There are many manifestations of human capital investments which include: 

the use of leisure time to improve skills and knowledge; opportunity costs such as 

foregone earnings while training on the job or while graduate students are attaining 

higher education; attributes such as health care, food, shelter and education; finally, 

skills and abilities, personality, appearance, reputation, and relevant job qualifications 

(Schultz 1961; Becker and Tomes 1986). 

Just as education increases one's earning ability, the geographical mobility of 

workers increases their earning potential by taking skills and transferring them to a 

place where they are in greater demand and receive greater returns. Economic 

I Emphasis in original. 
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theorists assert that expected rates of return for an investment opportunity and the 

incentive to invest are positively correlated (Bodenhoffer 1971). Therefore, the 

human capital theory of migration states that a potential migrant will consider 

investing in moving to a new destination if total expected earnings, net of migration 

costs, exceed anticipated net earnings at the place of origin (Harris and Todaro 1970; 

Sjaastad 1962). 

2.1.1 Costs and Returns of Migration 

Like other types of investments, there are costs and returns, both monetary 

and non-monetary, associated with migration. The former includes direct costs such 

as out-of-pocket expenses for transportation costs; the cost of getting rid of property; 

opportunity costs such as foregone wages while in transit, searching for employment, 

and while in training or upgrading skills for a new job. Non-moneta]y or psychic 

"costs" include leaving familiar social and physical environments, and adopting new 

dietary habits. There is also the loss in the value of location-specific assets, such as 

clientele, that are more valuable at the current location than elsewhere. Most of 

these costs are difficult to measure, so case studies have been limited to income 

variables (Oberai and Bilsborrow 1984). 

On the other hand, some returns of migration are moneta]y in so far as a 

migrant's income is expected to improve. Non-economic returns such as "psychic 

benefits" accrue to migrants living in locations of their choice. 

One of the strengths of the human capital approach to migration ]S its 

consideration of the element of time; i.e., the benefits and costs of migration may 
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accrue over an extended period. Accordingly, the age selectivity of migration is due 

to the fact that the greater the age the higher the psychological and monetary costs; 

the latter could take the form of a loss of seniority or pension . Thus the young are 

more prone to migrate because they are more adaptable to new environments (lower 

psychic costs). Moreover, the young have a longer expected working life over which 

to reap benefits. 

The human capital approach to migration amounts to a cost-benefit analysis 

of human migration. Geographical mobility is however not simply a question of 

trading better opportunities elsewhere against migration costs. It also depends upon 

the availability of information about distant opportunities; information that has to 

be acquired and perceived. The question is then, does peoples' access to 

"satisfactory" income-generating opportunities such as land and jobs affect their level 

of human capital investment? If so, how does this affect the migration flow and 

destination choices in terms of internal versus international migration? These 

questions can be answered by impregnating the push-pull model with human capital 

theory. 

2.20 THE PUSH-PULL AND THE HUMAN CAPITAL MODELS: 
A SYNTHESIS 

The push-pull model of migration is a general conceptual framework that 

purports that people get pushed out of their community due to factors such as 

population pressure, shortage of land, and high unemployment. Others get pulled to 

urban areas by the "bright lights", better income-generating opportunities and 

enhancement of life style by access to urban facilities . 
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The push-pull forces are defined in broad terms by Diamantides and 

Constantino (1989, 3) as a combination of continuously changing socio-economic 

conditions at the country of origin and "ameliorating circumstances" at the intended 

country of destination. The dynamic socio-economic conditions that affect the push

pull forces influencing the migration stream are captured in Diamantides and 

Constantinou's (1989) macrodynamic model of international migration from Cyprus. 

These conditions include migration laws at the countries of origin and destination, 

as well as recessions, poor crops, and political unrest. 

Permanent emigration from traditional communities with adequate 

agricultural resources is almost non-existent due to the balance of the available 

resources and population there. This harmonious situation breaks down in the face 

of rapid population growth, limited resources and employment opportunities. 

Therefore, villages with low availability of land and few income-generating 

opportunities to supplement agricultural income from non-farm activities will witness 

a resource-push emigration. The rural-poor can not afford to invest in international 

migration due to the cost of information acquisition and transportation costs 

involved. Therefore, the rural poor who accumulate low levels of human capital are 

restricted to internal migration and receive lower returns on their investment 

compared to international migrants. 

Contrary to this situation, the better-off people-- regardless of the source 

area's level of development or of potential migrants' rural/urban place of residence-

get pulled by economic or educational opportunities in urban or international 
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destinations. Because of their ability to accumulate higher levels of human capital, 

the better-off receive greater returns on their investment. 

Bohning (1981) identifies three migration models used to explain the process 

of internal migration: the distance or gravity model; the probability or transition 

matrix models; and "the push-pull or cost-benefit models" of migration which he 

aggregates into one category. On the other hand, in her study of urban migration in 

the Philippines, Trager (1988) draws a distinction between the push-pull and the 

human capital (i .e., cost-benefit) models because each addresses different sorts of 

questions: while the first attempts to identify the "structural determinants" leading 

to migration, the other seeks to capture the "individual features" affecting decisions 

to migrate. 

The push-pull is then a crude, largely economic, approach which continues to 

be used as broad research guideline (Diamantides and Constantino 1989), albeit 

known to be deficient (Bohning 1981; De long and Fawcett 1981; Brown and 

Sanders 1981; Harbinson 1981). This model does not take into consideration the 

following factors: (1) technological innovations may make new lands cultivable or 

existing farms more productive thus decreasing resource-push migration; (2) many 

governments in LDC are actively introducing to their rural communities running 

water, electricity, health care services including hospitals, transportation networks 

and, in some cases, communications facilities. In other words, more rural 

opportunities are being made available, and the pull of the "bright urban lights" is, 

in some areas, fading; (3) economic hardship has to be correlated with a person's 
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propensity to move-- economic factors should not be separated from social ones2 

(De long and Fawcett 1981; Harbinson 1981). At a more fundamental level, 

economic pressures at the area of origin which are said to produce push migration 

are not matched by the need of economic opportunities at the area of destination. 

Therefore, to be economically pushed from an area will not result in migration if the 

person is not inclined to migrate, and if there were no pull factors at the receiving 

areas. 

Despite that, Bohning (1981,36) acknowledges thatthe "migrant can slip from 

the push to the pull category, or vice versa, which makes the distinction somewhat 

meaningless." After describing its underlying assumptions as "unrealistic", Bohning 

(1981, 36) argues that the push-pull model should not be discarded because if "one 

drops its pretensions of generalization, the model can, in strictly defined situations, 

provide respectable empirical explanations when applied to international migration." 

2.2.1 The Development Paradigm and the Pull-Push model 

According to the development paradigm of migration, rural to urban flow can 

be slowed by reducing the resource push in the sending areas. This can be achieved 

by (1) introducing land reform, (2) fertility control, and (3) frontier-oriented 

settlement (Brown and Sanders 1981). 

However, land reform, especially when it involves land consolidation, eases 

the in troduction of agricultural mechanization and of green revolution technologies. 

2 For example, during my field survey, I noticed that most families with a single son had decided 
against his migration regardless of their finances. 
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Although these factors increase the output per unit of land, they also increase the 

resource push and create a deficit of opportunities hence a surplus of rural labour. 

Concomitant with rural development is education which, in the context of the 

development paradigm of migration, creates urban-oriented skills, values, and 

attitudes. The combination of all of these factors stimulates cityward migration . 

According to Becker (1976; 1981), in an economically developed area, the 

relative cost of raising children is high because the value of parents' time increases 

as agricultural activities (not necessarily productivity) decline, and child labour 

becomes less important in mechanized farming . Alternatively, the net cost of raising 

children is reduced when opportunities for young children are plentiful in a 

community practising traditional agriculture. Therefore, in modern farming 

communities, unlike in traditional ones, parents are having fewer children but 

investing more in them as each is perceived as human capital. 

Although Sjaastad (1962) can probably be labelled as the "father" of the 

human capital theory of migration, it was Todaro (1969) and Harris and Todaro 

(1970) who pioneered its application in a Third World setting. They extended the 

human capital arguments into a risk-theoretic framework by including not only wage 

differentials of space, but also the probability and uncertainty of finding employment. 

However, the theory's primary weakness continues to be the potential 

migrants' inability to accurately forecast expected future earnings almost casting 

emigration as an unlikely step for the cash -strapped, sometimes landless and risk

averse farmers in a less developed country. This "weak link" in the human capital 
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theory is dealt with wel1 in Lucas and Stark (1985) and in Stark and Lucas's (1988) 

papers in which they develop the terms of an implicit insurance-investment contract 

between the potential migrant and his family whereby the risks of migration are 

minimized through an insurance contract. 

While the human capital approach to migration views the individual as the 

decision maker and risk taker (Sjaastad 1962; Harris and Todaro 1970), there have 

been several studies where the decision to migrate is made by the family (Stark and 

Lucas 1988; Brown and Sanders 1981). The basic concept of migration as a personal 

investment is applicable in urban areas, particulary in industrialized Western 

societies. However, in agrarian-based societies, especially where the extended family 

dominates, migration is a collective investment made to benefit the entire family. In 

such settings, family members work together and make their living from the same 

resource, the land. So the emigration of a family member is a loss of one unit of 

labour which could have severe effects on family income and operations. In the 

traditional human capital approach, the unit of analysis is the individual who is not 

insured and bears the costs and benefits of his act. In the proposed hybrid approach 

the unit of analysis is the family which bears the investment and transportation costs, 

and insures the potential risks which a migrant may experience. 

Having reviewed the human capital approach to migration and identified the 

links and common denominators between it and related models of migration, the 

fol1owing sections wil1 elaborate on the theory of migration and remittances. 

Attention is then given to the issue of migration as an implicit insurance contract 
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between a family and its migrant members. There is also an attel1lpt to answer the 

que~tion of \vhy implicit familial contracts are adhered to? 

2.3 MIGRATION AND REMITTANCES: 
A THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE. 

The first conceptual attempt to understand why migrants remit was by Stark 

and Lucas (1988) which is in fact a more encompassing elaboration of an earlier 

paper (Lucas and Stark 1985). In their recent article entitled "Migration, 

Remittances. and the Family" they primarily addre~s the question of why migrants 

remit. 

Consistent \vith the human capital model, this new theory focuses attention 

on tw<-) components: investment and risk. where a family invests in a migrant 10 guard 

against the risks of future adversities. The enforceability of that voluntary implicit 

agreement is explained using an altruistic IllUdel and a bargaining model hence 

reducing or elimin(lting the need for costly contractual surety. 

This thesis adresses the hypothesis that emigration may be treated as a family 

investment in an implicit insurance-type contract with the migrant. an investment 

with co~ts and returns for all family members, residual and migrant. In other words, 

the migrant in whom the family invests1 and stands by (insllre~) until established 

abroad is expected to reciprocate whenever adversity strikes its members. 

, direct invL'stmL'nt in things such as .. :ducatilll1 and transrurtatiun l'<)S1',. 
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2.3.1 Migration as an investment against risk. 

Rural crop failure (especially in rain-fed argicultre) IS not an uncommon 

occurrence nor is an initial period of unemployment for urb(lI1 immigrants. One of 

the most effective methods for mitigating such uncertainty in a family entails a family 

investment in building a dynamic insurance plan between it and its members thus 

allowing families to readily respond to nature's adverse and unexpected quirks. 

In formulating their theoretical constructs on the question of "why do migrants 

remit", Stark and Lucas (1988) lIsed the insurance contract approach. one that 

warrants defining. The essence of the ordinary insurance contract is the "payment of 

a fee by the insuree in exchange for the insurer's promise to pay a certain sum of 

money provided a stipulated event occurs" (McCall 1987, 869). Using this concept 

is appropriate for understanding miglants' commitment to their families because 

inSUI<lIlCe is. bv definition. all 

"institution th(lt mitigates the influence of uncertainty. The individual 
in\'ests in a host of activities /lOW to insure that the timing and 
magnitude uf unfortunate future events will be less harmful. These 
activities enable firms and individuals to trade risks among themselves" 
(McCall 1987, 869). 

In Stark and Lucas's (1988, -1-66--1-67) theory. the family is initially the insurer 

after which roles are switched where the now established migrant fills that role. Their 

fundamental assumptions are: (I) The sending family desires to adopt a new 

production technology in agriculture: (2) both the head of the household and the 

potential migrant are averse to risk: (3) neither one of them is able to sufficiently 

self insure: (-1-) and neither of them can make "insurance-type arrangements with a 



third party". 

This theory states that migration of a family member is implicitly insured by 

the head of the household, the insurer. The new migrant, the insuree, will incur costs 

of transportation and urban living, and risks of failing to rapidly find (and maintain) 

urban employment. Such potential and temporary costs, which take the form of rural 

to urban remittances. are borne by the family until the migrant is established. 

Therefore. in the first stage of the migration process, family capital is initially 

invested in an insurance contract with the migrant who is entitled to make claims in 

adverse events such as unemployment spells: and later the family expects remittances 

as a return on its investment, or as a delayed payment for its provision of the 

II1surance cmerage. 

As the !lew migrant becomes established and begins to remit. the head of the 

household in the sending region will then be able to adopt new high-yield agricultural 

techniques in spite of their normally deterring high-risk content. At this stage when 

the insurer head of household begins to reap the benefits of his investment he now 

becomes the insuree. At all stages of this cycle. this voluntary cooperative contractual 

arrangement i~ seen to benefit both the insurer and the insuree. Stark and Lucas 

(1988. 467-468) conclude that urban to rural remittances are a 

"delayed payment of a premium for the insurance taken lip by the 
migrant in the first period and/or as a transfer of the insurance 
payment to the head of the family once the rural unfavourable state 
of nature has occurred". 

which includes cattle disease. crop failure due to drought or flood, price instability 

and market accessibility especially in war times. insecurity of land tenancy and other 
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threatening aspects of fanning in a LOC. In other words, migration can be viewed 

as a diversification of investment in the presence of risk. 

2.3.2 Contract Adherence 

Contracts are usually the result of bilateral negotiations and are intended to 

insulate contracting partners from long and short external shocks. According to 

Rosen (1985, 1145), 

"A contract is a voluntary ex-ante agreement that resolves the 
distribution of uncertainty about the value and utilization of shared 
investments bet\veen contracting parties." 

Contract fees and benefits which arc paid by contractants conditional on "information 

observed by both parties." are made of (I) "implicit payments of insurance premiuIlls 

by workers in favorable states of nature" and (2) "receipt of indemnities in 

unfavorable states" (Rosen 1985, 1145). 

Rosen (1985) asserts that implicit contracts must be interpreted in the "as if' 

sense of explicit contracts. FOJ example. in implicit contracts between parents and 

their children, the former invests in the latter in return for an "implicit promise" of 

support during old age. Such an "as if' written but in reality unwritten contract is 

enforced imperfectly by social sanctions, through intra-family altruism and 

bargaining. The self-enforcing nature of implicit family contracts. and family 

members cOl11l11itment to remit. have been commented on by many, notably Becker 

( 1981), Becker a)lel Tomes ( 1986). Pollal-- ( 1985). Stark anel Lucas (1988), Lucas and 

Stark (1985), and by Philpott (1968: 1(70). One of the questions that their work 

illuminates is: why are implicit (family) contracts voluntarily honoured? The answers 



that emerge revolve around altruism, bargaining, and self-interest. 
~ ~ ~ 

2.3.3 Altruism 

Altruism and loyalty are a major integrating and binding force within a family. 

An altruist is defined by Becker (1981, 177) as one who is made better off reducing 

his own consumption in order to increase the consumption of his family. Becker 

continues: 

"Since family income is the sum of his own and his beneficiary's 
income, he would refrain from actions that raise his own income if 
they 10\\'('1' hers (the family's) even more: and he would take actions 
that lower his own if they raise her income even more." 

To put it in migration terms, an altruistic migrant will not do anything that lowers 

his family's income 1
, and is also willing to lower his own income' to raise that of his 

family. Therefore, an altruistic migrant \\'Oldd consider his family's welfare to have 

greater value than his own. 

It was believed that family members honour implicit contracts that develop 

between them purely out of altruism". For example, families imest in their children's 

education partly because they see it as being an essential capital for their children's 

ftl ture. However, many? have observed, after controlling for wage levels, a positive 

~ Lg. a migr:lnt would rc('omrwllse hi~ rami!\' thc l'l)';J'; of transrort:ltion and unemploymcnt 
insurance. 

, E.g .. through regular remittanccs. 

" I and many others ccrtainly 11l'lin'd that. Fm more details, sec ConncllcUtI. (]l)76). 

; Sec for example ./ohnson and Whitelaw (197-+): Rempel and Lobdel (1l)7X); Lucas and Stark 
(Il),>()): and Stal k and I.ucas ( I 'iSS). 
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relationship between a migrant's education level and the amount remitted to his 

family, a phenomenon which they interpreted as a repayment of the total amount 

(principal plus interest) invested by the family. Similarly, Lucas and Stark ( 1985) 

concluded that altruism as well as a migrant's self interest were the primary reasons 

for remittances. 

2.3.4 Bargaining 

Bargaining is the act of negotiation between two or more parties about the 

terll1~ of possible cooperation, which may involve trade, a joint business venture or 

other arrangements. Therefore, \vhen a family bargains with a migrant sibling 

regarding the flow of remittances. that act is C(lI/Ow), to altruism. The relationship 

between altruism and bargaining models is stated by Lucas and Stark (1985, 906) in 

the follO\ving way: 

"Within a game-theoretic view, greater wealth of the family should 
increase its relative bargaining strength. Thus whereas the pure 
altru ism model predicts higher remittances to 100ver income 
households, ceteris paribus. the reverse is implied by the bargaining 
111 ode \." 

In his study of the effects of the industrial revolution on familv structure 1I1 

nineteenth century Lancashire, Anderson (1971, 131-13-1-) asserts that due to 

urbanization and industl ialization. children had greater economic opportunities and 

high enough wages for them to gain economic independence of their families. So 

children entered il1to "relational bargains" with their parents on equal terms and 

reached (implicit) agreemenb that \vere beneficial to both. Commitment to this 

agreement or relationship was not strong thus if a better alternative was possible 
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elsewhere the child could take it. In traditional largely rural communities where the 

land is the only viable source of income. the children's position in the bargaining 

game is \"eaker because of their total dependence on the head of the household's 

mcome. 

In his bargaining model, Pollak (1985, 600) identifies strategies that are 

equivalent to "payoffs associated with clearly defined "next best" alternatives for each 

party"; they usually correspond to "the expected utility taken over some set of 

alternatives", Do such alternative strategies affect intrafamily allocation and 

distribution of resources (or of human capital investment-insurance)'? In other words. 

do Pollak's strategies lead to higher returns associated with the "next best" alternative 

hence investment in and "emigration of the fittest"?~ 

Bargaining models clearly put the issue of intrafamily allocation and 

apportiollment in a game-theoretic setting, The contracting parties use their 

bargaining power in pursuit of their self illterest. The outcome of the bargaining 

process. according to Stark and Lucas (1988. -+71--+72). reflects relative bargaining 

powers of the contracting parties, The bargaining power of each party depends on: 

( I) the utility with which it can provide the other: (2) the cost it will incur in 

providing this utility: and (3) its willingness to risk a conflict. All of these factors 

allow one to predict migrants' propensity to remit and cOl1tr(1ctants' adherence to the 

, \Vhile this c()l1cept L'an n()t be te~ted hell', it can be tested by monitoring the age-rank oj 
migr:lnts in each h()u~l'h()ld and their level ot education compared to remaining lamil), members, In 
Middle Fastcrn s()l'ictie~, the eldest son i~ held in highest esteem and one would expel'! him to be the 
lirst migl ant trom his h()u~eh()ld, It the child with the highe')t education and the titlest is the one that 
emigrates, thL'n it h()lsters the argumcnt that a tamily actually invest') in the emigration (II their 
children tor reason,> ,If ,>clt-intercst. Naturallv, \\e ,Issumc rcmitting sihling'>, 
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contract. 

In the initial stages of the migration process, a famiIy's bargaining position is 

at its zenith: it not only finances the trip but also provides the migrant with the 

necessary insurance against urban risks. The family invests in the migrant because 

they expect high returns due to the fact that they invested in the most likely sibling 

to succeed ("the fittest"): and due to the community-wide and family-specific 

socialization to remit and confirm ones family loyalty. Moreover. in the initial stages, 

especially when the migrant considers his urban job unstable, he is less likely to risk 

conflict with his family because he may have to "file for benefits." As the migrant 

becomes established, his bargaining position strengthens and he becomes less willing 

to offer concessions. When the head of the household undertakes risky activities such 

as a business or agricultural investment, he becomes more dependent on the 

migrant's remittances. 

Family altruism and intra-family bargaining are the two essential elements in 

implicit contracts' enforceability. The following section adch esses more specifically 

the theoretical rea:-,ons for a migrant's adherence to implicit contracts. 

2.3.5 Default Deterring Factors and Self-Interest 

As for the migrant in whom his family has invested, three default-deterring 

factors are identified by Stark and Lucas (1988): First, the migrant's aspiration to 

inherit his parent':, wealth\); Second, migrants who intend to return to their home 

,) During mv field \\'()rk. I notienl that <;omc migL1I11s appeareu to remit more than their family's 
inhnitahk a'~L'h. 
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village, even for a \'isit. need to maintain a good relation with their residual family 

members who are instrumental at guaranteeing siblings' reputation (Stark and Lucas 

1988: Lucas and Stark 1985: Pollak 1985: Becker 1987 and 1981). The latter --the 

only remittance-inducing factor that Philpott (1968) concurs with-- amounts to the 

provision of the social base \vhich greatly facilitates the reintegration of returning 

migrants into their home community. Finally. the remaining family members can 

greatly facilitate a migrant's rural investment and its maintenance. These factors 

induce migrants to remit and abide by the family's (insurance) contract. 

Over time, family constraints such as getting married or having children, and 

economic constraints sllch as unemployment or retirement will affect the level of 

remittance flow, sometimes bringing it to a halt. Another contributing factor to 

contract-breaching, according to Philpott (1968), is a migrant's adoption of a new 

reference group from whom individuals usually derive their "new" norms, attitudes 

and values. and the social ()bligatiolls these create. 

The slow(,1 flow of remittances is offset by investing in more emigrants, an act 

that has desirable effects on households. A new migrant increases his family's net 

incomel!1 because there is now an additional source of remittances, namely the new 

migrant who also reminds the earlier migrant of the problems in the source country 

and of his \vanillg obligations. 

Therefore, the continuous tlow of migrants and the maintenance of social ties 

Ii' Assumes unempl()yment anu llnprt)Ullcti\ l' labour before migration. 
\Vith more emigranh, lamily per capita cunsumpt ion increases becau~e thc rL>~ourccs arc thell 

uistrihuleu am()ng~t fewcr Il1cmher<;, 
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with fellow villagers abroad ll act as continuing general reminder and social 

sensitization to migrants' ob ligations toward theirfamilies back home (Philpott 1968). 

It must be noted that Philpott (1968 . .l73) believes that "remittance obligation is 

rooted in the nature of the migrant's social network rather than in property 

considerations or legal or supernatural sanctions." This is not upheld by Stark and 

Lucas (1988) nor by Lucas and Stark's (1985) findings. 

2.3.6 Insurance Contract 

Unlike the various techniques used to protect many of the market 

investments. it is difficult to pi otect investment in human capital such as by ensuring 

a long-term demand for an acquired skill in a rapidly changing world. Protection 

against adverse future events such as crop failure. unemployment, illness 01 death of 

the primary bread winner can be provided by the family. the state, or by the market. 

In advanced industrial societies the market and the state. besides the family. 

playa protective role against a range of potential adverse events. In the more 

traditional societies. the family is typically the sole pro\'ider of insurance or 

protection in accordance with implicitly agreed upon "contract" between all the 

family members. Contractants. brought together by the joint opportunity to reap 

returns on investments peculiar to their relationship, are required to bear risk and 

to temporarily subordinate their interest for future considerations and gains. 

Family insurance benefits are typically in kind ano sometimes require 

domestic rearrangements so that. :say. a returning migrant (e.g., a failed migration 

11 Chain migration streams w()ulJ imph greater continu(lus remi((anl'c~. 
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attempt) and his family can be re-integrated to form a single residential unit. This 

may be quite difficult if the family is becoming nuclear!2. 

Implicit self-enforcing contracts, especially between family members, do not 

have to be based only on verifiable variables (Carmichael 1989) such as cattle owned 

by the head of the household, or the migrants' salary. Non-verifiable variables, 

normally observable by only one of the parties of the contract, include a migrant's 

effort le\el to secure employment or his ability to save. That is to say, the size of the 

migrant's (and for that matter, the insurer's) bank account. Here agalI1 a second 

sibling helps in enforcing the contract 

2.3.7 Moral Hazard and Adverse Selection 

When an insurance contract i~ s>trllck under uncertain conditions, two 

problems arise: l1loraIIUl~a,.d and adverse selection. These problems are founded all 

imperfect information where insu rees could opportu n istically misrepresent themse lves 

to the insurer (McCall 1987; Pollak 1985). By paying all insurance premium, the 

individual is in effect transferring the risk of a particular activity to an insurance 

company (the family) which can not costlessly monitor the insured. The transference 

of risk affecb the incentives and behaviour of the insured (migrant), a factor central 

to the moral hazard. 

When adversity strikes a migrant in need of assistance, the insuring family is 

not sure whether it is due to the insured migrant's carelessness> or due to bad luck. 

J' An l'\::lll1pk Ill' this i\ thl' ()[il'ntation tlr l'volutilln of family life in Chri~tian Khirhit Kanafar. 

Lllnilil's thcre arc m()[l' indc]1cndl.'ntl\' nudcar than cXll'nded as rdkclnl hy good !amil\' tics with 
very lew famil\' mcmher" marning and rcmaining in their parents dwcllinl:\. Frequl'nt cooperation 
hetween iamil\' tncml1L'r'i ()n dail\' IJr \c:t'i()Ilal al'li\'iti('\ i\ :tlS() fading :\\\'a\ rapidl\'. 
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For example, a migrant may default on his familial contract and not remit "by 

working less energetically or by entering occupations with lower earnings and higher 

psychic income" (Becker and Tomes 1986, S 10). The moral hazard can be reduced 

by demanding that the insured bears some of the costs upon the occurrence of an 

adversity. This can be done by limiting or denying support for the defaulting migrant. 

The second problem is adverse selection which can be illustrated in the 

following example. Consider a used car dealership where cars of varying qualities are 

being exchanged. While customers and dealers rank the product (used car). only 

dealers ran observe the quality of each car they sell. Without some device for the 

cllstomers to identify good cars. bad cars will always be sold with good cars. Such a 

situation illustrates the pwblem of adverse selection. In a family setting. adverse 

selection occurs when an insuring family unknowingly bears the costs and 

consequences of its own action because it COli lei not accurately observe a situation 

due to. sometime deliberate, obstructions to complete information. For example. the 

family's likely passionate and subjective evaluation of the potential migrant's 

capabilities. character, and loyalty makes it diniclIlt to determine v.:hich sibling is 

likely to succeeJ 11 (and not default). Families with migrant children are always 

gaining more insights and information about destinations, and from each other's 

experiences with their (especially defaulting) children hence better able to more 

I'. Khirhit Knafar', residents have higher kvch (ll education and greah:r access to urhan 
I,.'mployment hy virtue of the p"litical sy,tem etc ... led no nccd to purchase lamily insurance. Besides, 
there arc churc'h nrganilations to look alter the poor: the agricuJturalland is irrigated thus generating 
greater rctUIns than non-irrigated lands in Lab: and there is a technical institute, a hospital, and a 
high sch\lol all 01 which make for more opportunitie'i fl)r the villager, both in Khirbit Kanalar and 
in othl't arl':t~ (particulary itl,idL' Lch:ttl(lt1). 
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accurately asses the potential migrant's chances for success at the destination choice. 

It must be noted that many migrants, especially those desiring to emigrate to more 

developed countries. can not maximize over an infinite number of choices largely due 

to receiving countries' immigration la\\ls. 

Family insurance was idcntified by Pollak (1985, 590) as having important 

advantages: 

"First. adverse selection is limited because outsiders cannot easily join 
the fcumly nor insiders withdraw. Second, information disparities 
between individuals and their families are generally smaller than those 
between individuals and nonfamily insurers. Proximity" yields 
substantial monitoring advantages, permitting the family to asses::, 
health or intensity of job search more easily, economicaIly, and 
accurately than the market or the state. Third, both family loyalty and 
cultUlal norms limit opportunistic behavior. Virtually every society 
condemns cheating one's family far more stronglv than cheating 

.... w "-- • ........ 

strangers-blood is thicker than wateL" 

In conclusion, it is appropriate to quote Ravenstein (188.\ 226) who asserted that 

"bad or oppressive laws, heavy taxation, an unnatural climate, 
uncongenial social surroundings, and even compulsion ... all have 
produced and are stiIl producing currcnts of migration, but non of 
the~e currents can compare in volume with that which arises flom the 
desire inherent in most men to 'better' themselves in material aspects 

" 

2.40 SOCIAL NETWORKS, SOCIAL STATUS, AND EMIGRATION: 
A CRITIQUE 

The underlying assumptions of hu man capital or econom ic theory of migration 

IS that the potential migrant is a rational economically calculating person with a 

l-l In lhi~ authnr\ \'ic\\', ~uch monitoring i, p()ssihle o( migrants in internal urhan centres, hut nut 
llf those in intcrndtional Je~tin,lti()ns, especially if migrants arc in JeH'lllpcc.l Clluntries. 
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number of destination options. Such assumptions have been tested, refined and 

criticized by many. One such criticism focused on the narrow economic perspective 

of this theory and its neglect of many social and political factors that could strongly 

influence migration flows. 

The presence of family members, relatives or friends at a particular 

destination combined with interfamily communications are necessary preconditions 

for migration. often producing chain migration (Brown and Sanders 1981: Connell 

et. al. 1976: Stark 1982). The presence of friends and relatives reduce the monetary 

costs of migration as they prm'ide the new migrant with the sustenance and shelter 

until he or she finds work (Greenwood 1970): the psychic costs of migration are also 

reduced by chain migration. The latter represent an important nOll-economic 

migration-inducing factoL 

Because it is prohibitively costlv for migrants to arrange for non-family 

insurance and to access information about a potential destination, especially from 

more developed couIltIies, Stark (1982, ..J.7S) asserts that "miglation should be 

expected to be, and often actually is, closely associated with the creation and 

utilization of social networks." Social networks and ties with fellow villagers and 

extended family members abroad were found to have the added advantage of acting 

as a "continuing general reminder" to migrants' about their obligations to their 

families back home l
" (Philpott 1968). 

\VhiIe rllral unemployed landless peasants may emigrate [01 reasons of 

L' Sec the sectiul1 un implilit "c()ntract l'lltllfccabilitv". 
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economic survivaL other intangible factors such as the diminished social status as a 

result of being disinherited and landless (Kasdan 1964) increase the push factor by 

reducing the psychic costs and increasing the social benefits of emigration. For many. 

emigration is a temporary phase which culminates in migrants returning to their 

home villages with their accumulated fortunes (Philpott 1968). after which the re

establishment of "lost" status may occur. In many cultures emigration is viewed as a 

step tmvard social maturity. and returned migrants have more prestige as a function 

of their wealth relative to residual villagers. and are also perceived. according to 

Philpott (196R and 1970) and Tannous (19-+ 1). as having had a socially valued 

experIence. 

As mentioned earlier. Stark and Lucas's (1988) paper constitutes the first 

attempt at a theory of why migl ants remit. Although their framework is rooted in the 

individualistic theory of human capital. they recognize that the family as a whole 

invests in the migrant: ie. migration is not an individual act carried out for personal 

selfish reasons. Investing in the migrant is done to improve the productivity. returns, 

and security of the whole family. Despite the geographical distance that separate 

migrants from their families. they continue to be considered as active family 

members. This implicit undocllmented investment is seen by Stark and Lucas as a 

mutually beneficial contract between the family and the migrant. 

There are 110 reasons to doubt the appropriateness of this theory of 

"migration. remittances. and the family". nor its case study from Botswana. The 

theory is set in the Third World and is primarily concerned with (1) domestic or 
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internal rural to urban migration and hence urban to rural remittances, and (2) the 

institution of the family as a provider of economic security (through insurance-

investment) first and social benefits later especially if the migrant desires to return. 

The question that arises here is about the applicability of this theory to international 

migration and remittances. Does the family play the same role as an insurer of the 

migrant even \'v'hen the intended destination is, say, Canada or Sweden and not 

Cambodia or Sudan'? 

For the purpose of this discll~sion two types of international rural-abroad 

migration are identified: (1) Temporary migration which is restricted in this thesis 

to people's movement between less developed countries, and (2) permanent 

migration from less developed to more developed countries. The former is typically 

made by contracted unskilled or semi-skilled labourers or "target migrants" who 

migrate for a specified period of time for the sole purpose of improving their 

financial situation. Such migrants, unlike those to MOe, are rarelv entitled to the 
~ -

social security benefits of the host society. They usually have pre-arranged 

employment contracts hence requiring no financial insurance from their families but 

feel tied to thcm since an emigrant's wife and children are usually not allowed to 

accompany the male head of the household. 

The family can playa key role in insuring (in the form of rural to urban 

remittances) the migrant in the first stages of the process. Repeated access to the 

migrant is essential because families would rather respond to the specific requests 

or requirements of the migrant than to, say, provide him at the outset with a large 
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lump sum of money to secure him from initial adversities of migration. This is based 

on the (lSSlllllption of the family's accessibility to urban areas nationally and 

abroad]{'. Sometimes migrants are from stressed countries or regions inflicted by 

wars, or by I1(ltural disasters such as droughts or monsoons, conditions that may slow 

or halt communications and the flow of information between MDCs and LDCs. Such 

conditions could disrupt the stream remittances between migrants and their families, 

and make it easier to breach family contracts and reduce or eliminate the need for 

familv insurance. 

The second type of migration has a direct application to the dissertation's case 

study and to the theory of remittances being critiqued here. Emigr(ltion from 

developing to developed countries has a different dimension and implications for the 

theory of "migration, I emittances, and the family". In such a migration pattern, two 

things are worth noting: the existence of social security systems in the receiving 

developing countries. and the prominence of chain migration. Both of these factors 

reduce the role of the family as an insurer and provider of social security. 

Consider the following. A new migrant aJrives in a developed country and 

fails to find a job or becomes unemployed before having the chance to get 

established. Who would this migrant turn to for support'? He is likely to lean 011 the 

state for assistance. Short of that the migrant would ask members of his own family 

or community (whom he may had known from the country of origin) for temporary 

help. 

t<, I\bny ill chri,tiall Khirhit Kanafar lamented ahout the difficulty or cummunicating \\'ith their 
migrant ,ibling, :lhr(}ad. 
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There is a low probability of a migrant requesting. from an international 

destination. financial assistance from his family. There are three significant reasons 

for his reluctance: First, financing a rural-abroad journey is far more draining on a 

family's budget than a domestic rural-urban trip. Second, the per capita income is 

usually far lower in developing countries than in developed ones. Finally. the cost of 

living in the developed world. particularly in its major urban centres, is much higher 

than in the cities of the dcveloping world. This discrepancy in the cost of living is 

highest between rural sending areas and receiving ones in developed countries 

abroad. So while a family might be able to support a migrant in. say. the nation's 

capital city, most families will probably be unable to afford the cost of living in. say 

Toronto, Los Angeles, or Boston. 11 becomes clear that in the described migration 

pattern. a family would not (perhaps more accurately stated as could not) play the 

role of an insurer. Being perfectly aware of his family's finances. it is more likely for 

the migrant to request or accept assistance from his migrant friends and relatives 

(Greenwood 1970) than from his parents. 

Furthermore, chain migration. especially to a developed country. is the norm 

in many developing countries. Due to the high cost of transportation to international 

destinations in the "North". and the low levels of income in the "South", the first 

migrant is typicll/~r the one \vho finances the emigration of subsequent family 

members. Knowing these realities about migration to developed countries. is a 

"contractual agreement" struck bet\veen the subsequent migrants and their families'? 

Do subsequent migrants remit to satisfy the contractual agreement between the 
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original remitter and the family? In short, why do international migrants to 

developed countries remit? 

2.50 CONCLUSION 

The human capital theory of migration is reviewed then used as the basis of 

discussion of the push-pull model and of Stark and Lucas's (1988) theory of 

migration and remittances in a family situation. While the former theory deals with 

the question of why indil'iduals migrate. the latter theory gives greater emphasis to 

the question of why family members remit. Due to their COIllmon conceptual basis. 

these models create a fertile gIOund for the generation and testing of hypotheses. 

The only major "deviation" from the original human capital model is the adoption 

of the family/household as the unit of analysis in this chapter and thesis. 

Stark and Lucas ( 1988, 465-466) conceived remittances to be a "part of. or one 

clause in, a migrant family's self enforcing, cooperative. contractual agreement" 

where both the migrant and his/hel family expect to be better off with the agreement 

than without it. A thorough analysis of this model appears to reveal that it is more 

aJJplicable to internal than international migration. This can only be tested in the 

analytical chaptel. However. the folk)wing chapter provides the national setting for 

this study and the reasons that necessitated a field survey. 



Chapter Three 

POPULATION, ~1IGRATION AND THE POLITICS 
OF LEBANON: 

A BACKGROUND 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Lebanon is an Arab country located on the Ea~tern coast of the Mediterranean sea. 

It has an area of 10,-1-52 square kilometres and is bounded to the North and East by Syria, 

and to the East by the state of Israel. The country's topography is made lip of two mountain 

ranges, namely the Western! and the Eastern massifs which run through the country from 

North to South. The Western massif is more commonly known to \Vestern scholars as 

Mount Lebanon, the traditional home of the country's rival 1\1aronite and Druze 

communities. 

The topography of Lebanon has affected its sel'tarian composition. Early migratory 

Arabs established Sunni and Shi'a Muslim villages in the Biqa'a valley, and the Maronites 

and the Druze chose Mount Lebanon for its relative safety (see Figure 3.1). The geography 

of the country and the different social and religioll~ \allie systems dictated that these 
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communities live 111 relative isolation from each other until the middle of the nineteenth 

century. 

This chapter sets the national ~cene and spirit for this research project. It starts by 

sketching the geo-sectaJ ian structure of the country. This is followed by a discussion of 

Lebanon's National Pact. the formula that allocates political representation according to the 

size of each religious comlllunity Special attention is given to the role of population 

censuses in the politics of Lebanon and how they affect the economic development of each 

religious comlllunity. 

Also discussed are the issues of migration and remittances. and how the fonner 

constituted a partial plelude to the eruption of the 197)-1990 civil war. Finally. Lebanon's 

largest province, the Biqa 'a, is discussed in terms of its population composition. followed 

by a brief discussion of village administrations. 

It must be mentIOned that population stati5.tics (or the lack thereof) are at the heart 

of the political debate, therefore, almost all national population figures used in this thesis 

are estimates which vary sharply at timc~. Additionally. the Christian Maronites and the 

Shi'a Muslims make up part of the foclls in this chapter simply because they are the two 

largest communities in which the former has a monupuly on power while the latter is 

demanding more equitable representation. 

3.2 THE SECTARIAN GEOGRAPHY OF LEBANON 

A general geographic description of Lebanon is not complete if it does not account 

for the geo-sectarian structure of the country, a phenomenon with paramount importance 

in Lebanon's political and economic geography. Lebanon's various religious groups have 
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historically occupied certain well-defined geographic areas which are the focus of this 

section. 

Based on data from Rubenberg (1988), Toubi (1980), Chamie (1980), and Salibi 

(1988a), the sectarian geography of modern Lebanon can be categorized into four major 

regional clusters. The first covers the residents of the mountain range of Mount Lebanon 

which was itself historically and conveniently divided by the Ottomans into two areas: (i) 

That part of Mount Lebanon north of the Damascus-Beirut highwa/ is considered the 

traditional home of Lebanon's Christians, an area where the Maronites are the 

overwhelming majority (See Table 3.1, particularly Kisilwan and Matin). These communities 

fled persecution in their homeland in northern Syria in the fifth and sixth centuries and 

choose this part of Lebanon's mou ntain ranges for its ruggedness and, therefore, relative 

security. (ii) The southern region of Mount Lebanon, particularly the Shouf Mountain, is 

the traditional home of the Druze. They are an off-shoot of Shi'a Islam who settled this 

area in the eleventh centUlY (See Table 3.1, particularly Shouf and Alay). It should, 

however, be noted that the Maronites are the absolute majority in the whole of Mount 

Lebanon leading some writers to overlook the Druze presence in this mountain. In spite of 

their political domination and economic successes, Lebanon's Maronites did not take to 

urbanization but remained largely a rural community (see Table 3.2). 

The second cluster is the Northwestern region which extends from the coast to the 

peaks of the Western mountains. It includes Tripoli, Seer and Akkar, and has a population 

~ The area north of Beirut, south of Tripoli, anJ the western slopes of Mount Lebanon make up 
approximately the current area of what some call the Christian canton/enclave, or "Maronistan". 
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that is largely Sunni . It should be noted that the Sunnis have always been an urbanized3 

community with some major concentrations outside this region. In other words, the cities 

of Beirut and Sidon have a sizeable Sunni population . 

The third area is the Northeastern region which includes the eastern slopes of the 

Akkar mountains, northern Biga'a, and the northern part of Lebanon's eastern mountain 

range. This region , in which the cities of Baalbek and Hirmil are also located, has a 

population that is mostly Shi 'a Muslim. 

Finally, the Southern region extends from the slopes of Jabal al-Shaik in the east to 

the coast of Sidon-Tyre in the west. Similar to the Northeastern region , this region has a 

predominantly Shi'a population. Once again, outside this region, namely in the southern 

suburbs/slums (see Table 3.2) of Beirut there exists a substantial segment of Lebanon's Shi'a 

community, most of whom emigrated from the largely rural governorate of South Lebanon. 

While historically Lebanon 's population is segregated along confessional lines, there 

are many cases where enclaves of different sects exist in different village or town clusters. 

For example, the Greek Orthodox towns of Kura are located in the largely Sunni 

Northwestern region, and the Maronite town of Jizzin is located in the predominantly Shi'a 

Southern region, a region that is also home to a community of Sunnis who live in the 

Kharoub area in south east Lebanon along the border with Israel. 

3 For example, a 1971 survey revealed that 84% of the Sunnis live in citi es of 10,000 o r more people, 
compared to only 45 % o f th e Ma ro nites, 55% of th e Shia , and 46% o f th e Druze (Chamie 1980). 
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Within this geo-ethnic context, the re:-.earch area where Lala and Khirbit Kanafar are 

located is somewhat unique. Lala and a fe\\ other villages which are located on the eastern 

side of the Biqa'a valley have a population that is mostly Sunni. On the western side of the 

valley, Khirbit Kanafal and a few other villages are mostly Christian. Both groups of villages 

constitute a religious minority in the largely Shi'a region and province of Biqa 'a. 

This geo-sectarian di~tribution is political in its origin, since a givcll sect rarely 

concentrates in aile region to the exclusion of others. According to TOllbi (1980, 85), 

"Leba nOll 's sects are scattered over the country in varying degrees. The _ ~ ~ L 

SUllnis, the Maronites and thl' Greek Orthodox have the highest 
dispersion I ate: the Shi'ites and the Druzes have the lowest. The 
majority of the Sunnis are found in major cities like Sidon, Beirut and 
Tripnli. The j'daronites. once concentrated in rural areas in all parts of 
Lebanon, han' recently begull migrating in large Ilumbers to the cities" 
(see Table 3.1 and Table 3.2). 
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In spite of demographic. economic and political changes over the centuries. 

each religious community maintained its traditional geographic territory. Therefore. 

the Sunnis remain a geographically fragmented community concentrated 111 the 

coastal cities of Tripoli and Beirut (see Table 3. I): the traditional mountain dwellers 

and historic rivals. namely the Maronites and the Druze have been slow in 

responding to the urbanization process thus maintaining their domination over 

Mount Lebanon: zlIld the once-neglected Shi'(l community remained in its, traditional 

territory, southern Lebanon and the northeastern part of the country. 

It should be noted that while the old city of Beirut is dominated by SUl1nis. 

the city has attracted many from most majol sects. hence it has substantial 

representations from a number of sects (See Table 3.1 and Table 3.2). Having 

described how Lebanon\. religioll:', groups are geographically concentrated. the 

discussion now focuses (I) on hO\\ these groups have interacted in recent history. and 

(2) on hO\\ the population size of each sect affected its role in :',haping the future of 

th e COllll tr\'. 

3.3 POLITICAL HISTORY 

After the collapse of the Ottoman empire. Lebanon and Syria came under the 

FreIlch mandate from 1918 to 19-+G. 0 n the I st of September 1920. the French High 

Commissioner General Henri GOlJralJd issued a clecree establishing the state of 

Greater Lebanon lInder a separate adminstration from that of Syria. The decree 

annexed to the autonomolls pnwillce (lJllilllSillTillhYil) of MOLIllt Lebanon the coastal 
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cities of Tyre. Sidon. Beirut, and Tripoli as well as \Vadi at Taym and the fertile 

Biqa 'a valley, the economic backbone of the new state (See Figure 3.1 above: 

HOllrani, 19~6: Kliot 1986: Salibi 1965: and Saliba 1988). As a result, the population 

composition of the province of (Mount) Lebanon was transformed in one decade: 

in the 1800s. the Maronites constituted over 50(/; of the population of approximately 

300,000, tIlt' Druze and Greek Orthodox combined constituted about 250, and the 

Shi'a. Sunni, and Greek Catholics made up the rest (Faris 1982: Wagstaff 1986). In 

the territorially e:\pilnded 1l1l{/u,\Urnj/inli of I\lount Lebanon, Greater Lebanon's 

population of ~50,000 in 19/9 was increased by 150.000 people most ofwhol11 were 

Muslims. thus reducing the percentage of the Maronites in the l17lil(lsarrilfi.\:r({ from 

6YX in the eally 20th century to 29~;i in the new republic, with the Sunni and Shi'a 

accounting for 22(,; and 20(/; of the population, respectively (Harik 1985: Farsoun 

1988: Farris 1(82). Therefore, the I\laron itcs almost lost their majority status in 

Greater Lebanon. 

A leading historian ~)f the Middle East. Albert Hourani (1988) asserts that 

with the <.'1 eation of the modern state of Lebanon in 1920. there were at least two 

segments in the population \\ith two \,iews about the future of the country. On the 

one hand. the largely I\laronite population of l\Iuunt Lebanon had its own vision. It 

was a homogeneous rural society embodied in the institu tion of the Maronite Church 

with a vision for an independent, predominantly Christian community. 

On the other hane!. there were the coastal urban trading communities which 

were predominantly SUlllli Muslims with Orthodox and other Christian elements. 
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These ethnic communities mingled and coexisted peacefully, and they had a vision 

of \veak and non-interventionist government to which they would have access and 

control over (Salibi, 1965: Harik 1968: Hourani 1988). These two views had to be 

harmonized in order for the new republic to survive. 

As the French mandate period came to an end, some of Lebanon's Christians 

expressed their concern that the post-mandate period could threaten the sUlvival of 

Lebanon as an independent country in the Arab world. As a result, the Christians 

demanded that france grant Lebanon a treaty enshrining and acknowledging the 

special relationship between the two countries. HO\\ever, accOiding to the Lebanese 

historian Kamal Salibi (l988a, 18-1-), some Christians 

"demanded that Lebanon be made a national home for the Christians 
under french protection, just as Palestine was to be made a national 
home for the Jews, leaving SYrIa for the Muslims to manage as they 
pleased" 

Although the Sunnis of Lebanon were enthusiastic about the country's coming 

independence~, they articulated their excitement in Arab nationalist terms. This 

Muslim pan-Arab perspective frigh tened many eh ristians and spu ned a debate abou t 

Arabis!1l and LebanisI1l. Despite that, both the Christians and the Muslims 

"were bound to agree that the country, once it became independent. 
needed to be managed and developed properly .... Details regarding 
the sharing of power between Christians and :Vluslims in the Lebanese 
state should be wOIked out in a manner that would best sClve this aim" 
(Salibi 1988a, 185). 

Eventually, ll'aders of the ;\laronite Christians and the Sunni Muslims reached 

.j i.e. l\1w,lims WLTe enthu\ia,tl( :tb(lut thl' ('nll ()f i()l'elgn (lCCllpalion which was seen as a ~tl'P towarll pan 
Arahism. 



a power sharing formula known as the National Pact or CO\enant ({//-A~r{JlLI(f ill-

H~l!({l/i). This oral Pact. of which there is no formal record, amounted to an 

unwritten gentlemen's agreement that augmented and superseded certain aspects of 

the formal Constitution of the cOllntrv. 

Conceptually, this pact was a sound arrangement as it S<l\V the marriage of the 

visions that two of Lebanon's major communities had for the future of the country. 

The pact asserted that: 

'Lebanon the mountain of refuge and Lebanon the meeting place, 
rooted ill ib traditions but open to the \\orlcl. \\ith bilingualism or 
trilillgualism as a necessity of its life: possessing stable institutions 
which correspond with its deep realities, an assembly in which the 
spokesmen of the variolls communities can meet and talk together. 
tolerant laws, no political domination of one group by another. but a 
kind of spiritual domination of those who think of Lebanon as part of 
the Mediterranean world" (Hollrani 1988. 8). 

The National Pact was operationalized along 1\.vo paths: one path dealt \vith 

how to distribute political power internally, and the other with the political 

orientation of the coulltry. The Icltter stated that Muslims SllOUld support the 

continued independence of Lebanon within the Arab family of states, and that the 

ChI istians should drop their demand for close ties with France. In essence, then, the 

National Pact aimed at the "Lebanizatioll of the j\Auslillls and Arabization of the 

Christians" (Edmond Rabbath 1973, SIS as quoted in Tabbarah 1979, Ill). 

An intriguing aspect of the National Pact \\as its forIllula for the distribution 

of political power: key security (directorate of public security), military (Army 

commander), political (the presidency) positions were preserved for the Christian 

Maronites. The SUIlni l\.luslims were allotted the post of the premiership of the 
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government. and other government positions were distributed proportionately among 

the different Lebanese comlllunities. 

"The official theory embodied Il1 the National Pact was based on the 

as~,ull1ption that the Maronites could speak for the population of the Mountain 

villages, and the SUIlIlis for all Muslims" (Hourani 1988,9). In its original form. the 

National Pact overlooked substantial minorities on the periphery such as the Shi'a 

who are mostlv located in the Southern and Northeastern regions, and the Druze 

who are concentrated in Jabal Shut'. 

FOllr yeal s after indepcndence and the official implementation of the Pact. 

the Shi'a were allotted the speakership of th(' parliament. For many years after 

independence, the post of the Ministry of Defence went to the Druze, and the 

Foreign [\:linistry to the Greek Orthodox. 

According to the con:--titution (cuticle (5). Christian-Muslim parliamentary 

representation and other key civil scrvic(' johs wcre to be fixed at a six to five ratio. 

This ratio was determined by the then historically set dellll'graphic realities. 

3.4 THE POLITICS OF POPULATION IN LEBANON 

Lebanon '5 first and only cenSllS which was taken in 1932 during the French 

mandate period "provided the d(,l1lographic basi~ for the \vay in \vhieh Lebanon was 

rlln" (Kliot 1986,207). The census arguably re\eaJecl that the CllI istians outnumbered 

the Muslims by a 6:5 ratio thus parliamentary and public service positions were based 

on this ratio. Each religious group's representation was based on its size in 1932 thus 

entitling the Christians to :"-+ parliamentary seats and the Muslims to -+) (20 seats 



went to the Sunnis. 19 to the Shi'as, and 6 to the Druzes)'. 

Salibi (1988a, 198) asserts that there is a general suspicion, 

"even among many Christians. that it (the 1932 cen~lIs) had been a 
rigged one, at least to some extent. From that time on. only official 
population figures, \vhieh were generally known to be heavily doctored, 
had been reledsed by the Lebanese censlls department. to the head of 
which only Christians were appointed. and whose record were kept in 
secrecy." 
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Many other writers" reason that the results of the French orchestrated 1932 census 

are dubiolls. 

Why are the results of the 1932 censlIs questionable'? The short answer to that 

has to do with "who is a Ll'bane~e citizen'?" The [\luslims in the late 1920s demanded 

a national census because they were convinced that they were a majority and wanted 

access to the top echeloIls of political power in the country. The French had a special 

relationship with the [\1aronites going back to the Crusaders and Louis XIV, and 

wanted to maintain this relationship wIth their Christian allies. even after 

iIld::pendence. Eventually the Muslims' demand for a count of the country's 

population \\a~ :-,atisfied. but with a t\\i~t. The Christians ill~lstecl that all Lebanese 

-' Although the numht'! ul parliamentaly ,e~lh all\ltteJ ttl each "l'ct evolved over lime, the Chri,tiansalways 
had a pariiamentarvmajoritY. 'I he 11g11ITs disCLIsc;l'd here (S-+ to -+'i) rL"il'f to the arrangcrl1l'1l1 that l'\i~ted until 
198<). 

t. Sec fur example: Schill I ()~t): Beamonl cud I ()~:-:: \\' agslalt IlJ~7: Kliot I \)~h: Farah I <)03; Kechichian 
1983: and Khalidi I (J79. 
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Table 3.3 Results of Lebanon's 1932 Census 

( 1 ) (2) (3) 

Maronites 227,800 33,243 261,043 
e8)' (30}~ 

Greek Orthodox 77,312 12,963 90,275 
(9) ( 10) 

Greek Catholics 46,709 9,893 56,602 
(5) (6) 

Other CllI i~tia ns 45,125 3,236 -lS, 361 
(6) (6) 

Total Christians 396,746 55,335 452.281 
(50) (52) 

Sunnis 178.130 4,712 182,842 
(22) (21) 

Shi'a 155.035 3.390 158A25 
( 19) (18) 

Druze 53.334 3,478 56.812 
(6) (6.S) 

t"tal ~Iuslillls 386,499 I 1,580 398.079 
(48) (46) 

t"vs I 
9.981 

I 
488 

I 
100469 

I \ 1 ) ( 1 ) 

(1) People present or temporarily absent. 
(~:) Emigrant~ maintaining their Lebanese nationality. 
(3) Total of columns 1 +2: Officially lIsed figures. 
, 

A~ per cent of total population. 
SOUl ces: 

Khalicli (1979): Rondot ( 1984): and Wagstaff (1986). 
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emigrants and those of Lebanese descent7 should be counted in the national census. 

A "compromise" was found whereby those emigrants who retained their Lebanese 

nationalitv weI e included in the census (see Table 3.3, column 3) 

3.5 CONSEQUENCES OF A NE\;Y CENSUS 

A census in Lebanon is badly needed for. amongst other things, purposes of 

development and public investment. A census can easily be taken without registering 

the confession of the people. However. the Christians object to the very idea of a 

censu~ because they fear that any form of Cl'IlSUS may reveal demographic facts that 

lllay not serve the interest of the Christian community. It should be noted that 

Muslims have demanded a new census more to show just how large a majority they 

now form than to have a better development plan for their areas, an attitude that 

frightened the Christians even more (Salibi 198~(I). 

The Christians' objection to a nt'w censlls reflects their refusal to acknowledge 

the new demographic realities \\hich have been tipping in f<nour of the Muslim 

community. One reason for this is the high level of Christian emigration, mostly to 

France. the United States of America. (lnd to the Persian Gulf countries. 

Anothel reason is education induced emigration. Farsoun (1988.108-109) 

conitends that 

"the quantity. level and quality of education indicate a strong Christian 
advantage owr Muslims, especially the Shi·a. The school system also 
reinforces French-Arabic bilingualism and bi-culturalisl11 among 
Christians. particularly the r\'taronites. and helps alienate them from 

7 Emigrant Chri,ti:m, ut I cballcsL' dC'lcnt wh" Ih) IUI1gl'l hcld ldlancse citi/cn,hip were estimated to he 
IW,:'i(Jl) in 1()~2, and the l\luslim Idt;d (,l be 2".2;-;:; (Khalidi ]lJ7lJ). 



tht, regionally dominant Arab culture and its Islamic underpinning." 

In short, LebanoIl's educational system, which reinforces foreign linkages and 

dependence, promoted the Western-orientation of the population, especially among 

the Christians: encouraged cultural and economic schisms between the two major 

religious communities (Farsoun 1988): and further accelerated the process of 

emi!!ration (Kubursi 1986). 
~ . 

Anothel factol in the changing demographics is the low birth rate among the 

Christians, and the much higher birth rates among the Muslims, especially the Shi'a 

sect (Schi cf 1989). This is partly due to the education level of each sect where 

Lebanoll's Muslirm. ha\e in genel al a Icl\\'Cr lewl of education and income than 

Christians A 1971 survey revealed that Catholic wives typically had 4"+ years of 

schooling ;md non-Catholic Christian wives 5.2 years. whereas Shi'a women had an 

average at 1.6 years of education (Chamie 1980). 

ThE changing demograph ics in Lebanon were cou pled with calls for a national 

census whi:h the Maronite community resisted and rejected (Salibi 1976). When the 

issue was discussed in the 1970s and 1980s, the !\laronites evoked an nld Idea. 

namely their demand to include emigrants of Lebanese descent in any new census. 

According to Farah (1983. 79-80), Lebanon's 

"Maronites came to insist that all those born abroad of Lebanese 
ancestry should be counted as Lebanese (citizens), even down to the 
third generation American. African, or Australian. The reason is in the 
numbers. More l'vlarollites counted meant more government positions 
at home for relatives. particularly important because the overwhelming 
majority of early emig.lants were Christian. It has been estimated that 
by this mode of reckoning two-thirds of Christian Lebanese are 
residents of othel countries. indeed. third generation citizens with only 



vague notions of the old country." 

Rondot (1984) states that not only will the Maronites emerge as the largest 

community if emigrants are included in the population count, but also the Shi'ites 

will have a slight edge over the Sunnis. The Sunnis countered this proposal and 

demanded Lebanese C'ifizenships for the mostly Sunni Syrians who came to Lebanon 

as workers decades ago. as well as the Sunni Kurds who had fled Syria, Iraq and 

Turkey. Another thorny issue is the possibility of issuing citizenships to Lebanon's 

350,000 Pales:.tinian refugees most of whom (8OC;;:) are Sunni Muslims. These 

impasses are yet to be resolved. 

3.6 POPULATION OF LEBANON 

As mentioned in the introduction, there are widely varying estimates of each 

sects' share in the tolal population of Lebanon. So while the respected Lebanese 

dai:ly All-Nalzar (Table 3.4, column I) shows the rapidly growing Muslim population 

as constituting 61.6(; of the total in 1975. ROlldot (Table 3.4 : column 4) estimates 

In a similar vein. the population of Lebanon \vas estimated by An-Na/zal" (5 

November, 1975) as being 3.258 million, by Kechichian (1903) as 3.02 million, by 

Faollr (ISlS5) as 3.8 million. and most recently by Levran et.a\.( 1987) as 3.1 million. 

It is \\'orth repeating. that Lebanon's sectarian distribution and total population size, 

as Levran eLal (1987,286) note. ,tie "uncertain estimates." estimates that are often 

done by "experts" holding certain political orientations that influence their data (See 

for example Aljozo I SlS5). Therefore. figures in Table 3.4 shou Id be L1sed as a general 



Table: 3.4. Estimates of lebanon's Population by Sert 
(1975-1984 ) 

(I) (2) (3) (4 ) (5) 

RELIGION Serts as ~I(, of the total population 

Shi'a 29.8 27 30.8 24 32 

Sunni 21.1 26 17.9 21 21 

Druze 10.7 
, 8.8 6 6 / 

Muslim Total 6L6 60 57.5 51 60' 

Maronites 24.3 ,"" _.) 19.9 23 21 

Greek Orthodox 7 12 8 

Greek Catholics ,') 6 ::; 

Armenians 14.1 22.6 6 4 

Protestant. Jews etr. 
5 

2 , 
~ 

Non-Muslim Total 38.4 40 42.S 49 40 

(6) 

30.S 

21.0 

5.6 

57.3 

25.2 

7.0 

4.2 

4.9 

1.4 

42.7 

(I) .,1i1-Vu!zu/" ~ N\lVcmhcr l(n~. (2) Fiche.1 dll .\fllilde . in/he', No. l{)l)'), 24 Septemher 1')K(): 
rep! inted in the ('jzri"ilUll '\('/(,11(,(' :\101111(1( 2 Dcn:mhcf, 19",2. (.~) Kcchichian ( IlJK3): (4) 
Rondot (19:-;4): (')) LC\'f:IIlCL:d (ll)K7): (Il) r-.k/)()\\'cIl (llJ:-\4) 
. includes I'.; lor ;\l:l\\i ,~lu~liI11' 

56 
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guide with the knowledge that the general con:-;enSliS of scholars is that the Shi'a 

community is by far the largest in the country", and the Maronite community is on 

the decline due to emigration and low birth rates (Farah 1983). 

In spite of fertility and emigration differentials between the various sects, the 

inequalities inherent in the Lebanese system of government (ie. the sectarian quotas 

set by the National Pact) has sun ived two violent tests, one being the 1958 crisis and 

the other is the 1975-1990 ci\ il war. The former crisis, a quasi-civil war, jolted the 

system which remained intact except for a minl)) adjustment in the formula that now 

requires six Muslims for every six Christians in government appointments (Farah 

1983). 

After fierce battles in and arollnd Beirut, Lebanese parliamentarians met in 

the Saudi Arabian reso\t town of Ta'if ( 1988) and ratified a modified version of the 

National Pact. They agreed to political reform that would equate the representation 

of Muslims and Christians in Parliament. While "Deconfessionalization is stated as 

an explicit goal" of the ratified Ta'if agreement. it, according to Norton (1991, -1-61), 

"effectively concedes the futility ot any serious attempt to expunge political 

sectarianism in Lebanon ... (and) leaves 110 doubt that confes:-..ionalism is here to stay 

for some time to come." 

3.7 El\1IGRATION FROl\l LEBANON 

x Thcre j:-, a l'()nSl'n~u" that tlw Shj'a l'u1l1l11unity, whidl ha~ hl''L'I1 growing at a phen<1l11l'llal rate, is the 
Iargl'st in thc country. Nahih Ik! i. the kadc! uJ tltl' SllI'ite Illillti~l l\mal W.l\ fl'purted as saying that the 
Christians arc uuwn (U 3() per cent. 1\1r Ik! i wlw \\'~l, l}uutnl in thl' I.ebanese daily .·lll-.\'il/l£Ir (21 Dccember 
19K7) saiu: "They (the Chri,tians) have cut us frum electricity-- and \\c' unn't h~l\'l' all\'thing to UO cxcept sexual 
procreation-- the Shi'itl' sect has hL'l'(\me 'i(1 pel l"CIlt :tnu thl' I\lu\lim lutal 7() PC! lTnt". l'his rathlT iancifu! 
estimate rcduccs the Sunni and the ()ru/e proporti<ll1 to 2() percent. 
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Human migration has played a most significant role in shaping Lebanon's 

geopolitical and economic attributes. It is a factor that is often mentioned in passing 

(Rubenberg 1989) without any real attempt to understand its role in the evolution 

of events on the Lebanese theatre. especially those leading to the recent civil war. 

3.7.1 Emigration, Civil Discontent. and War 

In the early fifties. there were two factors that altered the social and 

demographic structure of Lebanese society. One factor, the creation of Israel. merely 

five years after Lebanon's independence, resulted in the settlement of more than 

100.000 Palestinian lefugees in variolls parts of Lebanon. Some of those forced 

migrants were skilled entrepreneurs who energized the process of economic growth 

by attracting foreign investment and companies to Lebanon. 011 the other hand. the 

unskilled Palestinians provided much welcomed low-cost labour for the industrial and 

agricultural sectors. Another outcome of the creation of Israel was the severance of 

southern Lebanon from its traditionallll;:lI ket in the Upper Galilee (today's northern 

Israel). a development that forced many residents from the South to migrate to the 

centre, Beirut, seeking market:-- and jobs. 

A second factor was the severance of economIc ties between the newly 

independent states of Lebanon and SYria in the late 1940s. This forced inhabitants 

of northern Lebanon to migrate to Beirut. and to a lesser extent to Tripoli, and to 

develop economic links with these urban centres instead of their traditional markets 

in northern Syria. 

These geo-political disruptions mostl\' affected the cOllntrv's Muslim 
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communities who liwd ncar the SVI ian borders in the north. and near the Israeli 

borders in the south. 

Unlike the Muslim community, the Maronites of Lebanon have a history of 

international emigration that dates back to the late 1800s when the predominantly 

Christian silk industry began to derline. Between 1900 and 191-l, a total of 100.000 

people (representing one quarter of Mount Lebanon's population) most of \vhom 

were Maronites. emigrated (Johnson 1983: bsawi 1982). The rural out-migration of 

the Christians continued until the late fortie:, and early fifties. a period when 

nationalistic independence movements were at a rlimax. Mo:,t Christians emigrated 

to North America, Western Europe. and to Africa. Their emigration. which went 

virtually unnoticed. was viewed as an economic phenomenon and 110t as a political 

one (Kliot 1<)86: Toubi 1<)80). 

The rural to urban migration of the COli I1tris Shi'ite community occurred at 

a later period than the CI1J istian migration and had different consequences. This 

migration. as mentioned abO\'e. \\as prompted by the rise of the Jewish state. the 

severance of relations with Syria (and the Upper Galilee). and by the flourishing of 

economic activities in and the rapid c.'-pansiun of urban centres, In the mid sixties. 

another push-factOJ transpired as Israel began to "retaliate" for Pale:-.tinian attacks 

on its territory. Israel retaliated repeatedly and sometimes with massive assaults on 

southern Lebanese villa,?es forcing hundreds of thousands of the area's mostly rural 

Shi'a population to flee to Beirut. and less so to Sidon (Khalidi 1979). 

Only a small proportion of these migrants managed to find employment in the 
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urban selyice ur industrial sectors (Farsoull 1988, 12~). The confessional structure 

affected the employability of the new urban immigrants. Johnson (1983) reports that 

the rural-urban Christian immigrants \\ere quickly absorbed by government 

bureaucracy. the commercial and financial finns of Beirut. On the other haneL there 

was low demand for unskilled jobs and the Shi'a immigrants had to compete for 

public service jobs with the indigenous SUllni of Beirut. Moreover. most Shi'as lacked 

(I) the 11l:cessary le\el of education for selyice jobs, and (2) the financial resources 

to emigrate abroad or to set lip their o\\n business (Johnson 1983). This resulted in 

high ullemployment levels, a surge of linder-employment and in the formation of a 

large shanty tOWI1 on the southern outskirts of Beirut, a place where Muslim urban 

immigrants lived and \\ hich was later known as the "belt of misery". 

All these factors that atfected the migration of the Shi'a community "did not 

gain momentum until the late fifties, sixties. and early seventies"" (Toubi 1980,95). 

According to Toubi (1980), the difference in timing of the Christian and Shi'a 

migration processes is important because while the migration of the fonner went 

unnoticed due to the prevailing nationalistic political ideologies. the migration of the 

latter occurred at a time when new political (socialistic) ideologies aiming at bridging 

the gap between the \'arious segments of society. These ideologies which stress social 

justice, the need for a fair distribution of public wealth, and for development and 

modernization were to some degree adopted by the regime of Fuad Chihab. How 

\vas each sect affected by the changing economic and political environments 

" Fur example, h) ()c(()hcr 1l)77. it \\ as calculated tll:lt thcIl' \1','1,"' Sllml' 3(I()J)(l! I (mustly Shia ret ugee~) 

haJ tkJ suuthern Ll'banun (Nt'11 }'ulk Jim",\, 2 Odllbl'l 1977). 



throughout the sixties'? 

3.8 MODERNIZATION AND MIGRATION AS PRELUDES 
TO CIVIL WAR 
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The 1958 civil unrest in Lebanon is described by Salibi ( 1 t)76, 7) "as having 

shook the country to its foundations", thus opening the way for some badly needed 

modernization of the infrastructure beyond the centre, Beirut. 

In the late 1950s, Lebanon began to experience enormolls urban growth 

Crable 3.5), especially in Beirut, as w('11 as conspicuous growth in the coastal cities 

of Tripoli and Sidon. Despite the equal distribution of the population between the 

rural and urban areas that was reached in the late 1960s (Table 3.5), the 

urbanization process was having a rather subtle effect on much of the countryside 

hence the rural ch(lracter of Lebanon was still predominallt. According to Hourani 

(1988) and Farsoull (1988), 49 1
,; of the Lebanese labour force were engaged 111 

agricultural acti\'ities ill 1959, a proportion that contracted rapidly to reach I~Y'; 111 

1970, and 121; in the mid 1970s. The contribution of agriculture to the gross national 

product fell flom 20 1
;: in 1950 to 91 1( in 1974 (Owen, 1988). By 1975 some 40 per 

cent of Lebanon's rural population had left or been driven off the laneL and 75 pel 

rent of them had settled around Beirut (Toksoz 1986: Table 3.5). Therefore, within 

a fifteen year period, tens of thousands of Lebanese families had become 

unemployed and in some rases displaced peasants, a fact that resulted in a mass 

rural to urban mig.ration, especially to Beirut. Because the population of Lebanon's 

hinterlands (the South (lnd T\orth) are Shi'a I'vluslims, they were the most to be 

affected by thl' decliIlIl1g im)101tancl' of agriculture in the national economy, and by 
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the labour-substituting technologies that ,"vere being introduced throughout the sixties 

and at a more accelerated rate through the seventies. 

When Fuacl Chihab, the fanner army general became president of the 

Republic in 1958, rural to urban migration \vas taking place at a rapid pace. This 

phenomenon was exacerbated by the new regime's attempts to revitalize rural 

Lebanon. The government initiated a modernization prognlll1 as a result of which the 

road network \Vas extended to previously-isolated rural areas, publicly-funded schools 

were opened in numerous \ illage:-" medical cent] es or hospitals. and water and 

electricity were all being introduced to a growing number of remote communities. 



Table: 3.5 

1861 

1919 

1920 

1930 

1932 

1950 

1955 

1960 

1965 

1970 

1975 

1980 

1985 

1990 

1995 

2000 

2005 

2010 

2015 

2020 

2025 

Observed and projected 
Population of Lebanon. in million 

1950-2025 

Urban Rural Total 

0.296 

0.45 

0.60 

0.80 

0.793 

~ ~ 1.12 1"+4 .. 1.1 

.49 1.12 1.61 

.74 1.12 1.86 

l.06 1.09 2.15 

1.47 1.00 2.47 

1.90 .87 2.77 

2.02 .65 2.67 

2.15 .52 2.67 

Projected Population Figures 

2..+R ..+8 2.97 

2.82 ..+7 3.29 

3.13 .47 3.60 

3..+3 .47 3.90 

3.71 ..+6 4.17 

3.99 ..+5 4..+3 

4.26 .43 4.69 

4.53 .42 4.95 

Beirut 

.18 

.23 

.33 

.46 

.65 

.~2 

1.29 

1.47 

1.62 

1.91 

2.19 

2.38 

\,Jote: All rll!:lIrl'~ :Irc l',tllllatc\ and ma\ \'arv wIdc!\, C,\l'C )tI<Jn: ! '):L lTn~lIS results. 

SOURCES. [1/\' /'r<l.l/h'( II o( World L'r!JUlIl::il/IIJ!Z. I ')SS. I'\)pui:ltilln Studics N().ll":. USA. 
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I·'arslllln (19S:-)): FailS (I')"',,:); II<lliLlni (19SS): Kc\titl and I:ltcger (I9')(J) JI'orld POPlltli/1U1l (;rtilt·tlz 
({Ild /]gmg: Khalidi ( I'n')): R()ndon! (1 ()S.+!. 



The gmernlllent"s efforts b(lckfired as it made many villilgers and tribesmen 

in once-isolated areas more motivated to seek urban opportunities and a better way 

of life. The flood of emigration from rural Lebanon was primarily from the Baalbek 

region and from southern Lehanon, areas that had had almost 110 urban influence 

before 19:'8 (S<llibi 1976). As a result. 

"Around the coastal cities, and particularly around Beirut, suburbs 
mushroomed almost overnight. with slum tenements sometimes built 
to house village migrants on lands \\ hich were legally the property of 
real estate prospectors or of Christian monastic foundations" (Salibi 
197G, 7), 

Because the population of the principal sending remote regions was mostly 

Shi'(l, the growth of the suburbs and shanty towns around urban centres, particularly 

in Beirut. had a predominantly Shi'a character. On the other hamL the rural to urban 

emigration of Christians had two general origins and destinations. Salibi (1976) 

reports that Maronite peasanb 1rol11 northern Lebanon emigrated to Tripoli, and 

those from central and southern Lebanon to Beirut (to a lesser extent to Sidon). 

Therefore, tlte late 19:,Os \vere the beginnings of a massive wave of urbanization 

which reslllted, among other things, in the side-by-side growth of many urban 

Christian (lnd Shi'a l\'luslim suburbs or shant\ towns. 

The rapid urbanization that \vas taking place in the late 1950s and 1960s was 

giving rise to social problems that the central guvernment was ill-equipped to deal 

with. For examplr, immigrants to Beirut, Tripoli. and Sidon settled mostly in suburbs 

that were close to Palestinian refugee camps. Palestinians' support for Lebanon's 

Sunnis pro-Arabism \pro-r-\asser) position in the revo11 of 1958 alerted the country's 



Christians of future tlOuble. Therefore, 

"In the case of Beirut, the Christian Lebanese and the 
authorities noted with satisfaction the rapid growth of the 
Shi'ite element among the ['vIlIslim slum-dwellers, with the 
deluded cOIlviction that the Sbrite lebanese were a natural ally 
to the Christians of the country, and were unlik.ely to make 
common cause with the SlIlIllite city folk, much less with the 
Palestinian refugees" (Salibi 1976. 10). 
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This attitude was rationalised OIl two counts: On the one hancL the three principal 

Christian political partIes in Lebanon \\ere IlZl\'ing some success recruiting Shi'as to 

their ranks throughout the 1 960s. On the other hand, the Shi'as \\ere influenced by 

Iran, a country the l\1;:nonites then regarded as an ally. 

According to Toubi (1980. 96). 

"The Chehab regime succeeded in bringing certain public services such 
as water. electricity. roads, and schools to rural areas. but failed to 
eqablish state institutions capable of maintaining this trend. In other 
words. the adoption of social justice policies was not accompanied by 
a change ill the political system \\ hich \\ olIlcl ha\'e guaranteed their 
continuity." 

In spite of the great influx of \'illagers to the city which left less than I F'{ of the 

country's population in rural areas, the political formula of political representation 

did not change. The rather rigid and ullyielding electoral law (like the national 

formula tor political representation) did not change thus forcing a citizen, regardless 

of where he or '~he lives and for how long. to return to the to\\1I or village of origin 

to be able to exercise the right to \ot('. 

As a result of rllral out-migration (wer the decades, the strict electoral law 

over-represented rural areas and kept people exposed to narro\\' political feuds 
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between villages, families and clans. If migrant voters were not bound to their village 

of origin, they would havt.' supported those who \vould protect their urban interests 

and who would work to improve their \vorking and living conditions. This would have 

likely resulted in the emergence of new political convictions and dogmas that would 

cut across sects, families and regions. The confessional structure of the country froze 

political loyalties and orientations in the 19-/.0s. 

The lllassiw flood of rural immigrants to Beirut oven\ helmed authorities and 

weighed hCil\'ily on the economic infrastructure leaving most of them unemployed 

and disgrulltled. Therefore, Muslim immigrant:-. to urban centres, especially to Beirut, 

tended to become unemployed or unc\erelllplovecl (Naser 1978). 

In light of the above description, findings of a 1971 study (four years before 

the outbreak of the civil war) indicate that the Shi'a community was at the bottom 

of the socio-economic ladder \vhen compared to other major religious 

communities!ll. What exacerbated the plight of the Shi'a was the 1973-197.l world 

recession which resulted in the repatriation of lIlallY migrant workers from the oil 

producing countries (and from West Afric(l), returnees who were better educated 

and wealthier than the local popUlation. All these factors led to the founding of the 

political organizatIon "MowlIlent of the Depri\'CcI", from which the AMAL militia 

was created. 

I' The lindings oi a lIn) ~unl'\ oj inl'lllllC" (>/ C()Uple, show that Cath()lics, most!\' l\lanll1!les, had an 
annual avenge income or 7173 I ehaI1l'<;e p()uI1lh (LI ), Ihu/c') I I. h)0(), Sunnis LI :"771. and the Shia only 
LL 4532 (Chamie 190(1). I he same survey al,l) rCYc:lh that \\hik ('hristi:ln, lend to be in professional, 
managl'J ial and technical Olcupation'), thL' Sh ia in p:lrlinJidl tend t(l hc lahourcr, llr unskilkd. Alwlhef tinding 
()r the surH'y is th:!t \\ hile ks, than 311(; \)1' ('hri,li:1ll wi\'Cs h:ld n(l 'ich()()ling. 71)(; (l[ Shia women [it this 
ca1l'gurv 
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3.9 WAR AND MIGRATION: 1975-1989 

A number of civil uprisings have marred Lebanon's history. There are three 

periods of extended civil violence: 1858-1860 Druze- Maron ite war. the 1958 clashes. 

and the 1975-1990 civil war. Unlike other civil \\ars in the country's history. the most 

recent did bring about a significant change to Lebanon's population distribution. 

Khalidi (1979) estimates the first period of the civil war (1975-1976) resulted in the 

internal migration of 60U.000 of the estimated ,).5 million Lebanese. More recent 

estimates (Faolll 1985) reveal that in ten years of civil war ( 1975- 1985) more than 

2.5 million people were forced to flee their homes at least once. Some areas were 

more affected than others. For example. SWIr of Beirut's populatIon and 99(1r of its 

suburbs' population had to move at least once. 

Population movements as a result of the recent 1975 civil war can be classified 

into a /lumber of stages. The first stage occurred between 1975 and 1976 when at 

least -WO.UOO were estimated to have been temporarily relocated inside the cOllntry 

or emigrated. This period was characterized international migrations and more so by 

within-city migrations. That is to say. from east to \Vest Beirut and vice versa. 

The second stage oecllned during the 197K-1979 perIod when hundreds of 

thousands \\ere estimated to have fled the South mostly to Beirut after Israel 

invaded. occupied and later estztblisllecl the :;o-called "security belt" in southern 

Lebanon (Khalicli 1979: Faour 198)). ]\Iigratioll here wa:; mostly nllal to urban in 

nature. The third stage OCCUlTed again as zt result of Israei"s 1982 invasion and 

occupation of two thirds of the country for the next three years. Emigration peaked 
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when Israeli troops surrounded Beirut for over one month in late August of that year 

forcing over 90'.1 of the city's populatioIl and of its largely Shi'a southern suburbs 

to relocate or emigrate!l (Faour 1985). This period is characterized (i) by mass 

internal (rural to urban, and urban to rural) migrations which were often temporary, 

and certainly (Ii) by the international emigration of a large Ilumber of people as well. 

A fourth and final stage occurred between 1988 and 1990 \vhen Michele Aoun 

launched his "\\ar of liberation" which brought widespread chaos and destruction 

particularly to the Christian enclave for the first time in over a decade. This resulted 

in a surge of emigration to proportions that were never matched at any time in the 

coulltry's history. This migration was largely illternational l2 ill nature and affected 

Lebanon's Clllistian comIllunity almost nclusiwly. Once agaill, one can only talk in 

rather general terms about the number of migrants and their destinations simply 

because there are no nation-wide accounting of thc consequcnces of the civil \var on 

the population. an (lccounting that may rcvealundesirable results about a particular 

~ect. 

II ie. the emigration 01 ()\Tr ''','iIJ,I)()(IIW()P!c' 

I, Internal migration, \\'l'rL' ;1\<;.) prc\·alcnt hll C\;llllpk,111;I11\ tl! Khirbit Kan;ILtr migranh rcsiding in thc 
('hristian cnclavc rdurllni, if lcmporariiv, t(l the s:t!d\' (It their \·illage. 
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Figure 3.2 International migration from Lebanon 

Source: Bank of Lebanon Statistics 
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Figure 3.2 provides a snap shot view of the fOUl stages of international 

emigration. There is for example a peak on the migration curve in 1975-1976 (first 

stage), another in 1978 (second stage). no peak in 1982 (third stage). and a definite 

surge in illternatiunal emigr;ltion in \988-1989. While it is often possible to correlate 

a surge ill fighting with a surge in ('migration. the situation in 1982 was an exception 

for three reasons. Available statistics cover only international emigrants. and they do 

not explain the fact that during that time international emigration was almost 

impossible clue to the closure of or inaccessibility to almost all Western embassies 

during the second half of 1982. ~Joreo\er. the closure of Beirut's international 

airport and other sea po!!s for an e\tendecl period made emigration almost 

impossible. 

3.9.1 Confessional Boundaries 

With the first spark of the ci\'il war and for almost fifteen years after that. 

Christians and :vluslims li\ing in cueas where they constituted a minority began to 

flee to areas where their co-religionists predominated. Therefore. areas of sectarian 

exrlusivity expanded at a rapid rate during and after the many recesses in the civil 

war (Rabinovich 1 <}I'\-+: Kha lidi 1979: Kliot 19c\(): Salibi 1976). As it matter-of-fact. 

entire villages and towns were completely emptied of their original inhabitants. only 

to be occupied by those who were forced to emigrate from one area to another 

(Toubi 1980). For example, a total of 2.\000 Christians fled the Maronite-Christian 

town of Damour and the villages of Jiyya and Sacliyyat after they fell into the hands 

of Palestinians and otl1el leftists: later Damour \\a:-, settled bv Palestinians who had 
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been forced out of the camp of Tal al-Zaatar in Christian East Beirut (KhaJidi 1979). 

After considerable migration of :\1uslims out of Christian areas and of 

Christians out of Muslim areas. the boundaries of confessional regions or cantons 

emerged late in 1975 after "four rounds of fighting" (Salibi 1976). In many areas of 

the country that remained confessionally mixed, like the Western Biqa'a 

administrative unit. relatiolls between \'illagers of the dominant religion and those 

who are a minority (alld perceived adn·rsary) wele somewhat uneasy and sometimes 

even tense, and overtly hostile all rare and short-lived occasions. For example. in the 

Western Biqa'a administrative unit. there were isolated incidents of threat. 

intimidation, and sometimes murder of a persoll belonging to a minority sect in a 

particular village. usually if they \\'en: suspected of collaboration with an opposing 

militia. 

011 the other haneL a small Ilumber of young men from Khirbit Kanafar who 

cooperated with the Israeli occupation forces (1982-1985) were afraid for their safety 

after Israel withdrew frol1l the area ~o they abandoned the village and fled to the 

Christian enela\'(". While relations between the t\\'o religi()lI~ cOlllmunities were on 

the whole cordiaL the size of the Christian community in the preduminantly Muslim 

villages of KaraOlll1 and Jib Janeen (See Figure 3.3) was reduced as a result of 

"voluntary" emigration to the Christian e/ll'la\ e or abroad!1. Those emigrants who 

did not sell their property in the home \ illage. stayed ill touch with friends and 

relatives in theil village. No\\ that the dust of the civil \\ar is settling. maIlY cue 

11 A schon I principal in Khirhit K,lll;!1;lf told I1ll' tl1:11 "we (( 'hri,ti:lll\ (li thi, \ ilLtgc) feci like gUC\ts in the 
,-lrea", 
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reported to haH' returned including some to Kh irbit Kanafa), Therefore, regardless 

of whether the migrations were urban to rural in nature, rural to urban, or within-city 

migrations, all the confessional groups \\ ere becoming more geographically 

concentrated. This gave greater credence to rumours of cantonization along 

confessional lines thus fuelling e\'en further the process of sect-selective migrations. 

The fear of cantonizatioll seems to have retarded the flow of remittances to and 

investments in certain areas \\'11('re a potenti,ll remitter's sect i~ a minority in the 

area. Kbirbit Kanafar is a good example of that (see Chapte) five). 

Having outlined the national cOl1te\t for the research in rather general terms, 

the discussion \\ill now focus of the provincial and then village settings in Biga'a 

provJl1ce, 



SOURCE: Ludwig Reichert Verlag, 1979. TublngerAt/ss des Vordern Or/ents (TAVO) Wlesbaden; and field estimates. 

Figure 3.3 The Religiolls Distribution in the Western Biqa'a 



3.10 THE GEOGRAPHY OF THE BIQA'A 

Lebanon has two primary agricultural areas: the coastal plain in the West. and 

the Biqa'at.l valley in the East both of which have the same North-South orientation 

as the mountain ranges. The villages under study here, Lala and Khirbit Kanafar. are 

located in the Biqa 'a valley in the province of Biga'a (See Tables 3.6 to 3.8). 

Geographically, the Biqa 'a valley which stretches from northern Lebanon all the way 

to its south is 120 kill in length, alld 7 to 15 km in width. 

The Biqa'a valley is 900 to 1100 meters above sea level. The valley floor rises 

northward from 900 III to 1100 111 Ileal' Baalbek beyond which the valley floor begins 

to decline until it reaches 700 111 near the cities of Hirmil and AI Qaa'. This explains 

the northward flow of the Assi (Orullks) river and the southward flow of the Litani 

(Leontes), rivers that rise troll1 this general area. In the Western Blqa'a 

administrative unit. rain fall is about 650 mIl1 per year and declines as one 1I10ves 

northward. 

The producti\'e part ot the Biqa 'a valley is around the cities of Baalbek, Zahle 

and Shtllra, areas tblOllgh which the Litani river winds and which ,lie rich in fertile 

red soils that are mo:-;tly lIsed for cereal. vineyard, and for orchard crops. By cuntrast. 

the southern Biqa 'a is dotted with rocky outcrops and is not as fertile and lIseful for 

cultivation as other areas. The northern part of the Biqa'a. excluding the Baalbek 

region, qualifies as a de~ert en\'irolllllent with very hot summers and an annual 

J" Hiqa':l (plural) is said t() he dcri\l'lJ [rolll thl' .'\rahic w()rd j{u'qa'a whidl lill'ralh 1lll'~IIl' 'p()l In the 

summCf time, the Biqa';t\alll'\' i, lhl'llltlr a \:Irid\ 1)1 lIllI" \\'Jtll dinl'lc'nt C()]()UI, thu,,> lll:lll\ cIJ!()urlu] 'j1()h. 



TabJe: 3.6 General Statistics About Lebanon's Provinces 

Areal 

North Lebanon 1981.15 

MOll I1t Lebanon 1950AO 

South Lebanon 2000.58 

Biqa'a 4280.28 

Beirut 18 

I Total I 10242.41 

j Measured in square kilometres. 
Source: Fadlallah (1986, 305-306). 

No. of Villages Population 
or Cities 

489 524.387 

636 1.227,991 

415 486,780 

333 284,107 

1 700,000 

1 
1847 1 3,223,265 

2 Per one square kilometres. 

75 

Density" 

265 

630 

243 

66 

98,888 

I I 
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rainfall of less than 200 111m, 

The province of Biqa 'a is Lebanon's hinterland and bread ba~ket. However, 

as the table below shmvs, it is by far the largest and the least populated province in 

the country. 

3.11 THE ADMINSTRATION OF THE PROVINCE OF BIQA'A 

Lebanon is divided into six pro\'inces: Beirut. MOlillt Lebanon, the Biqa'a, the 

North and the South which was recently eli, ided into the South and Bin lubail 

provinces. The creation of two, mostly Shi'a pwvinces (and a i\1ini~try of the South), 

reflect:-, the gowrIlll1l'nt"s recognition of the rapidly growing demographic and 

political strength of the Shi'(j community, and of the greater need to channel more 

public fund~ to better develop thi~ long-neglected region. 

The Biqa'a is Lebanon's easteln and least populated province where about 

8.5(,'r of the total population live in the largest province in the country which 

occupies -l-II( of its land 'Irea. Administratively. the Biqa'a is divided into three 

divisions: (I) The region of Zahle, the capital ot the province, (2) the Western Biqa'a 

and Rashava regions, and (3) the region of Baalbek. 

These division~ are ill turn broken down into five adlllinistlative units ((ll/llzi'lI, 

singular is (/atlz'a): Zahle, Baalbek. HirmiL Western Biqa'a, and Rashayaa. fhe 

adminstratioll of each of these unit:', is based in the town or city having the same 

name as the L/ill/z'u itself. e:\cept for the Ljllllz'i/ of Western Biqa'a where Lala and 

Khirbit Kanafar are located. In recognition of the size and almost equal influence of 

the Muslim and Christianscolllillunities and in keeping with the delicate confessional 
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balance that is so prevalent in the public service, the adminstration of the \\!estern 

Biqa 'a is in the Christian town of Saghbin in the Slimmer, and in the Muslim town 

lib laneen in the Winter. 

The Western Siqa'a IS the second smallest qatha' in area in the whole 

province after the urbanized qatha' of Zahle (Table 3.7). The former qatha' has the 

second largest density in the province after Zahle. 

Althoug.h the qatha' of Western Biqa 'a has a substantial area of ilTig.ated land 

(22.2(1r of its total farmed (Hea: see Table 3.8), Lala has very little land that is 

irrigated in comparison to Khirbit Kanafar. \Vhile the latter is irrigated by a natural 

spring. and by artesIan wells, Lala's (and a smaller part of Khirbit Kanafar's) farm 

land wa~ ~upposed to be iJrig.ated by the Litani river's land irrigation scheme the 

infrastructure for which was almost all in place when the civil war erupted ill 1975. 

This plan appears to have lwen postponed indefinitely. 



Table: 3.7 
General Statistics About The Province of Biqa'a 

Organized by Qatha' 

Areal No. of Villages Population 
or Cities 

Rashaya 5~I .06 36 16833 

\Vestern Biqa'a '+67.25 .+0 39065 

Zahle .+ 13.68 56 113118 

Baalbek 2176.-+6 132 10200.+ 

Hirmil 681.83 69 13087 

I Total 1 ~280.28 1
333 128~ 107 

Source: Fadlallah (1986. 3(5). 
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Densitl 

31 

8~ 

27-+ 

.+7 

19 

1
66 

1 Measured in square kilometres. : Per one square kilometres. 

Table: 3.8 

Zahle 

W.Biqa'a 

Baalbek 

Hinnil 

Rashaya 

Biqa'a 

Irrigated and Rain-fed Land Being Farmed 
in The Province of Blqa'a 
(Land Area in Hectare) 

Rain-Fed Per Cent Irrigated Per Cent 
- ........... _---------- ... --- .... _-_ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ ....... _------------ ------ ..... -----_ ..... -
15.353 63.2 S.Y27 36.8 

15.772 77.8 4,491 .,., , _._-
65.393 85.S 10.819 1'+.2 

25.326 9.+.9 1.372 5.1 

19.375 99.3 128 0.7 

I ... 1,.218 8 .... 6 .25,735 15A 

Source: faclalbh (1 9SG. /33 ). 

Total 

2'+,279 

20.263 

76,212 

26.698 

19.501 

166,953 

I 
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3.11.1 l\ligration From the Biqa"a 

While It is argued abow that the process of migration has been part of a 

prelude to a massively destructive chil war. migration also had some positive effects 

on Leb<l/1on's national and village economies, especially in the governorate of Biqa'a. 

The benefits of migrations were from remittances and from remittance investments. 

Despite the collapse of the banking sector and of the postal service since the 

early years of the war. LebaIle~e ellligrant:> found a number of ways to keep on 

remitting and especially heavily clUJ illg \'iolellt surges of tIlt' \\ar a~ was the case in 

1976 and 1982-1983 (Figure 3 -l). Recent events in the Arabian Gulf countries (the 

Iraq-Kuwait war) have meant the displacement of thousands of Lebanese migrant 

worker'S III that area hence the loss of remittances to the tune of US$ 50 million per 

month (G/ohl' lind Mail. 30 July, 1991). 

Except fOI a brief Syriall-hraeli ellCouIlter ill the Biqa'(l valley in 1982 and 

Israel's subsequent three-year occupation of much of the Western Biqa'a, the 

province as a whole, when compared to others. was perhaps least affected by the 

immediate destruction and chaos of the civil war. As a result, the province 

throughout much ot the war \\'itlles~ed an economic boom (especially in the 

construction sector) which was more prC'\aIeJll ill some areas than in others. This 

economic boom \\as a result of the migration of financial alld human capital from 

Beirut and the South to the Biqa'a. 
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The town of Shtmal'i and the road east of it all the way to the !\lasna' on the Syrian 

border became the focal point for investors. Another reason is the deterioration in 

the value of the Lebanese pound which induced many emigrants to remit rather 

heavily not only to support their residual families but also to invest in their home 

villages (mostly by building luxurious houses). 

Returnees also invested in commercial enterprises especially along the Shtura-

Masna' area, and in illstitutional entt'rprises. A notable example of the latter are the 

investments of Abdul Ralleem l\1rad, a wealthy returnee \\ho spent almost two 

decades ill South America. He built the most modern high school in the Western 

Biqa'a administrative unit, perhaps in the whole province. Although its tuition is at 

least twice as mllch as most others in the area, this school remains popular (and 

expanding) because of its high quality of education, the large number of returnees, 

and because it offers a special program for the children of the returnees l
',. In fact 

the proportion of students from Lala is Olle of the highest \\ hen comparee! to 

students from other \'illage~, thus reflecting /lot only high income lewis in Lala and 

the success of its emigrants but also the high rate of returnees to the village. Mr. 

Mrad, who also built a centre for orphans, was recently chosen as the Sunni 

representative of the \A'estern Biqa'a administrative unit in the national parliament. 

Therefore, bv and large, the process of migration is having a positive effect on the 

L' As Beirut became m()re and m()re dangcfl)U~ to \'isit during the civil war, thc town ()j Shtura pcw in 
importance. I:or example, the btc pfesidcnt of I.l'b:lI1()n LIi:I<; S:lrkis was elected in a hotel hall in Shtura in 
1976. Many top ollicials, both d(lmc<;tie and fllicign orten met in Shtura. Morcovcr, the Sh(ura-Masna'~trctch 
()r retail stOfCS was the SYl i:1l1 s()ldier,' b~t shllpping ~top in Lehan()n. 
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economy of Biqa'a prmince. 

On the local village leveL emigrants \\ere active in promoting the interests of 

their own villages. For example, there are Lala and Karaolln organizations in Canada 

and the United States. In the absence of a central authority capable of maintaining 

the basic infrastructure in the country, these organizations were active in raising 

funds for public projects. For example, Lala migrants (and to a lesser extent, the 

residents) donated tens of thousands of dollals and built a new 1ll0sque,I7 purchased 

major p~lIts 1"01 the local dectrical grid, dug a water \\ell to satisfy the village's 

domestic needs. In addition, returnees often undertake smaller but equally valuable 

public investments/donations. Some of the \\ ell-to-do returnees, whether in Lala or 

in other villages, \vhil<: philanthropic. seem to harbour political ambitions on the 

village, provincial, and sometime on the national levels. 

3.12 LaJa and Khirhit Kanafar 

Lala and Khilbit Kanab'lr are neighbouring villages in the qada' of Western 

Biqa'a. The population of each village is estimated to be close to 3000 permanent 

residents. Those in Khirbit Kanafar are Maronite and Greek Orthodox (and a very 

small Drllze minority), and those in Lala are all Slinnis. 

Being 011 the \\estern side of the Biqa'a valley, Khirbit Kanafar is on a more 

direct road and is thus slightly closer to Beirut (65 kilometres away) than Lala (80 

kilometres away). Both villages are about 1000 meters each above sea level. 

17 One migrant living: in FU!llont()t1 uon:tll'd PH'r $SO,()()(J t(l l"\ln;,truct the m()squl"~ minaret. Thc C()~t \)1 

the mosque is estimated at ()\ef ~3'i(JJ)(J() il the \()iUllkLTcd I:th()UL land value, and materiel were tll he 
tact()feU ill. 
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Residents of Lala and Khirbit Khanafar coexisted in harmony throughout the 

civil war. However. there were times of increasing militancy on both sides during 

variolls stages of the war. For example, during the three years of Israeli occupation, 

residents of Lelia and the small Druze minority ill Khirbit Kanafar itself spoke of the 

fear which they felt from the behaviour of some members of the pro-Israeli 

(Christian) Lebanese Forces. On the other hand, some Christians from Khirbit 

Kanafar and from other villages on the western side of the valley "voluntarily" moved 

either to the Christian enclave or ldt the country seeking what they perceived as 

safer havens. Therefore, there were periods of tension but never of open conflict. 

The economy of both villages i:-. dependellt on agncultllre. Almost all the 

crops in Lala are rain-fed while those ill Khirbit Kanafar are irrigated, thus different 

types of crops are grown in each. Trachtionally Lala fanners have grown figs and 

grape trees. walnuts, wheat and other cereals, all of which do not require irrigation. 

More lucrative are the water-dependent sUlllmer crops such as tomatoes and 

cucumbers which are gr(m II by S0111e farmers. Hem ever, traditional fanners in Lala 

have been 1110\'lng away from labour-intensive crops such as cereab and investing 

some of the remittances in lucrative and labour-s;t\'ing trees such as cherry and olive. 

On the other hane!. Khirbit Kanafar is well endowed with water including the 

Khryzaat spring near which a hotel and re:;,taurant are built. In addition to the 

natural spring, local brmerc, dug I1lClre than ten artesian wells thu~ developing an 

extensive irrigation network. Crops ill thi:.. village are largely water-dependent. and 

fanners produce plums, apricots, persimmons. apples and other lucrative summer 
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fl'u its. 

Despite their similarities in sizel' and economic base, the infrastructure in 

Khirbit Kanafar differs strongly fwm that in Lala. For example, Khirbit Kanafar has 

a high schooL a trade schooL a government hospital, a clinic, and a telephone 

system. All these facilities do not exist in Lala. 

3.12.1 Village Adminstration 

Village affairs ill Lebanon are administered by two governing bodies based in 

each village or town. On the one hanel, there is the maklzlilwlz' \\ hich is a sort of 

village headman:-.hip that was first introduced by the Ottoman Turks in the 

nineteenth ccntury. According to a I ~28 la\\, a community with a population of over 

fifty people 01 more should have an elected IJIlIkhlal' and council. In villages of ."0-

."00 persons, the cOllllcil has two members; 500- 1000, four mcmbers; 1."00-2500, six 

members (GulicJ... 1955). 

The person in charge of the JJlilklzlUl'illz', the mil/dual', is entrusted, among 

other things, with information on births, deaths. and socio-economic conditions of 

villagers, information regarded as so intimate that each sect elects its own llIuklzlar 

(Khuri 1972). The IlIl1klz{ilr and council serve the village without allY salary. 

On the other hanel, the municipal coullcil (ha/ailiriliz) is a form of local 

governmeIlt which was al"o instituted by the Ottomans in the nineteenth century. The 

/Ja/({(lim/z is responsible for public projects sllch as roads and garbage collection. 

1" Local f(:~idl'nlS ill I :t!a fcpur ted Ih:11 their \ ilbgc grew rapidl\ during thl' btl' ll)h()s and l'arl~ ILJ70s. 
Before thi~ peri()d, Khirhil Kan:i/ar \\'as \ubstanti:dl\' larger If1 term'> of POPUlatl(lll ,ill' 
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Because municipal projects are public, municipal COLI Bells tend to have 

representatives trom the religious groups that exist in the \illage or town. 

This chaptel has provided a detailed national, and a brief provincial and 

village context fur the research undertaken. It illustrates how the national sectarian 

differences and ten:sions. and the delicate confessional balancillg act are prevalent 

ill all levels of gm ernment. \Vhde migrations have been part of the prelude to the 

country's ci\'il \\'<11. internationalmiglations and the ensuing remittances have been 

a blessing tor the countl}, Biqa'a pro\'il1ce, and certainly for Lala. Perhaps no\\ that 

the civil war appears to have ended. remittances and il1\ estlllents may again begin 

to flow to Khilhit Kanafar as the village's emigrants and residents may develop more 

confidence in their village and in the fate of the Christians /11 the administrative unit. 

3.13 CONCLUSION 

Although the war is over. the field work for this research was cal ried out 

during the ferocious "\\ar of liberation", at a time when the country's Christians' (and 

by extel1siol1. the province's) \\cre experiencing their 1110st trying period of the entire 

civil war. Having set tile national tone especially regarding the lack of population

and migration-related data, the following chapter sheds light on the contents of the 

questionnaire survey which was carried Ollt at the height of the civil war in 1989. 

Although the locallllood was apathetic. some distrusted and feared the returnee (the 

researcher) who was asking too many questions. 



Chapter Four 

RESEARCH METHODS AND EXPERIENCES IN 
A WAR ZONE: 

A LEBANESE SETTING 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Official Lebanese government statistic" have always been sparse. However. 

because at the great influence of each sect's population size on the political structure 

of the coulltry (which is at the heart of current upheaval ill the country), populatIon 

statistics are nOll-exi:-,tent. 

III thi~ chapter I discllss the challenges faced while collecting population and 

remittance c1ata lIsing a questionnaire survey in war-torn Lebanon. After explaining 

the reasons that made the lise of a questionnaire survey necessary, its various 

components are discll:'-sed at some lengtll. Later in the chapter I advance some 

hypotheses which arc based primarily on the theol diCed fralllework and others that 

are based on t'indlllgs of pre\ iou" re~earchers. Finally, because of the atmosphere of 

strife and instability, atypical problems arose, making it necessary to explain and 

express some of my field experiences in the first person. 
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4.2 QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY REQUIRED 

Carrying out a qllestionn:1ire surwy in the selected villages was indispensable 

for two main rea~ons, The first is the ab~ence of any previous statistics on 

remittances, almost all of which are channelled "uncoIlventionally" (i,e" not through - ~ 

financial institutions), This was due to the fact that postal service to much of 

Lebanon was :~e\'Cred from the early years of the civil war. and the banking sector 

had taken a beating a~ \\cll. The second reason for the surwy is the lack of micro 

and macro-Ie\'t>1 lLtta on Lebanun\" population a~ so nut to disturb the sectarian 

political representation (confessionali~m) ill the COLI 11 try which is bascd 011 the 1932 

population size of ei1ch religious rOI11Illunity, 

In 1932. Lebanon's fir~t national censlIs W(lS conducted under the auspices of 

the French mandate, It slipposedl/ revealed that the Christian Maronites were a 

majority and tile f\Iuslim g.roups \\t're a minority, Political power was allocated 

accordingly alld gave the former leading. JOles in politics (the presidenc~,') and in civil 

service jobs, and the latter prominent (prime mini:-,try and speaker of the parliament) 

but somewhat less influential roles in government. 

for decades. officials pre:'.eJ'ved this system because thev did not want to 

disrupt the t'mirolllllent of politicctl stabilit\, ;Ind rapid economic growth in the 

country, Thus carrying out a new national ccnsus continues to be "strongly 

discouraged" bec;wse many believe that it \\ould reveal a new demographic reality 

, I he IT<;ulh uj Ihi, (CIJ'lh h:l\ l' :111\':1\, hl'Cfl \U'jll'lll d I,) he ill1lill'd III i:1\'(lUf 01 the ('hristiall 

l'\)JllJIlUl1ltV, :Ill i'\l!l' thai ((ll1lltlllL" t,) hl' lhl' \uhjc'l'! ,lI mUch dch:l1l' al1d di<;ClIssi<)ll, ]-'(lr tl1(lfe 

inj()rl11atiul1 'iLT \\.l\:'.st:t11 (!\):-\(J), Kiiol (I\):-\()), Kl'l'hle'llI:11l (Il),,,_~) :llld ~lhtll (11),"lJ) 
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in Lebanon: the Muslim Shia group would be a majority. relegating the Maronites 

to minority status (Beaulllont et.al. 1988: Drysdale and Blake 1985: Gordon 1983). 

Current population estimates are closely guarded statistics which are often inflated 

to favour a particular religiolls ('()mlllunity (Schiff 1983). 

It was clear that a questionnaire suney in the Muslim village of Lala and in 

the Christian village of Khirbit Kanafar was the only way of obtaining ('urrent data 

on the issue of population migration and remittances . 

.t.2.1 The "geo-sectarian" effects on research 

War or political instability and "ecianan tensions affect decisiuns regarding 

the research site and safety of access to it. BdOlt' entering an ethnically or religiously 

heterogene(111S less-developed coulltry. particularly if it is suffering from religious 

tensions. a researcher must be aware of and sensitive to the "geo-sectarian"c 

compositiun of cummunities to be studil'd. especially the levels of trust, cooperation. 

and interaction between thelll. The gtu-sectariall composition refers to the spatial 

mixing or ~egregation of rcligil)lIsly or dhnicall) -diverse cOlllmunitles \vithin a region 

in a countr\'. as well a~ to the location of, sav, religiollsly-specific communities 

Ielative to each other. 

It is of ~',1e(lt importance to he sensitive to the geo-~ectariall composition of 

the sampled frall1l' because it could: (I) influelll'l' the choice of research method :l.I1d 

design: (2) dictate th<: choil'C of sample frame and sample size: (3) influence the type 

of questions to be asked: (4) ad\'crseh affect research results if such ethnic and geo-
• L 
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political factors are not considered: (5) assist a researcher in conducting him/herself 

in a conflict-ridden society: and (6) prO\e to be a tltool of sllryival tl in a war zone. 

Geo-sectarian awal eness and sensitiYity allows the researcher to take appropriate 

(precautionary) actions to minimize potential dangers before and during the field 

season. 

Rapid changes are not unusual in environments where war is being fought. 

E\'ents in the field could force researchers to modify their planned approach and 

method. For e\ample, all olltbl eak of \ inlenct' ill a distant ,II ea could send scores of 

people of a particular ethnic and religious group to the researched area thus 

burdening its economy. housing market. and swelling its population. Such happenings 

could greatly influence the results if the re:-.t'arch approach was not designed to 

aCcollllt for such dcveJopmellts. 

4.3 PREPARING THE QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY 

III this section, terms used ill the "urvcy arc defined. followt'd by some general 

comments about the plepar(!tor~ \\ork for the sliney, and then a discussion of some 

specific qUl':"tiOllS that {lppe~lled in it. 

4.3.1 Defining the Terms 

The family was adopted as the ba:"ic unit of analYSIS thus the need to clarity 

exactly what is meant by this term The act of remittance by an emigrant is regarded 

here as an affillllation of a kin\ continued association \vith and commitment to the 

faIllily, Therefore, migrant children bl:collle ";,il1lultaneollsly members of their 

parents' family and the family of \\ hich tile\' are or will be parents, respectively 
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referred to as the family at orientation and the family of procreation" (Findlay 1987, 

33). A married migrant may continue to be a member in both family categories 

simply by the continued pooling of his/her re~ources (through remittances) with the 

"original" family of orientation, although it i~ likely to be a smaller amount. While 

some of the questions in this sUJ\'ey are aimed at respondents' family of orientation, 

the majority relate to his/her family of procreation. 

The concept of \illage is difficult to define because it can take a number of 

dilllen~iolls. Olle po~sible, re,1dily quantifiable. <1pproach is to use population size. 

This makes it rebtivcly easy to compare na1ion<ll studies but not international ones 

because a Chint'se 01 an Indian village is likel\' to be of a radically different size than 

one in Lebanon or Qatar. One can see that 

"The word 'village' is trallslatable into most languages, although there 
are often problem~ of exact equivalents ... the characteristics are 
agriculturalli\'elihood and production: geographical differentiation of 
habitation: geographical differentiation of rights in land: work places 
tor most people \\ Ithin the ~all1e geographical differentiated 
bounclal ies (1" tho~e of their lLlbitdtion: small pOpuLltiull size: a high 
proportion of intemal transactions: and some degree of administrative 
differentiation" (Col1nell and Lipton 1977, 11-12). 

To varying degrees, all of these factors exist in Lala and in Khil bit Kanafar making 

it quite cleal that they (lrc truly Yillages. 

Emigration is defined as the absence of it family member from his/her village 

family residence fOi over one month. While this definition eliminates potential 

confusion with COll1llluters and \isitors to urban centres it includes, for example, 

migration for education and for marriage. This does not affect the objective of this 
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survey which is aimed at the etfects of emigration and remittances on rural 

economies because remittances are considered a primary source of rural change. 

Although migrant students do not remit, those that do, if an\,. are like Iv to remit 
"-- "- r .; 

from countries with a standard of living much higher than that of Lebanon (eg., 

Western or oil-rich countries). Such cases are captured ill the survey because the 

question asked is "do you receive any monies frol11 abroad'?". On the other hand. 

marriage migration almost always results in the emigration of a female to the male's 

place of residence. with the former remitting through the male to his family. 

Therefore, marriage and school IlIigration will not affect the research because neither 

results in remittances. 

Remittances are defined by most empirical and analytical studies as "personal 

income transfers directly associated with migration" (Standing 198..J., 269). However. 

remittances do not han' to be private and personal because there are many situations 

where migrant groups collect moncy that is sent back for the purpose of certain 

village projects as was the ca~e in Letla. Such lelllittance~ and thos~ sent for the 

purpose of building a home fO! the migrant son or for hi:-, tamily are accounted for 

descripti\'el~/, !lot monetarily. The reasons are: family heads may have forgotten the 

exact amount recei\ed fo] the con:'>truction project: such money was received in a 

particular tillle tor olle project and is not likely to affect the family's economic 

status·: aile! Lebanon's cunene\, han' been (since \983) going through severe 
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fluctuations in term~ of its purch<1sing power and its value relative to the American 

dollar. 

4.3.2 The Questionnaire Survey: A Discussion 

PI epa ring the questionnaire SUlyey \\<1S a laborious task that took 1110nths of 

work and consultations. While accessibility to Lala was assured, that to Khirbit 

Kanafar was not. Nt)r was there certainty about \\ hlch questions Illight be pt'rceivecl 

as unacceptable and offen:--ive to the \'illages' inhabitants. 

Parts of the sun'ey had to be clesignl'll in a somewhat flexible style primarily 

because the likelihood of carrying out the research in Khirbit Kanafar could not be 

confirmed in ([chance. Therefurt:'. nuci,d questions that I suspected as being sensitive 

were mailed to IllV lno/her in Lala who consulted \vith sOllle friends, none of whom 

found them objectionable. Because there was nu way of getting feedback from 

Khirhit Kanafar. I had to assume that there would be similar reactions to mv 

questions in both \·illages. 

The qlle~tion:-- are largely qUilntitatl\l' in nature (close ended questions) and 

cover demographic. migration. and hIl1il~ economic status issues, The respondent 

was the head of the family \\ ho in both villages wa" invariably male. except in Lala 

where nine families were headed bv a female. This was due to the husbands' 

temporary migratory trips to Brazil, Columbia or to Canada where they visited their 

chilcl(ren). checked 011 a husine:--s which they had :--et lip abroad for their chilcl(ren). 

or worked for fl'w l11unths per year. The latter amollnts to circular repetitive 

migration. a practice that appears to be gaining popularity among some families. 
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In a very few cases, the male "head of the family" \\a~ too old and ill to be 

truly running the affairs of the household. Out of respect and in keeping \vith 

traditions, he would he asked the questions with his wife or elder son present and 

who could volunteer an answer when they deemed it necessary. Once the male family 

head dies, the eldest son usually takes charge of family decisions ancllooks after his 

mother till hel death. 

After carrying out a small pilot surn:y of five families, some questions 

covering two time periods, 1989 and early 1970s were adjusted or dropped. It was 

difficult for family heads to recall their income or area of land used in a specific year 

fifteen or more year:-, earlier. for this reason. the time period \\as referred to dUring 

the interview in a \ariety of \\ays such as: "the early 1970s", or "Just before the civil 

war started", and more rarely, "when :iOlll SOIl l'llligrated"-- if it \\-as appropriate. All 

these reference points were considered more meaningful and lealistic to the majority 

of villagers than: "How much money die! you make in 197-t". Therefore. land and 

incol1le data frum the 1970:-, "hould 110t be taken as firm or c\act but rather as good 

estimates and appro.\iIll(ttiullS. 



Table -/,,1 Family of Orientation 

1. What is your marital status (family role)'? 
2. Howald are you'? 
3. What level of ~chooliIlg did you reach? 
~. \Vhat is your tull time occupation? 
5. Do you haw brothers and sisters'? ... If yes: 

5.1 Ho\\' lllany brothers and sisters do you have'? 
5.2 Where is each located? 
5.3 Those abroad. how long have they been there for'? 
5.3.1 What was their level of education before emigration') 
SA What is the le\el of educati'Jn of those in Lebanon'? 

Table ~.2 Family of Procreation 

6. Do you have any children'? ... If no. go to question _: 
If yes. 
6.1 Ho\\' many SOilS do you have'? 
6.12 How many daughters do you have'! 
6.2 Where is each located? 
6,3 Those who <lfe abroad. how long have they been there for? 
6.3. I What \\as their age at til1le of emigration? 
6.3.2 What was their le\el of educatiull before emigration'? 
6.~ What is the level of education of those in the \illage') 
6.5 \Vhen YOUI child emigrakd. was he/she married or single? 
6.6 Who of YOUI children is married and \\110 is single? 
6.7 How mall\' children docs each of the married unt's have'? 
6.S At what age did each of YOllr children marry? 
6.9 D\) your emigrant children \ isit the village? 

If yes. how many times since emigration? 
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The question concerning a respondent's full time occupation (Table~. L question~) 

was rarely asked because all11o~t all reslxmdents, if not retired, were in fanning or 

in an activity related to it: occupations that did not qualify as a "full time jobs'" due 

to the seasonality of work. Moreover, if one was not a fanner. the initial traditional 

introduction to the respondent would clarify just \\110 he was. The introduction was 

often like this: "this is teacher so and so". 01 "this is engineer Mohammed Abu 

Nassif' or "this is so and so, the village butcher". 

The education of siblings \\as intended to trace the Ic\'el of migrants 

education over the \'ear". a \'ariable that affects income Jeveb and perhaps the 

propensity to remit. It ,,]so allO\\s for a compari"on between the two villages to test 

if the widely held belief that Christians are better educated than Muslims which 

would lead more urban opportunities fOl the fonner. Data !elated to the education 

of a respondent or of his/her siblings wei e recorded as years of schooling. 

Inquiring. about the location of siblings was a straight forward task 111 Lala 

where most re<:.ided ahroad. Hcme\'cr. manv Khirbit Kallafar familie" have a long 

migration hi:;,tory to urban areas inside Lebanon, For example, some family heads 

work in all urban area \\l1elc they Iea~e (ur purchased) a home, and they maintain 

a strong contact \\ itll the \ill<tge where fal1lilie~ spend a good part of the summer: 

two sllch f<llllilies were inten ie\\ccl in Khirbit Kanafar. Upon retirement the parents 

typically return to the village while their children stay ill the city and follow in their 

parents' footsteps hy frequently visiting the \'illage and eventually also retiring to it. 



Table ~.3 Siblings' Employmellt 

7.0 Was/were your son/s employed before he/they emigrated'? 
7.1 If employed. where'? 
7.2 If unemployed. did he/they actively seek employment? 
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7.3 Would your SOIl/S had emigrated (abroad) if he/they could have found a job 
in lize l'il/age or somewhere else in Lebanon'? Why did he/they emigrate? 

8.0 Are your Illigrant sons employed in their ('ollntry of residence? 
8.1 If employeel. what is their occupation'! 

Table ~.-I- Family Income 

<J. Do YGlI receive any monies from abw;ld'? If no. go to questloll __ . 
9.1 If yes, from whom'? 
9.12 Who remits most? 

10. How Illuch money did you rerciw from YOUI (SOil) O\'cT the last 12 months'? 
10.1 How long was it bt'toJ'(: your CIUII) began remitting? 

11. Where do the remitters live'! 
12. How frequently do they visit the village? 
13.0 To whol11 are the remittances sent? 
1~.0 \Vho receives most of the remittances') 
15.0 How Illllch of your income is generated in Lebanon/village'? 

15.1 Domestic income of I em<lining falllily members'? 

15.0 How much do you make from agriculture? 
15.1 110\\ much do ) ou make from !lon-agricultural :--Ollrces (apartment rents. 

busines~. tl ade etc.) 
15.2 Ho\\ llluch do remaining. family members make') 
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Therefore, to ask such a family head about the emigration age of his children. or 

about their marital qatus before emigrating did not make mllch sense. Finally. as will 

be seen later in this chapter, asking a family head in Khirbit Kanafar where his 

children were located often sparked controversial discussions. 

Inquiring about a person's pre-emigration employment record (questions 7.0-

7.3 in Table -+.3) was intended to probe whether the causes of emigration were 

related to the poor eCOIlC'lllY, the \\ar situation or to other factors. The last of these 

questions (7.3) was open ended and ga\e the head of the famil:.· a chance to express 

his own opinion about the causes of his'her sibling's (usually son's) emigration. 

Villagers have two SOlllTes of income: one' is foreign (remittances), the other 

is local or domestic. The latter was broken dO\\ II into income earned by the family 

heac!, and income earned hy the non-migrant still-at-home children (Table -+A). After 

the pilot SlIr\'ey. the question of domestic income was modified and broken into t\\/O 

categorie~, agricultural and non-agricultural income [see clotted bo:\ abm'e]. This 

allows for the capture of the changing roles of each of these ~ectOJs in the economic 

strategy of a family over a fifteen year period. 

"Where do the remitters live?" Cfable -L-+) is an example of a redundant 

question that \\(\s dropped. It W(lS based on the assumption that remitters may be 

other than the son(s) or hrother(s) of the family head. The locations of the 

respondent's son and bruther \\el<: Ll"ually kIlCl\\Il early 011 in the survev. On the 

other hand, the question of "who remits mos!')" \\as later determined to be somewhat 

unacceptable to respondents and subsequently dropped. Heads of families with more 
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than one remitting son abroad interpreted it a::, a request to e\aluate or rank their 

children by the amount they remitted. A problem of comprehension and memory 

lapse arose with the question of when did your :;,on begin remitting after arriving at 

his destination, It was obvious that respondents were mostly guessing at the answer 

rendering the:;,e data questionable. 1\loreo\'cr. there were many cases where families 

had more than one remitting SOIL Thus the initiation of remittances was not 

dependent on. :;,ay. the emigration of the second son, As far as the famil\' was 

concerned. remittance:;, continued to fkm and family income was being supplemented 

with the first emigrant sibling: i.e .. remittances are not perceived to hm'e stopped and 

restarted with the emigratIon of each ::'011 Finally. it is evident that all or at lea:::.t the 

biggest portion of remittances are "always" sent to the family head (out of respect) 

\vho ill turn dIstributes them amongst family members. 



Table -l.S Timing of Remittances 

16.0 When clo emigrants remit most'? 
A. Summer/harvest season: 
B. \Vinter!noll-harvest season: 
C. Economic difficulties in the countr\,: 
D. Special family affairs (eg.. \\ eddings or ceremonies): 
E. Deterioration in security: 
F. Building family home: 
G. Renovating family home: 
H. Village projects (eg. village services, festivals): 
I. Other 

Table -l.6 Remittance Use 

17. The money sent from abroad in the pa~t 12 months, \Vas it in/ended by its 
sender/s to be used for a particular purpose'? (Give lip to 3 uses, 
in order of importance) 

18. What was the money ([('{/lufh L1sed for? (Gin:' up to 3 uses in order 
of importance). 

1<). Did the money frol11 abroad enable you or uther family members to do 
any of the follo\\ ing.: 
A. Buy land 
B. Buy farm implements 
C. Improve land 
D. Buy pesticides, fertilizers. seeds, etc ... 
E. Pay fOJ schooling of family melllber 
F. PiW off debts 
G. Pay for migration of other family members 
H. Buy (,0\\, sheep/goat, or donkey. 
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The timing of remittances (Table 4.5), particularly the seasonal aspect. was 

misperceived bccause it as~ul1les that emigrants could send money to their parents 

anytime they wished. However. the civil \\,11" had brought new realities to rural 

Lebanese families: postal and telephone services to such communities were severed 

from the earl\' davs of the war thus remittances and information could be transferred 

only when migrants returned or visited the country. For example, most migrants 

tra\'cl to Lebanon in the summer (IIlli thus most remittances are received thel1. 

In this category of Iemittance use (Tahle 4.6), questions were designed 

without reflecting on their cultural interpretation and implication. For example, 

although remittances from a son might implicitly or explicitly be sent to build a home 

for the remitter. the recehing parent might find it somewhat conclescenclingfor a son 

to tell his parent what lu use the I1Ioney for. Palents probably feel that while their 

migrant son continues tu bc a tal1lil) mcmber, his remittances do not diminish the 

role of the family head as the manager of the family's pooled resources. Therefore, 

almost e\tTy responding head of hou:,-ehold said that he used remittances for 

\\" h a teve r p 1I rposl' s Ii (' sa\\' fi t. 

The breakdown uf the \'arious ways in which reIllittance~ may have helped a 

family was clone after considering local methods of agricultural improvements. That 

is to say, farmers made a clear eliqinction bdween purchasing pesticides and 

fertilizers and purchasing agricultural machinery, despite the fact that they all 

inrrea~e agricultural production, :\loreovcr, "improving the lanel" meant the building 

of ten ares. deql machinl' pluughing. and in SUIlle' cases the planting of orchards. 



Table 4.7 Land Ownership and Use 

20. How much land do you own? 
20.1 How Illuch of that land do you lise for cereals? 
20.2 How much land for trees? 
20.3 How much land lies fallmv') 
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Land ownership and land use data (Table 4.7) were required for the pre-war 

(pre 1(75) and current (1989) periods. thus the question was asked once in the 

present kn~e. another in the pa~t tense, There i~~ an inconsistency in these figures 

for two rea"on~. Some parcels of land were still owned b~ the aging head of the 

family or were commonly held by all members of the family. The interviewee was 

sometimes a head of a family but still waiting for the passing down (inheritance) of 

his share of the land. parts or all of which he may have been using in the early 1970s. 

So a respondent who might have been fanning 100 dUIlUIllS() of land in the 1970s. 

30 of which was Idle may be using hIS share uf 25 c1unullls of land none of which 

were fallow, This illustrates some of the comple:\ities faced when landownership and 

land use statistics are collected. 

When a1tempting to capture the clkc/s of emigration ane! remittances on the 

villages. the area of land in trees is a crucial variahle which could indicate a shift in 

the agriculture of the \ illage (l\'Cr time' Studie:-. of COlllmunlties with high emigration 

show that they e\lwrienced a conscious "hirt frolll labour intensive crops (e.g .. cereal) 

to capital intensi\'e. lahlHlr ~aving crops (e,g .. ulchards: For example. see Bilsborrow 
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1987) . 

Other questions, also dropped during the course of the survey, dealt \vith the 

number of days that each person (mostly farmers) worked in 1989 relative to the 

early 1970s. The questions were too detailed and seemed difficult to answer, straining 

the memory and patience of some respondents. These questions were of little 

theoretical value and not central to the study. Thus answers from a small number of 

families were sufficient to shed light on the work seasons and the time required to 

execute certain farming t,tsks. 

4.5 THE NATIONAL SETTING: A BACKGROUND 

Lebanon's prot) acted debacle 0\ er the past I:) years has made it a difficult 

countrv to visit and to live in, let alone for a l,luslim Lebanese Canadian to conduct 

house-to-house interviews in a ChristiaIl village. One of the most intense and 

destructive periods (If l.ebanon·s protracted ci\'il war started in March 1989 and 

lasted until October of that year. Prior to that, the country enjoyed an extended 

period of relative peace during which \iolent outbreaks did not last long. and were 

mostly urban based. That gave many a boost of (in retrospect. "misplaced") optimism 

about the immediate future of that stl ite-riclden lam!. 

While preparing fOI the research project and field season which took many 

1110nths, the 1110<.,t \'icil)us, indi"crJlllinallt and must spatially encompassing rOllnd of 

fighting had begun. As the war raged on. hecoming more intense and spreading 

territoriall\', I had to llIakt' a decision whether it was still feasible to carry out my 

research project. 
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4.5.1 To Go or Not to Go'? 

Recent arri\als to Canada from Lebanon confirmed, 111 more detail. the news 

reports about the scope of artiIlel~ bombardment and its lack of discrimination. 

Previously unaffected towns and \'illages near the Lebanese-Syrian border were being 

hit, as was the main and "only" road leading to and from Damascus. Beirut's airport 

(Lebanon's only international air link) \\hich has been u~ed as an index of the 

ferocity of the war. had been closed since t\larch 1939. Therefore, most travellers had 

to fly into Damascus and then travel mel !<tnd to L.ebanon. 

These developments spurred my father to telephone me from Lebanon to 

suggest that I postpone my trip. That failing, he suggested that I stay in Canada for 

as long as possible, so I could change my travel plans if there was a "further 

deterioration ill the situation"( !). 

This \\<1S quIte disturbing and Illarked a turning point in my thinking. For the 

first time I entertained ideas about alternative research projects on it \ariation of the 

same theme, one that could be carried out in Canada, perhaps on the Lebanese 

community in Alberta. Such thoughts were stressful and I felt that my doctoral 

programme \\as In jeopardy. When I suggested to my supen isors that I might have 

to abort my plan [01 field research in Lebanun, their reacti(ills were supportive. 

It is important to be as familiar as possible with the polItical and military 

developments in the country and region where a research project is to be carried out. 

This helps the researcher to independently assess accessability to the region or 

community. \Vhile local guides are essl'lltial tor the execution of the research project. 
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their vicw on security matters should 110t be unquestionably accepted, Locals tend 

to develop a degree of apathy and fatali~Il1. especially in a protracted war. They also 

want to be polite. anel appear hospitable C by demonstrating just how quaint their 

community (and by default. their country) is, 1\1oreover, locab may not be able to 

accurately assess their community's attitude toward "foreigners", Hence news 

gathering and decision making iniliullr should be clone as independently as possible, 

Alllltl](.:'r important conclusion is that research plans should be flexible III 

terms of their design and approach, Fo] e\<lmpk. while it \\as not possible to 

determine in advance the possibility of carrying out a survey in Khirbit Kanafar. I 

knew that I had a mllch better chance in Lab, l'vloreover, lll)' supervisors and I ,,:ere 

satisfied that studying this rather substantial phenomenon of emigration and 

remittances in Lala \\oldd be sufficient. Olle should be prepared to COllvert the 

research l1lethod (:-.ay, flom a fUllned survey style to participant observer with many 

guided conversations), \10reo\'er. one should take time to draw a rough plan for an 

alternative research project just in case the GriginaJ has to be postponed or cancelled. 

4.6 SNO\VBALL SAl\lPLING 

In the absence (11' a street map. a telephone book. or of any listing of village 

residents. and due to the const] (lints of time and the tense atmosphere of war. I had 

to use and be satisfied with what could be be~( de~cribcd as a "random snowball" 

sampling approach. According to Simon (1978) and Sudman (1976) snowball 

111)\pit:dity I, a \'IT\ imj10It:lllt lllltliial tI~lil III lhl' ,\r~lh \\(lilt.! ;1'> a \\hllk. l'~pl'l'ially in 

traliililll1al rural all'a'> 
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sampling is a method used \\hen meI1lbers of a universe can not easily be located by 

random sampling or by screening, and where the members clf a universe know other 

members of the universe. Thus information obtained from initial respondents leads 

to other members in the universe. 

According to Suclman (l976), two major sample biase~ result from snowball 

s(lll1pling one is that a I elatiwly "well known" person has a higher likelihood of being 

suggested as a potential respondent than does an isolated less-known person. 

Another bias develops if. ~ay, one was to use a militia leader as a guide who \vould 

likely lead the researcher to others in his own particular group. f\lilitia members may 

be atypical members of the community. 

-1.7 SA1VIPLE SELECTION: THE LIFE-SAVING FACTORS 

After consulting many people, I was able to chouse a sample frame. 

Resources. time and seclIlitv considerations \\el(, sufficient to lead me to select a 

sample of two villages from one largely rural administratiw unit in south east 

Lebanon. !\loreovC'r. the most influential factor in my choice of the villages and in 

lIndeJtakll1g lesearch in Lebanon from the \'1::'1')' beginning was the fact that I had 

excellent contacts. This was facilitated furthel because my parents live in Lala thus 

I was assured their assistance ane! cL)operation. For example, before my atrival to 

Lala, they laid down the social ground \\01 k that eased the acceptance of my survey 

in the village. and I could count 011 free loom and board. 

I had to ll~l' my judgement in selecting Lala and Khirbit Kanafar for this 

research pI oject. The constraints and limitations \\ere man\': a limited budget. a fixed - ~ 
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field season, and secllritv concerns 1I1 the field due to sectarian sensitivities and 

Syrian "occupation" of two thirds of Lebanon. These reasons were 1110st applicable 

to Khirbit Kanafar. I-laving good contacts in and knowledge of the area saves time, 

money, and perhaps lite. So the more distant a person (especially a researcher) is 

from his/her contact's home turf. the riskier research and life becomes due to the 

distance decay of cantacts' influence. This context strongly influenced the choice of 

Khirbit Kanafar as a COll nterpart to Lila 

.... 7.1 \Vhy Lala and Khirbit Kanafar'! 

\\'ell before I decided on In\' thesis topic, I \\as CUriOUS about recent 

migration-related developments in Lab. Khirbit Kanafar was chosen later for 

comparison purposes. I hac! \'isited my pZII ents in Lala in the summer of 1987 and 

was amazed by the economic tr<tI1sfurI1lation underway in the village, a process 

almost totally attributed to remittances. The village was witnessing a building boom 

and a shortage of manual and skilled labourers which translated into higher wages. 

I then realized that most families had at least olle migrant whose remittances were 

vital to their li\ elihood. The situation in Lala \\<lS more or less a replica of that in 

the neighbouring l\luslil11 villages 011 the eastern side of the Biqa'a valley. 

f\Iy choice of Khirbit Kanata! had a cUl11pletel! different basis. Khirbit 

Kanafar is a neighbouring village on the \\estern slopes of the mountain ranges, 

opposite to L.ala. and is about the same size as Lala. Agriculture is its economic 

base, it \\as said to have verv few migrants, and quite importantly, it is a village, 

unlike Lala, where Chriqians are the majurity. Khirbit Kanabr appeared to be 
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economicallv\tagnanL reflecting the conditioll~ in other Christian villages on the 
'" ..... "-- '--

western side of the \ alley. Besides. doing a sUI\'ey in Khirbit Kanafar was far simpler 

logistically, and safer physically, than choosing a distant (even Muslim) village. 

4.8 LALA: MY FIRST INTERVIE\" 

To ease back into LlIa's way of life. and to gain visibility and acceptance. I 

attended F1 iday prayers and then talked to worshippers. I also went to a wedding. 

attended a funeral. and slwialized in the evenings with my brothers' friends or with 

relatives. 

Mv father e~corted me to \'isit the ,\1l1klz{ur. Lala's \ illage elder (L VE). and 

he told L VE about my research project. He did not want to see any documents 

confirming my ulliversity status and the legality of my research. After interviewing 

him he said it was not Ileces~ary to infurll1 the lueal Syrian secret police in the area. 

I then interviewed the village sheikh. as well as some neighbours and I elatives. 

In the absence of official authoritil'~ who could legalize or refuse it 

researchel's entry, gaining the trust of the local political alld religious leaders was 

essential. I hoped that they, as well as tho~e who \\ere initIally interviewed, would 

disseminate positive accounts about Ill)' re~earch. 

4.8.1 Lala: Sample Selection 

The silmpling method employed II1 Ltla ;1110wed me to obtain a largely 

"random" unbiased sample representati\e of the entire village. This is made credible 

for the following reasons: ( 1) my fathel kllu\\:--, alone level or another. most people 

I hal ga\l' llll' (~llld \)lhl'I,) [ill' lllili~t11111Pll'\\I\llllh~lt l'll1igrali()11 \\,:1, ~t11l1\),1 1l()Il-l'\j,kllt 
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111 the village bel'all~e he has what is percei\ed to be it "high status" urban 

government job. and he was then (1989) a member of the mosque-construction 

committee in the village: (2) my friends' and relatives" homes from which I 

sometimes started field surveying. are spread out in different neighbourhoods in the 

village, (3) one relative's home is next to the only mosque from which my father 

frequently il1\ ited worshippers from different parts of the village and from varying 

socio-economic c1as~e~ to come mer so I cuuld inten'iew them: (-+) some samples 

were drawn from store owners, their customers. or more accurately put. stores' 

"wandering guests"; and (5) in addition to Ill)' father, my field companions were 

farmers. school teachers, students, and labourers, 

In light of the aboH'. potential spatiaL social and sample selection biases were 

overcome because of the varying social status of my "guides"; my own influence over 
~ "-- • .... 0/ 

the choice of families to be inten iewed when the guides were with me or when I was 

alone and because of the different 10catio11s from which sample sets were drawn. All 

this made the :"eh.'ction quite "random" eircuI1l\enting any tendencies to concentrate 

on people of the ~ame social ()]' political oricnt<ttion, The number of families 

interviewed \\as 125 (31 ( ; ) (one \\ as later dropped and there \\as one rejection) from 

a total of approximately -+00 homes'), 

I gcnerally was wei] recei\'l'd in Lab because people there knew me and my 

family, In spite of that. some interesting. remarks were made about my study and its 

objectives. FOl n<lI11ple. une lespundcnt ellalgee! that my research "could reveal to 

q l\l,lst home~ house only nne lal1lil\, 
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Canadian authorities that Lala residents are well off and do not need to emigrate." 

Another concern was: "By agl eeing to the interview might put me at risk in Canada 

with the taxation authorities". This man happens to spend about half of each year in 

Canada earning an income by dl iving a taxi and not paying his share of income tax. 

I alleviated their fears and concerns by stressing that the information revealed would 

be absolutely confidential. and that Illy research was neither government funded nor 

related in any \\(1)' to Canadian authOl ities. 

4.9 KHIRBIT KANAFAR: ]\IY FIRST INTERVIE\V 

Due to the minimum level of interacti(JI1 between the two \ illages. Lala 

residents (including most ot Illy contacts) knew little about their "neighbours"lll on 

the opposite side of the valley. Fewer than one dozen families from Lala exchange 

occasional ViSitS. \\"Ith friends (not relatives ll ) in Khirbit Kanafar, and many children 

find summer jobs in Khirbit Kanafar as fru it-pickers. 

After consulting people \\ith friends in Khirbit Kanat'ar and with others 111 

Lala. a consensus emerged. Since Lala's village elder (LVE) was a friend of his 

counterpart in Khilbit Kanafcu, it \\a\ recommended that I a"k him to introduce and 

recommend me to Khirbir KanaLlI\., village cIder (KVF). The latter would then 

advice me about conducting research In his village. 

I" 'I his is l'\plained \\ hen we L\)J1sidcr th:il IT,idel1cl''> ill buth \ illage,s arc h)L'ated on the foothills 
()j paralkl m\)lInLllI1 ranges \\hll'h dip t\)\\;lrd till" \;illn llour where the I.itani river marks the 
huundar\' betwecn thc twu Cl)l1tigW 1lh \ illa!,'.l' iarlllin!,'. Lilld (il'. not resilknccs). It is worth noting that 
thuc is n() direct r\):lcin\)[ ,I hridgl' C()llrlL'LlIIl!,'. till' (\\() \iILrgl·S. 

! [ In spill' (\j the Ie\\ inl'lld,hip'> that h,[\'l' dc\ ll()pni ()\ l'l the ~ eal" thLTe ;Irc Il() inter-marriages 
hetween the two \'illages 
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L VE. two other "notables" from the village with acquaintances in Khirbit 

Kanafar, my father (who was instrumental in assembling this group). my brother (my 

driver) and myself paid a "high profile" formal visit to KVE. L VE introduced 

everyone and explained to KVE the purpose of our visit. Then I gave him an original 

copy and an Arabic tran~lation of a letter from the geography department confirming 

mv affiliation with the llni\'Cr~ity and its approval of the ethic~ of my survey. The 

lettel also briefly reviewed the objl'cti\ es llf tIl<.:' research and requested Khirbit 

Kanafar's residents cooperation. I madc this request explIcit by asking him about the 

possibility of carrying out a survey of heads of families in his village. KVE requested 

that I interview him at that moment \\ hile the guests were waiting. After the 

interview he said: "these questioll~ are 1l(}Il-pmh/ClJ/lllit' to caITY out in Khirbit". 

I asked the KVE to recolllmend ,I locd ?-uicle/contact person to ease our 

acceptance by the family heads to be surveyed. He declined because he believed 

himself to be the most appropriate person for the job. He had been a A/llkhlar for 

twenty five years and kne\\ en'ry on(' in the \'ilbge. He was politically "neutral" and 

widely respected (tor his senices to the people alld for his age) in the village . 

.... 9.1 Khirbit Kanafar: Sample Selection 

l'vlost of the factors that affected the ~ample ~election in Lala were also at play 

in Khirbit Kanafar. This was due to the respected position of the village elder. the 

distribution uf his relatives' homes throughout the village, in addition to his position 

as a facilitator of gc)\'erIll11cnt affairs in the villag.e meant that he often had visitors 

or patrons at his house. pel)ple \\hOIll I u"ualh intenie\\ed. l'nlike the situation in 
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Lala, having a car in Khirbit Kanafar was essl'ntial because of the topography of the 

village, the few ungraded roads, and the accompanying village elder who was 83 years 

old. I decided to terminate the survey after having interviewed 90 heads of 

households of the total of about ~OO of Khirbit Kanafar's IWIl1es. 3~ fewer than the 

number achie\ed in Lab. Based on the abovc. we had a relatively casy access to 

homes regardless of their location or of the family heads' political orientation. This 

sample may be <,omewhat more rl'f)lc~entati\l' of one groupie than of another. 

Unlike the situation in Lala, in Khirbit Kanafar I had to be respectful to the 

authority of KV[ who \\as accompanying liS 111 spite of ~Ol11e criticism and the 

SUSplC'lOn of some \'illagers. I was not about to question his decisions of which 

families to interview 

The decision to stop aftcl the lJOth lamily head was interviewed was due to 

two reasons: Onc \\as the emergence of a definite pattern (ie. most migrate 

internallv anclmost residual families do not receive remittances) which was further 

reinforced by each additional inten'ic\\'. Another more important reason was mv 

brother's percl'ption and mine of the danger we felt oursel\'(::,s in due to the 

seemingly growing suspicion of SOllle resident" On the other hanel, my task was 

made some\\!Jat easier because of 011t' rll1l10Ur alleging that I represented the 

Canadian government and \\'(t:-:' in tlm n to recru it people to emigrate to Canada: a 

rumour which I denied immediately. 
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In Lab, family sUlyeys were often treated as "visits". Every family was, at one 

level or another, known either to myself or to my companion or to both of us. Hence 

only in very few ca~es did I need to identify myself. However, I explained to potential 

respundenh the nature of my research, what I \\Ollid be using the collected data for. 

and the possible benefits of sllch I esearch to the village and its residents. Therefore, 

the first part of my u~ual verbal identification \\{\s: 1'1 am a doctoral candidate at a 

Canadian university. I am collecting data for my dissertation which cleal~ with the 

effects of emigration and remittances 011 Lala and on Khirbit Kanafar". 

Initiallv, such an elaborate and accurate introduction seemed essential and 

appropriate. Hov,.:e\,er. being a "doctoral student" working on a "dissertation" was 

meaningless to most reslx)ndenh, and somewhat mystical. Ilence I set myself up to 

be perceived as part of the u ppn class "educated elite", an 
. . 
lI11presslon 

counterproductive in inter\'iewing. 

I later kit the need to adjll~t my introduction to potential respondents: "I am 

sent by a Canadian university to write a book about the village for which I need to 

ask you a fe\\ questions": or "I am \Hiting a bOc)k 011 the village and need to ask you 

few question~I'. Th:lt \\(j~ both milder in tone. concise and c(ll1lprehen~ible (a book 

versus a doctoral dissertation), and made for easier cOllversations with most 

respondellt~. At this stage, the amount of detail I gave ill l11y introduction became 

dependent upon my perception or kllcmledge (If a re:-,ponclent's educational leveL and 
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his/her attitude tlmard my request for an interview. 

The second part of my usual introduction, 111 compliance with the 

requirements of McMaster University's "committee on the ethics of research on 

human subjects" included a statement informing potential respondents that my survey 

had been approved by this committee, anc! while I would appreciate their 

cooperation they "do not h;1\'e to participate ill the survey, and even if they consent 

to cooperate, they do not have to ilnS\\er e\Cry question". This cOIllmittee approved 

my research only after I convinced them that I wuuld obtain informed, coercion-free 

consent from respondents, and will ensure that their pri\'acyl was protected. In 

fulfilling the requirements of the ethics cOI1llllittee so openly at the outset of the 

interview, I r,used respulldents' level of ;\Wkw;1J(lness and instilled in some, fear, 

sllspicion and doubt about my "real moti\es" and the nature of the questions I 

intended to ask. Their reactiuns were uneasy, hesitant alld sometimes sceptical: 

"there is nothing to hide"; "we'll see": or ''I'll tell you what I knO\\". The ethical 

guideline~, while \\ell intended, are ingrained in, and bascd on western values and 

traditions which may not be applicable 1II1i\(::I::'{111~ It later became n-ident that my 

detailed introduction to c\ery respondent \\<lS unwarranted, especially when the 

cultural norms and values, and the political atmosphere are taken into consideration. 

4.11 A ~lUSLIl\l RESEARCHER'S EXPERIENCE IN 
A CHRISTIAN VILLAGE 

The .\llIk/lIar of Khirbit Kanafar accompanied mv brother and me and 

introduced LIS to the head of every famil\ \\hom I intelyiewed, He followed the 
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introduction by saying words of praise about us and our family. Although most heads 

of families received LIS hospitably, a few were suspicious of u:-:. and our motives. The 

logic of their uneasiness was: 

"So \'ou are a Lebanese i\luslim studying in Canada sent by your 
university to survey Cask questions' in) our Christian village at this 
most explosive period of Lebanon's civil war. Besides, how did your 
university know about our village? \Vhy don't you study some other 
Muslim \illage on the eastern (,your') side of the valley'? Are the 
questiolls political or religious in nature')" 

Fortunatel\' such an attitude was lIot common. Howe\er. young heads of 

families, as well a:-:. families with youllg adult men. \\ere soml'times doubtful, blatantly 

suspicious and clearly uneasy about my request for all inteniew. They v;ollle! ask: "Is 

it an interview 011 the politics of the natioll'!" or, "are the questions religious in 

nature?" I would quickly assure them that they were not. After the intelview, most 

of the doubters appeared pleasantly ,>urprised by the nOIl-l'ontlOversial nature of the 

questions! 

In most settings, suspicion of the in1en iewer's motin's can be dealt with in 

various ways, usually \\ithout tllleat or harm. Hcmever, because of the atmosphere 

of lawlessness <lnd mistrust caused by LebanoIl's ci\jl war, being "too nosey" in the 

affairs of a particular (opposing") community could result ill bodih harm or evell 

the loss of the illterviewl'l\ life. 

While Ill)' impres:-:.inns ot \illagers on both sides of the valley were more or 

less similar, my actual experience in Khirbit Kanafar revealed that "each area and 

type of respondenb will ha\'e ib o\\n sensiti\e issues, things about which it is hare! 

to ask questions at all" (Di\on and Leitcil Il)~-L _~) For olle thing, I was a stranger 
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to the peasants of Khirbit Kanatar. For another, some of its politicized men in their 

late twenties and early thirties were likely active members of the Christian Phalange 

part/ i who had to flee to the Christian enclave or emigrate O\'erseas. Phalangist 

sympathizer~ and quiet members wele more likely to have stayed behind. Some of 

the men who fled to the Christian enclave maintained strong economic and family 

ties to their \'illage, In some cases the husband was living in the Christian zone while 

his wife and children \\ele li\ing in the family home in the village. So my routine 

question to the head of the family: '\\ here do your children live''>'' sometimes 

triggered politically charged and chilling discussiOl1:-' about the :\lus\im and Christian 

militias' disagreements and running battle, Needless to say. my brother and I felt 

threatened and tried to remain non-partisan. Therefore. while the war environment 

created an understandable sell~e of bitterness and insenlrity among some of Khirbit 

Kanafar's residents. I was in a situation whCli.' I needed to get answers to critical 

questions which I could not abandon. 

4.12 SURVEYING IN A FAl\IILIAR TERR'\IN 

My first-hand knO\\ledge about the culture. religion. politics and rural 

economy of the area made it possihle to de:-;igll research questions with relevance 

and applicability to both villages and to exccuk the survey in a sensiti\'t' (lnd largely 

inoffensive \\ ity. According to Dixon and Leach. 

"The tormulation of meaningful questions for a survey depends on (l 

i' I hi\ \!J,'uld !l0 bl' Llhell li l flll';1ll Ill;l! all ill KhiIi,il K:IJl;il;ll\ :Idults were in (jnl' \\':t\' elr 
:tlllllhcr invoked \1 itl! the I'halanl',l' part\ \\'lllk \(lflll' I\lTC' ')aid to he "neutral", the true lel'el ut 
pe()ple',; Ifll()iI'(,1I1l'nl i, :illll()\\ iIIlP()\\ihlc tiJ lkkrmilll'. nJ','Ci:dly hI' ,I \\ U\lllll ()u[,i(kr. 
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substantial initial grasp of a situation '" UnderstandlI1g of the political 
and economic situation, and the historical background to it is essential 
(l9R.l: 3)." 

Having lived in Lala where my parents and relatives live gave me a good feel 

for the \'illage, for the mentality of its peasants and for their agricultural way of life, 

110t to mention an ,1\\arcncss of the nuances of their culture, their domestic politics, 

and their religion. 0.1(~rt'0\'er, my parents and relatives subconsciously provided the 

social basis for the acceptability of my leseCllch project in Lala. I\ly family's contacts 

in the village and the region gave me a sense of confidence about the possibility of 

conducting research in Khirbit Kanafar. 

I later learned that \\hat is appropriate for Lala ma\' not be quite as 

appropriate for Khirbit Kanafar. My inadequate knowledge of Khirbit Kanafar. and 

the misperception of Lab residl'nh of it made, for example. made some of my 

standardized questions inapplicable. KhiJbit Kanafar, as it turned out, had many 

emigrants but was not at all affected by remittances i
.!. Although the questionnaire 

survey was con~tructed to handle such cases. the result was that most interviews 

Jequired hall the tillle it had been taking. Ille to do the same inteniew of remittance-

receivers in Lala In \ie\\ of this. I added few open-ended questions on family 

fanning and on respondents' reasons for 110t migrating as well as on Khirbit 

Kanafar's expatriates' reasons for not remitting nor returning to theiJ village. all of 

which were lIIlkno\\,1l aspects of life there. 
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-'.13 DATA RELIABILITY 

Some research allows a post enumeration survey to understand certain 

inexplicable points raised during the field ~eason. Such enumeration was not possible 

in my study due to lack of funding. the sensitivity of some questions, the 

contidentiality of the data hence the anonymity of the respondents. as well as the 

tension created by the civil war. Resolution of inaccuracies was sought outside of the 

original slIlyey by having informal grullp discus~ion" with indi\iduals who repl esented 

(either separately or jointly) all social. educational. and economic classe~ in the 

village. 

Mv brother's friends are uni\'('r~it\'-edllcaled men in their late twenties who . . 

were born and raised in Lala. Hence they knew \ irtually evtTy one in the village 

quite well. In order to save me the time and effor1 of interviewing all these families. 

they offered to give me detailed accounts about each one. I politely declined their 

"generous" offer and asked thel11 instead to count the number of houses in the village 

and to estimate the population. O\cralL they were a source of information about the 

village as a whole. and \\ ere a reference fur cro~~ checking and clarifying information 

obtained in informal conn'] ~atioll:' m du] ing inkr\ iews. They \\cre abo a sounding 

board for l11y observation~. perceptions. and ideas about the village and the region. 

An intl'n·icwer must maintain curiosity and interest, spot inconsistencies and 

inaccuracies. ,lnd identif) arl"<ts where further c'\ploration is needed. Some of these 

problems call bl' minimized ,)r eliminated by a carefully de~igncd questionnaire \vith 

a provision for cro~~ checking. Ie ho\\e\er. incuncet or misleading data do (,Ieep in. 
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it is never pennissable to estimate. "correct", or adjust the tigures to the average. 

Rather. a qualitative approach to explain or understand the inconsistencies might be 

pursued. I-lence. the reasons for the inexplicable results should either be investigated 

further or clarified in a footnote. According to Dixon and Leach. 

"The principal danger for research is of superimposing inadequate 
knowledge or experience from elsewhere on data. and this is clearly 
most likel\' to occur when a researcher is new to an area" (198-1-: -1-). 

MOl eo\ cr. klluw1edge of the political economy of Lebanon. of the intricacie~ of its 

politics and the role of militias in people's li\'l's helped me not only to form relevant 

questions but also to ullder~talld and e~p1aill :-,ol11e of the discrepancies ill the data. 

For example. there were Sl)me inexplicable cases where I1lonthly expenditures of 

some Khirbit Kanafar families exceed their income. Such data should neither be 

rejected nor adjusted to fit some average. One possible explanation is that some 

Khirbit Kallafal men may be members in a militia group who receive monthly 

salaries. a fact which they would certainly nut re\'cal. especially to an outsider. \Vhat 

is needed is further investigation (perhaps by an insider to KllIrbit Kanafar) in an 

atmosphere of 5,ecurity and trust. This would require a longer contact period and the 

hiring of a local interviewer. both of which many researchers cannot afford . 

.... 1... SAl\IPLING FR.\l\lE 

My sampling tJ allle \\ i\::l impedect bl'Call~e I did not interview anv of the 

out-of-town labourers (Syrian) who \\el e II\ing. I was told, in Lala temporarily. They 

rented hOllses in the village. and were perccived as 110t being part of it. Villagers did 

not seem to kno\\ them well enough nor wcre they willing to accompany me for an 
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interview. 

An area \\ ith a heavy outflow of seasonal migrants could bias a cross sectional 

survev taken in a certain season. However, seasonal migration in its true sense is non 

existent iII either village. Seasonal migration was quite pre\'alent in the pre civil war 

period when men from the villages, more so from Lala, \VOldcl travel to "the citl"" 

twice a year: once after the seeding season, another after harvesting. In Lala. 

"seasonal migranb" are malt' heads of families wlw have retull1ed from abroad, the 

wife and children stay in l.ala while the father re-emigrates to work for few (6-9) 

months each year. On the other hamL those who once sought city jobs to supplement 

their incomes are now either ahroad or in Lala receiving remittances and thus not 

in need of seasonal employment. 

"Sl'C1sona\l11igrants" from Khirbit Kanafar have a greater tendency to migrate 

internally than tlwse in Lab. 'fhi" is due to easier access of Christians to public 

service jobs, l11os1 of which are located in Beirut. Another, more recent. reason for 

this internal miglation Me the tensions of waf and the location of Khirbit Kanafar 

in a "i'v1uslim scali. Hence internal mig.rants lease or own a home in the Christian 

enclave north of Beirut. and another in thl..' village \\ here they OJ their families spend 

their summer. 

Currentl\" after harwsting. most of Khirbit Kanafar's fanners and some of 

I' "I hl' cll\" 'l','I11\ (,' rckl (' migt:(llh d~"(lllatl"ll ;(Il\\\I1l'll' ~tl"llg lh~' l'(la,l or In 1\.10 II III 
LI.'haIlon. ill ,pill' "I thl' Lid th:l! ")Illl (It thl',l' :11"1.':1' :IIl' ()\ lTWh l'llll I 11:;1\ I LILt! 
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those from Lala i
',. are kept busy working their own orchards or summer crops. 

Therefore, seasonal migration is not a real problem in either village. Having 

developed the theoretical framework in chapter two. the national and local 

background ill chapter three. and the research methods hell' in this chapter, the 

natural progression requires an elaboration of the research hypotheses. 

4.15 HYPOTHESES 

This section verv bril'flv rc\le\\'s the contract theory of remittances and . . 

proposes some hypotheses. They arc based on that theory and are framed inside the 

context of the case study. that is the t\\O villages that are being analyzed. 

4.15.1 The Contract Theory of 1\1igration and Remittances 

In fUI Illulating their theoretical constructs on the question of '\vhy do migrants 

remit". Stark and Lucas ()\)88) L1sed the insurance contract approach. This concept 

is appropriate fOI llndclstanding migrant,' commitment to their tamilies because 

insurance is. by definition. an 

"institution that mitigates the influence of uncertainty. The individual 
invests in a host of actl\ities !lO\i' to insure that the timing and 
magnitude of unfortunate future events will be less harmful. These 
acti\ ities enable firms anc! individuals to trade risks among themselves" 
(McCall 1987. 8()9). 

In Stark and Lucas's (1980) theory. the family is iIlitially the insurer after 

which roles are switched and the now established migrant fills that role. The 

fundamental assllmptions are: (I) The sending family's "desire to adopt a new 

I"~ ()rch:lrd, alC :1 lillil'a-;lllg in I ,tia dUe' (,) (hl' [1,,\\' ll[ ll'mi(lanl'l" and the ,Jut rIllW ul (ill' I"l'al 
!:thou r I,) rlT 
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production technology in agriculture": (2) both the head of the family and the 

potential migrant (lIe (1\'erSe to ri~k: (3) neither one of them is able to sufficiently 

self inSUle (it', can 110t absorb the added ri:-,ks of new tanning methods or of 

migration): (..J.) and neither of them can make "insurance-type arrangements with a 

third party" because it would be more costly both financially and socially, It is worth 

noting that Lebanese families as a whole had the added risks of war, and those in 

Khirbit Kanafal e'l:perienced a geo-sectarian threat-by-extension!7, 

The theory :;,tate:; that migrati()11 of it ramil:- membel is implicitly insured by 

the head of this family, the insurer, The new nllgrant. the insurec, \\ ill incur costs of 

transportation and urban living, and risks of rapidly finding and maintaining urban 

employment. Such potential and temporary costs, which take the form of remittances, 

are borne by the family lIntil the migrant is established, Therefore, in the first stage 

of the migration process, family capital is initially invested in an insurance conti act 

with the migrant who is entitled to make claims during ad\erse events such as 

unemployment spell:;., Later the faI11il~ e'l:lwcb remittance:;. as a letUrIl on its 

investment. or as a delayed paymL'Ilt for the prmi:;.ion of insurance coverage. As the 

new migrant becumes establIshed and begins to remit, the head of the family in the 

sending legion, now reaping the benefits of his investment. will then be able to adopt 

new high-yield agricultural techniques in :-,pite of the normally deterring high-risk 

content. This shows ho\\ this implicit arrangement benefits both the migrant and his 

I ~ Ihlring tlll' jil~t lew vear, ()j thl' l'i\il \\'~lr. m~ll1\ Ltmllil'<; lrulll C'hri,tian l'olllmunitic, in the 
pwvinlc 01 Hik:l'~ll'llllgrall'd. ,,()ml' bv '\:lwIl'l'" and mal1\ ])thcI, by lorcc, I hi, 11111,t have instilkd kar 
in the hearh ur [l"ldcIll-; alld l'll1lgr~lnh It i~ \']lrth rl'{'l':lling that hoth I:ll:t :IIld Khirhit Kanalar wele 
under the hrac1i ()cL'llpatiul1 l()r thrce \'car' ( 11);-;2-1lJ,~.~) 
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familv 

Migration can then be viewed as a diversificatic)n of investment in the 

presence of financial and security risks. However. the question remains: why does the 

now-established migrant abide by an unwritten implicit and seemingly non-binding 

contract from hi~,,1her adopted home, an act that will benefit his family but have a net 

negative effect on his personal income'? 

4.15.2 "Thy Remit'? 

The implicit \'oluntary insurance contract struck between the family and their 

sibling is seen as beneficial to both p;-uties who will default on this contract if their 

discounted, net expected returns ZIl"e negative. In the early' stages of the migration 

process, migrants' feel a sense of obligation to re-pay their families for their 

investment in them. Besides. the migrant ~till has a feeling of family loyalty and has 

not yet been influenced by "alien", individually-oriented (default-inducing) sorial 

norms. Morelwer. the migrant and his familv are assllmed to be altluistic which 

means that olle party's altruism to\\illLb the other would be perceived as a benefit 

to the giver. 

Therefore. 111 the initial period after mig.ration. the them\, states that the 

migrant faces "urb<lll hazards" in terms of finding (Ind maintaining employment. 

Moreover. II1 this phase. migrants are busy settling down and getting established, an 

activity that requires resourccs. Thu~ the Ie\cl of rcmittances is initially low or non 

existent. It then increases up to a certain point In time only to decrease afterwards 

\\hel1 "altruism wanes" (Stark and Lucas. 19(8). 
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"'.15.3 l\;lore Default-Deterring Factors 

As for the migrant in whom hi:;, family has invested. there are other default-

deterring factors which Stark and Lucas (1988) have identified. Migrants are said to 

remit not because they are good children who want to help their families but because 

they aspire to Inherit their parents' wealth. Another factor deals with migrants who 

intend to return to their home yillage. even for a visit. They would need to maintain 

good relations with theil re:;,idual fam ily members who are instrumental at 

guaranteeing a siblings' reputation (SLllk and Lucas 1988: Lucas and Stark 1985: 

Pollak 198.:': Becker 1987 and 1981). Th is <llllOU nts to the provision of a social base 

which greatly facilitates the reintegration of returning migrants into their home 

community. Finally, the remaining family members can greatly facilitate a migrant's 

rural investment and its maintenance. These betOls induct.' migrants to remit and 

abide by the families' (insurance) l'on11ac1. I-jl)\\ever, imestment in or return to 

Lebanon would seem unlikely dUling the protracted 1.:' years of civil war. thus 

(perhaps) a Inwer prupensity to rem it. 

Conceptually. III igranh remit to repay their parents for their investment in 

them. ~llch as in their education. and because migl<lnts are interested in inheriting 

their parents property. After all. the pi ice uf real htate soared in lllmt of Lebanon 

during the ciyil war. Therefore. the more land owned bv it famil\' the higher is the 
L • L 

level of remittances likelv to be. 
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4.15.4 Level of Remittances 

Human capital theory presupposes a rational and economically calculating 

person who ellligrate::. only if anticipated economic and psychic benefits are larger 

than the economic costs. Internatiollalmigrants accumulate more human capital than 

internal migrants because the fonner's financial. psychic, and insurance costs exceed 

the latter's. Wage and welfare differentials between internal destinations within less 

developed countries and international ones in more developed countries are usually 

quite large. Therefore, (i) high income countries "houlcJ be the destination choice of 

1110st potential migrants fJ om low Incume cou ntl ie::.. \loreo\er, (ii) those who migrate 

internally are expected to remit less (in fixed dollar terms) than those who go 

abroad. 

Using Stark and Lucas's (1988) conceptualization of migration and 

remittances. both internal and international migrants require family insurance against 

"urban hazards" sllch a:-, ullemployment. This insurance bimb the migrant into an 

implicit contract \\lth his family hence his obligation to repay them. It is relatively 

inexpensive to in::.ure the emigration of a single. educated. and young family member 

because this millimizes the probabilities of adverse selection. A migrant with these 

charrtcteristics \\l)uld lw most likely to succeed (i.e., educated thus less likely to file 

inslilance claims) and remit (i e, .;,illgle tiIus bigger returns on family's 

insurance- i nvestm en t). 



4.15.5 Land and Emigrants 

A household invests in (or "insures") a migrant so to improve the lot of the 

whole family, ie., people do not migrate for self interest or self investment. 

Therefore, (i) those who emigrate to Beirut or to the West are both expected to 

remit albeit at different levels: (ii) The more land owned by a family the lower the 

number of emigrants. 

4.15.6 Domestic Income 

Theoreticallv, migrants remit. at Iea,;;;t ill part to implOve their family's 

agricultural production potential. Thus the more remittances families receive: (i) the 

gl eater their income incremen ts from agricultu re and other Ilon-agricu Itural activities 

(excluding remittallce~): \ii) the more likely they are to -.;witch to more lucrative 

crops: (iii) and the less likely the) are to have idle land. It should be noted that 

during the civil war. urban employment opportu nities were radicallv reduced and 

government aglicultural programs \\ere suspended. 

4.15.7 Lata Versus Khirbit Kanafar 

Internal migrants are attracted by the amenities oj urban life such as 

educational and medical facilities, greater cmployment opportunities, bright lights, 

as well as the same cultural surroundings where the same language and religion are 

practised. This can be contrasted \\ ith international migration where cultural 

amenities arc 110t available for, sa~· i\luslims in the West (Khuri. 19()7). Therefore, 

Muslim migrants from L.aia would be expected tu find it ea:-,Ier to migrate internally 

(or to neighbouring Muslim counllics) \\here the~ could stay III the same cultural 
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and religious milieu. 

Christians from Khirblt Kanafar and from Lebanon in general have 

historically had an (,rientation to\\,uds western culture. Thus French. for example. 

is spoken in several homes. Moreover. Christian migrants have an easier time 

assimilating in the West by virtue of their similar religious beliefs and values (Khuri, 

1967). Therefore. more migrants from Khirbit Kanafar are expected to emigrate 

internationall\ 

In short. for the traditionally poorer \lu~lim villagers of Lala olle would 

expect more internal migranb because of the lo\\'er psychic amI financial costs 

involved: the opposite should be the case for the better off Christian villagers of 

Khirbit Kanafar. 

.t.15.8 Return l\1igrants 

In rdurn for a migrant's remittances. the receiving family sets and maintains 

the social ground (reputation) for the migrant to return to the home village. even for 

a visit. Because of this interdependency. the community with the greater proportion 

of remitters should experience a greater proportion of returnees or visiting migrants . 

.t.15.9 Education and Emignltion 

In Khilbit Kanafar. social prestigc IS earned through education and the 

attainment of urban employment and \\age~ 111 Beirut or elsewhere 111 Lebanon. 

Unlike Lala. Khirbit Kanafar enjoyed good roads, and a daily bus service to the 

capital city decades earlier than Lala. 011 the other hand, Muslim villagers in Lala 

perceiwd themselves as dis(lchantaged relati\c to neighbouring Khirbit Kanafar. 
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They had bleaker chances of finding urban job~ even if they were educated. Hence 

they de-emphasised education and encouraged emigration. where opportunities for 

economic and <;ocial advancement (upon returning) abound. Therefore. one \vould 

expect a higher level of education in Khirbit Kanafar than in Lala. Because most 

urban opportunities in Less Developed Countries are usually in the informal sector. 

rural to urban migrants have a lower level of education than international ones. 

4.15.9.1 Fertility and Remittances 

Remittance" reduce the co~t 01 raising children thu:,- there should be greater 

fertility in remittance-receiving thal1 ill 11011-\ cmittance rt'ceivillg communities. It 

should be noted that if high fertility is ob:"e\yed in the traditional community with 

declining agrieultllJ'al activities (Lala). it might be due 10 the lower relative cost of 

emigration compared with the returns of emigration (remittances). in addition to the 

social network abroad which facilitates the sponsorship of kin. 

4.16 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter. the research appruach and tool. as wcll as field problems were 

discussed. Based 011 the theoretical framework outlined in Chapter two. some 

hypotheses were put fOl'\\<IJ'd which will be teskd and discllssed in the following 

analytical chapter. 



Chapter Five 

THE IMPACT OF MIGRATION AND REMITTANCES: 
AN ANALYSIS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The two neighbouring villages lInder study, one of which is Muslim and the 

other Christian, are located in the Biqa'a valley inside the Western Biqa'a 

administrative unit. While the majority of the population in the valley is Muslim, 

there is a Christian minority which is mostly concentrated in five villages of variolls 

sizes which are located on the eastern slopes of Mount Lebanon (ie. the western side 

of the Biqa"a valley). Although the two villages are similar in size, economic base and 

in many other aspects, they differ in terms of the destination choices of migrants, 

remittances, and level of development. 

This chapter outlines the effects of migration and remittances on the two 

villages under study. First. the general socia-economic characteristics are discussed. 

Second, the level of emigration and the destination of migrants from both villages 

are examined. Third, in a substantial section, the impact of emigration on the 

economy of Lala is addressed. (The absence of remittances to Khirbit Kanafar is also 
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discussed.) Because remittances are a major source of rural change and development 

in the post migration period. the factors that affect their flow to Lala are probed 

using multiple regres~ion analysis. The same technique is used to develop domestic 

income models for each of the villages under study. Results from these analyses are 

used to test tout migration and remittances. Additional survey data are used to 

bolster certain arguments about the effects of emigration on the rural economy. 

Finally. the theoretical framework of Stark and Lucas (1988) is expanded to reflect 

the effect of emigration on a family's income. 

5.2 MIGRATION TRENDS 

In spite of the proximity of Lala and Khirbit Kanafar's, and their economic 

similarities, they reveal contradictory trends in migrant destinations. Both villages 

have experienced a high level of emigration: .-t-2.4% of the children of surveyed 

families emigrated from Lala, compared to 39 r
;; from Khirbit Kanafar. These figures 

would be much higher if calculated for age-specific potential emigrants, that is, for 

children over the minimum emigration age of 15.5. 1 It is interesting to note that if 

these village rates were broken down into son and daughter rates, they reveal a 

greater (by 6(';;' ) level of daughter emigration from Khirbit Kanafar than Lala. and 

a greater (by II ':; ) level of son emigration from Lala than Khirbit Kanafar (Table 

5.1 ). 

J The mean emigratilll1 agL' i~ 17.::', 



Table 5.1 

Number of Siblings in Surveyed Households and 
the Level of Emigration From Each Village 

Lala* Khirbit Kanafar** 

Numbers % Numbers % 

Number of sons 461 55.5 187 49 

Number of daughters 369 44...1- 196 51 

Total number of children 810 100 383 100 

Migrant sons 226 49 71 38 

Migrant daughtel's 126 34 79 40.3 

Migrant sons & daughters 352 42...1- ISO 39 

Non mig. sons & daughters 479 57.6 233 61 

, N = 124 H N=90 
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Throughout this chapter. and thesis, a distinction is made between a family 

of orientation (brothers, sisters and parents) and the family of procreation (wife and 

children). This is the rationale behind the use of atypical terms such as sons, 

daughters. brothers and sisters of respondents. 

Many factors are related to this variation 111 the level of emigration. The 

backbone of the agricultural sedor in Khirbit Kanafar is irrigated export cash crops, 

while that of Lala is subsistence-type rain-fed fields, hence fanning is far more 

lucrative in the former than in the latter village. Moreover, Khirbit Kanafar has more 

public and private facilities and institutions than does Lala. For example. Khirbit 

Kanafar has a high school. technical schooL hospital. and a hotel, none of which Lala 

has. Therefore. Khirbit Kanafar's lucrative fanning and its various institutions, which 
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provide some local employment opportunities, may explain the village's somewhat 

lower level of emigration when compared to that from Lala. 

The higher rate of female emigration is probably due to two factors. Firstly, 

Khirbit Kanafar's residents have had a long standing relationship with "the city", 

Beirut. where a many of Khirbit Kanafar families own or lease homes. Therefore, it 

becomes more socially acceptable for a single woman to migrate to the city where 

she could stay with. say, her brother or her brother in law2
• Secondly, Lebanon's 

Christians are more accepting of \vomen in the work force (outside the familv 

domain) than their Muslim counterparts (Khuri 1967). 

5.3 DESTINATION CHOICES: COMPARISON WITH 
AN EARLIER STUDY 

The choice of Lala and Khirbit Kanafar for this study was partly influenced 

by the fact that they differ in their religious composition. This difference was 

suspected to have an influence on migration and remittance patterns in each of the 

villages. 

There is no recent research that compares migration patterns from Lebanese 

communities with different religious or ethnic compositions. The only similar study 

was done over twenty years ago by Khuri (1967), a sociologist at the American 

University of Beirut. Although Khuri's study deals with religious SIXlS diff'crcll{ t/zall 

thuse cOl'l'red here. his research had considerable influence on this research, especially 

in the formative stages. The following section offers a brief description of Khuri's 

, It is generally not acceptable lor one or e\'en two single women to live alone away from home. 
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study and compares his findings with this research. 

Khuri (1967) found that Christian and Muslim villagers in Lebanon exhibited 

different migration trends. In his study, Shia Muslim migrants (from the village of 

Armti) overwhelmingly chose internal urban destinations. while Christian Greek 

Orthodox migrants (from the village of Douma) chose Western countries. The 

reason, according to Khuri's (1967, 209) interpretation, is that the Lebanese city' 

atmosphere enables Shia l'vluslims. 

"to practice their law and customs more effectively than in the country 
side. The [Lebanese 1 city's economic services, being adaptable to 
routine. are accommodated to Islamic prayer and festivities more 
easily than agricultural work that varies with weather, season and 
labor. It is not only the city as centre of economic services that 
facilitates the application of Islamic practices. but also the city as a 
religious centre. The city supports the mosque, the imam (religious 
leader), the jurist, and other authorities required for the interpretation 
and enforcement of religious rules. As both a religion and a state, 
Islam requires experts who are available only in the cities to interpret 
its COI11 plex ju risdiction." 

In his article, Khuri (1967) argues at some length that Lebanese Muslims can best 

practice their religion in (Lebanese) cities. and that the prophet of Islam. 

Muhammad, encouraged his followers to migrate to the city. He adds that cultural 
~ ~-

pressures of the West are incompatible with Shia Muslims. thus inhibiting their 

international emigration. 

Lebanese Christians. according to Khnri (1967. 210), are indifferent as to 

where they live in Lebanon. although village life is seen as somewhat more desirable 

than "the profit-moti\'ated tracles of the city." On a global scale, however, Christian 

:' In Khuri (ll)h7). "cit)" i~ a"ul11ed ()r understond in the l.ehane'e sl'ltin,l:. Ikeau,e he is not 
explicit ahnut its e'\:ll't meaning. nne can extend it to include l'.luslim and Arah citil·s. 
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emigrants tend to admire Western cultural patterns and deplore life in the village 

they had left. Unlike their Maronite Christian brethren, Lebanon's Greek Orthodox 

are denied opportunities and feel marginalized because of the formal and informal 

organization of Lebanese society along confessional (religiously-based) lines (Khuri 

1967. 210). 

In the case study considered here, the destination choices of migrants from 

Lala and Khirbit Kanafar contradict those in Khuri's study: While 64-.8(;( of male 

migrants from Khirbit Kanafar chose East Beirut and the Christian enclave north of 

the capital city, over 9'5({ of those from Lala chose overseas Western destinations 

and rarely Arab or internall ones (See Figure 5.1). This trend affects the level of 

remittances to and development in the villages. an aspect that will be dealt with later 

in this chapter. The contrast in destination choices prompts one to ponder if Lala's 

trend is a new development and what are its possible causes. 

-l \Vhile the migrati(lIl process is kn()wn to he male seledive. there is an almo,t equal 
representation n[ hoth seXe<; in the migratiun stream, from Khirhit Kanafar. and a much mure 
pronounceJ male representation from Lala. Male emigrants exceed [emaiL' emigrants by 2'; in the 
former village. ;mo hy 15('; in the latter on\:'. It shuuld he nuted that a numher uf temales trom 
Khirhit Kanafar emigrate (mostl: internally) \\hile unmarried. a pattern that i, almnst totally 
contrasted in I ala. 
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5.4 EARLIER DESTINATION CHOICES: THE FAl\lILY 
OF ORIENTATION 

Earlier emigrants are those who had emigrated 12 to -1-0 years before the 

survey was conducted. Therefore. it covers the period that preceded the current one 

in which respondents' family of orientation (ie. brothers and sisters) emigrated. Data 

about this earlier generation were gathered to help in shedding light on previous 

emigration and fertility trends in Lala and Khirbit Kanafar. 

Considering the family of orientation. the levels of emigration and the 

destination choice of the earlier generation of migrants appear to have changed 

somewhat over the years. Members of respondents' families of orientation in Lala 

experienced an emigration level of -1-3.7~i(. while those in Khirbit Kanafar -1-7(·~. \vith 

the former experiencing a far higher level of international migrations. A small 

number of Lala residents had emigrated to Lebanese cities (mostly to metropolitan 

Beirut) only to return after the civil war started in 1975. One can conclude that 

t'lIrlier emigrants from Lala had more or less always been attracted to international 

destinations. HoweveL emigrants from Khirbit Kanafar \\ere almost evenly split 

between international and internal destinations. with the latter becoming more 

attractive during the war. 

Knowing that Lebanon's confessional svstem has remained the same and 

assuming that the level of religious conviction of the country's Greek Orthodox and 

Muslims is about the same or changing in tandem. one wonders what is behind this 

, International migratinl1 e'\dudes those to Syria hut includes th()se to uil-rich Arah countries. 
alheit such destinatiuns rarely attract migull1ts Ifllm either village. 
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stark difference in results between those of Khuri (1967) over 20 years ago and those 

reported here. For example, knowing that the Muslim village in Khuri's study is Shia, 

and Lebanon's coastal and migrant-attracting cities are predominantly Sunni, one 

would then expect the Sunni migrants of Lala to be more attracted to Lebanon's 

cities than to Western destinations. Why is that not the case? 

5.5 DESTINATION CHOICES: AN INTERPRETATION 

One reason that may explain the internal migration of Khirbit Kanafar 

residents pertains to the dominance6 of Maronite Christians in Khirbit Kanafar, a 

religious group that is, unlike the Greek Orthodox in Khuri's (1967) study, 

advantaged in terms of urban civil service jobs. Another reason is related to Khirbit 

Kanafar's residents who quickly became poor when the purchasing power of the 

Lebanese Lira rapidly deteriorated. A civil selvant's monthly salary declined from 

around $1000 in the late 1970s to about $100 one decade later. Therefore, a person's 

entire annual salary in 1989 would be needed to purchase an airline ticket to Canada 

or the USA thus making internal migration far more affordable and attractive. 

Households in Lala that have remitting males abroad (and the majority do) 

were affected positively by the devaluation of the currency because the purchasing 

power of the American dollar7 increased dramatically. In fact the building boom in 

Lala is correlated with the rapid devaluation of the Lebanese pound which started 

in 1983. 

6 Greek Orthodox and a very small number of Druze also live in Khirbit Kanafar. 

7 Almost the only currency of remittances. 
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Because the residents of Khirbit Kanafar have advantages in terms of urban 

employment and natural endowments (water-for-irrigation) in the village, it appears 

that its residuaL non-migrant residents received little or no remittances prior to the 

civil war. perhaps because they \vere economically comfortable. The absence of 

international remittances after the collapse of the Lebanese currency is likely due to 

the breakdown of Lebanon's postal service, and for a number of other social and 

geo-political reasons which are discussed later in this chapter. 

Moreover. the location of Lebanon's only international airport 111 Muslim 

West Beirut may have made some of Khirbit Kanafar's Christian residents hesitant 

about emigrating internationally. While international emigration was possible through 

Junieh's seaport in the Christian canton (and then via the international airport in 

Cyprus), it was a costly, somewhat uncertain, and often a risky journey. These factors 

and other considerations help to explain Khirbit Kanafar's emigrants shift away from 

international destinations. 

As for the strong internal Shia emigration from Annti and the international 

emigration of the Sunni from Lala, this is probably related to geo-political and 

economic factors. Armti is located deep in southern Lebanon not far from the Israeli 

border, a region that has for decades been neglected by the central government, thus 

making it one of the poorest in the country. 

Moreover, by comparing the list of jobs occupied by villagers in Khuri's ( 1967, 

see Table 5. p.21O) case study, it becomes obvious that Christian villagers from 

Douma had more professional jobs and a higher level of education than did those 
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from the Muslim village of Annti. Given these factors, one can say that the lack of 

development ill the Muslim village, its lower level of education and living standards 

(and income) account for its people's attraction to, for example. Beirut and not to 

Britain because the latter is unaffordable. While this finding contradicts the one 

reached in this thesis (an issue that is untangled in a later section), it is important 

to briefly explain hO\\' Lebanon's confessional system of government affected the 

level of economic development of various religious communities. 

The ChI istian-Muslim dichotomy in development is widespread. After 

reviewing a number of studies and data sets (primarily from the 1970s) concerning 

the socio-ect)l1omic development of Lebanon's Muslim and Christian populations, 

Farsoun (1988. 123-124) arrives at the following h\'o conclusions: 

"The first is that considerable demographic, social and economic 
differentiation exists behveen the populations of the two religions and 
among the Islamic sects, but not among the Christians. The intra
Muslim variation is large, with the Shi'a placing in the lowest socio
economic status of the six major sects of Lebanon. The second clear 
cut conclusion is that Muslims in general are substantially more 

u . 

disadvantaged in socia-economic terms than Christians." 

In a more recent article about economic conditions in the central Biqa'a 

valley, Harris (1985) compares the city of Zahle, the capital of the Biqa'a province 

with the second largest city in the province, Baalbek. The fanner has a population 

of about 130.000 almost all of whom are Christians~. The population of the latter is 

about 100.000, most of whom are Shia Muslims. Harris (1985, 285) gives a 

, Fitty percent of the cit\'·~ populati()n arc (;reck l'athulics, 2."'·; arc Ma[()nite~. and I."'; (;reck 
OJ thodo-..; (llarris, \liS.", 271 ). 



Facility 

Doctors 

Hospitals 

Pharmacies 

Lawyers 

Engineers 

Public Schools 

Private Schools 

Bookshops 

Money 
Exchanges 

Hotels 

Restaurants 

Cinemas 

Petrol Stations 

Banks 

Table 5.2 

Comparing Service~ and Facilities 
in Zahle and Baalbek, 1984 

Zahle Per Capita Baalbek 

[Value x 
10,0001 

95 7.3 -w 
') .15 4 -
16 1.23 8 

43 3.3 12 

35 2.7 6 

16 1.23 5 

18 lA 28 

12 .9 4 

10 .77 5 

8 .62 5 

30 2.3 9 

:; .39 3 

13 1.0 9 

9 .69 ., 
,1 

Source: Harris (1985. 285). 
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breakdown of the services and facilities available in each city (Table 5.2). 

Table 5.2 elucidates that Zahle is an unrivalled centre of commercial activities in the 

Biqa 'a valley. This is under~tandable: the city is an administrative centre because of 

its role as the province's capitaL and it is strategically located in the centre of the 

province along a major road to Beirut. However, the table also reflects a lower level 

of education and professional training in Baalbek, as well as an imbalance in 

development favouring Zahle. It for example, has three times more public schools 

than Baalbek. While there are twice a~ many private schools in Baalhek than in 

Zahle, public schools are usually larger in size than private ones, and are affordable 

by most families. Moreover, since the residents of Baalbek are Muslim~ who 

traditionally have a higher birth rate than Christians9
, they are likely to have a 

greater l1umbel of school-age children than those in Zahle. 

The confessional distribution of political power which favours Lebanon's 

Maronite Christian community and the domestic dynamics of the country's politics 

have resulted in the almost complete neglect of development in certain (usually Shia 

Muslim) villages and regions. Additionally, many lucrative urban government 

opportunities are distributed along confessional lines thus putting them beyond the 

reach of many of Lebanon's 17 officially registered sects. These factors precipitated 

a sense of resentment toward Lebanon's ru ling families and resulted in a mass urban

bound exodus of people from underdeveloped and/or unstabk (mostly southern) 

villages to affordable or accessible internal or international destinations . 

• J as is the casl' Illf I l'ban()n gl'nerally. 
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This study shows that the earlier gap in the level of education between 

residents of Khirbit Kanafar and those of Lala is closing. However, there is no 

evidence to suggest that Lala residents are seeking civil service jobs. perhaps because 

of an engrained earlier pattern of sectarian bias in employment. 

However. Lala and Khirbit Kanafar do not rigidly follow the national 

developmental dichotomy. In other words. \vhile Lala had less access to public 

facilities and employment opportunities than Khirbit Kanafar. it is not impoverished 

as it has had. since the late 19605. many basic services such as running water and 

electricity. Moreover. a fevv' of Lala residents had urban/government positions or 

traded \vith the coastal cities. During the decade and half of the country's mostly 

urban civil war. Lala residents' contacts with internal urban centres had almost 

ceased while those of Khirbit Kanafar were largely unchanged. 

Although there are more professionals in Khirbit Kanafar than in Lala. the 

latter village is currently better off economically than the former. This is due to 

Lala's dependence on generous remittances which work to boost the income of the 

majority of the village's residents. Lala residents have more relatives abroad than 

those in Khirbit Kanafar. a factor that has always made it relatively easy for Lala 

residents to emigrate. especially during the civil war years. 

On the other hand, Khirbit Kanafar's migrant professionals. the majority of 

whom work in urban Lebanon. earn incomes that are almost at par \vith those 

earned in the village. This new. close-to-zero. income differential between urban and 

rural areas is a recent phenomenon. Until the late 1970s. there \vas a sharp 
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difference in wage levels between the two areas. This means that professionals are 

no longer part of the elite who can afford the costs of international migratiolli. This 

may explain the international emigration in the 1960s of Christians in Khuri's study, 

and Muslims in the current study. In essence, the fonner group was bet1er off 

economically (compared to the Shia community) because of high professional 

incomes, and the latter is currently better off (compared to the Christian village of 

Khirbit Kanafar) primarily because of remittances. There is an underlying agreement 

between Khuri's study and this one: people from the more affluent community can 

afford the costs and risks of international emigration, a mow that substantially 

increases peoples' human capital and hence yields greater returns on investment. 

This finding is supported further by the fact that Lala's total annual household 

income is almost twice that of Khirbit Kanafar, and its level of landlessness is one 

half that of Khirbit Kanafar (Table 5.3). 

The religious affiliations of each sect was used by Khuri as an explanatory 

factor of migrant destination preferences, while he overlooked the "confessional 

economy". that is the economic dimension of the National Pact (Kubursi 1991). This 

power sharing arrangement has led to serious regional (hence sectarian) disparities 

in terms of income and employment opportunities (Amery and Kuhursi 1991). It 

appears, therefore. that economic rather than doctrinal differences between Lebanese 

sects are most useful in explaining emigration and destination trends from rural 

Lebanon. 
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Table 5.3 

Average Area of Land Owned by Household in 1989 

Land Area Lata Khirbit Kanafar 
in --------------- ----------- ----------------- -------------

Dunums " Number of (Ir· Number of r;i 
Households Households 

0.00 13 10.48 19 21.11 

0.5-3.99 8 6.45 12 13.33 

4-49.99 81 65.32 49 54,44 

50-99.99 14 11.29 8 8.89 

100+ 8 6,45 1 1 11 - ~.--

Total 124 100 90 100 

.. 1 dUIlum = 920 me 
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One of Khuri's findings is confirmed in this research. It has to do with the 

number of destinations chosen by Muslim and Christian migrants: the fonner tend 

to concentrate in one general area and the latter to disperse. The overwhelming 

majority of Lala migrants are in Alberta and in Parana, a province in southern 

Brazil. On the other hand, Khirbit Kanafar's international migrants are scattered 

across the LlSA (mostly in Ohio. New York and New Jersey). Canada (mostly in 

Ottawa), Africa, Australia. and in a number of countries in central and southern 

America. 

Having examined the differences between Khuri's study and this one, the 

following discussion deals with other relevant findings such as family size and land 

use in each of the villages. These issues are not covered in Khuri's study and are 

found to be important in this one. 

5.6 FAl\1ILY SIZE 

According to Becker and Tomes (1986, S32), "Additional children in a family 

reduce the amount invested in each one where investments must be financed by the 

family. Consequently, a negative relation between family size and earnings of parents 

also reduces the intergenerational mobility of earnings." This assertion becomes more 

significant when one considers the growing trend toward labour-saving technologies 

in the Third World. 

By looking at the Table 5A, a difference in the before-emigration household 

SIze in Lala and Khirbit Kanafar is evident. with the former having just over two 

children more than the latter. In spite of the declining agricultural sector and its 



increasing mechanization. Lala residents c01ltinued to have more children than those 

of Khirbit Kanafar. 

Table :".~ 
Average Household Size Before and After Emigration 

I Period I LaJa 

Pre-emigration Size (1989)" 8.70 

After Emigration (19N)" 6.82 

After Emigration (1989)'" :".43 

. Migrant and non-migrant children as reported in 1989. 
" Resident children in 19N. 
H· Resident children in 1989. 

Kbirbit Kanafar 

6.2~ 

5.11 

~.36 

In Lala this may be attributed to the lower cost of raising children who 

become effectively subsidized by remittances. Moreover. the presence of a close 

family member or a SOil in a Western country gives the family head a sense of 

security about his children's future because one can always emigrate to join his 

brother or uncle in the "land of opportunity". In addition to this. some may view an 

extra child as a "good investment" because he would eventually emigrate and further 

hoost family income. Available data make it fairly clear (in a later section) that the 

more sons abroad a Lala family has, the higher the level of remittances. a finding 

sl111 ilar to that of Ph ilpot (1968). 

In Khirbit Kanafar. agriculture is far more mechanized than in Lala and 

requires far less labour. Moreover. Khirbit Kanafar residents have for decades had 

a close relationship with the country's cities. and \vith Jesuit and philanthropic 

missionary educational institutes. These appear to have seriously influenced life style 
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and attitudes toward children and fertility. It is worth noting that. nationwide, rates 

of fertility have been shown to be higher among Muslims than among Christians in 

spite of the fact that Islam allows contraception and Maronite-Catholicism does not 

(Gordon 1983: Drysdale and Blake 1985). 

5.7 LAND USE IN LALA AND KHIRBIT KANAFAR 

Khirbit Kanafar and Lala are agricultural villages with two traditional farming 

approaches. While the fanner is well endowed with water springs and artesian wells 

thus qualifying as an irrigated (munn\'lIu) village, the latter relies upon rain-fed 

agriculture thus classified as a non-irrigated (/il m({rw~vaa) village. 

Since Khirbit Kanafar is well endowed with water resources, a relatively large 

proportion of its farm land (35.W/r in 1989 up from 25.90;-, in 1970s111
; See Table 5.5) 

is devoted to irrigated produce yielding lucrative export cash crops. On the other 

hand, in spite of a slight shift over the last 15 years from cereal crops to tree crops 

(eg. olive and cherry orchards). Lala's farmers use over one quarter of their land 

(26.Ylr) for non-Iucrative ll cereal production and one fifth (22.2"1) for tree crops. 

Modern agricultural technologies are known to improve crop yields, and to 

minimize the effort and labour force needed in this sector. While farm 

mechanization is wide spread in both villages, Lala fanners. unlike those in Khirbit 

In" [lJ7(b" was used as a reference rcriud for rcsrondcnb hecause asking: them ahout srecific land 
use Llr income ligures [rom srecific year<; fifteen or so years earlier was considered an unreasonable 
IL'l}uest hec:nl.~c it c(lUld rc~ult in inaccurate data. Thi, i-;sue was discus,cd at more length in the 
methud! 11< 19" chapter. 

11 \Vhea(, \\hich L\)]1~titute~ the main cmp in the cerea[~' category in the Biqa'a valley. is price 
c(lT1trolled by the central gOHTlII11L'nt. I his make:-- it quite an unprolitahle crop to grow on a 
c(lmmcrcial hasi~. thu~ t'armL'r-; grow it J11( lstl~ 1m "sllhsi~tenC\:" needs. 
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Kanafar. are recent converts to the use of modern farming techniques. For example, 

Khirbit KanafaL unlike Lala, does not have a single animal-driven plough. This 

means that farmers plant their orchard trees in parallel lines with enough space 

between them for a small ploughing tractor to pass. 

Khirbit Kanafar fanners derive a greater proportion of their domestic income 

from agriculture than do those in Lab. This is due to the use of irrigation, intensive 
~ ~ 

use of agricultural technology, and adaptability to market demand l2
. Moreover, the 

absence of an outside source ot income makes village residents more heavily 

dependent on their land than those in Lala. 

Table 5.5 

I Village I 
Lala' 

Khirbit 
Kanafar 

,. 

Lala 

Khirbit Kanafar 

, N= 124: 

Changes in Land Use in Lala and 
Khirbit Kanafar (1970s-1989) 

Period I[ Cereal I Tree 

2273 706 
1970s 

907 409 

895 745 
1989 

521 438 

'N=90: 

I Idle I Total 

452 3431 

261 1577 

1715 3355 

264 1223 

Area in dunum. 

In summary, arguments in the pI eceding sections have shown that emigrants 

from Lala choose international Western destinations while those from Khirbit 

Kanafar choose internal ones. It is asserted that economic and socio-political factors 

1: \:(1r the la~t kw \'l'ar~ some Khirhlt Kan:lfar farmers have heen ):raduallv planting per~imm()I1s 
un p()rtion~ ()[ their lamL a \'lTV IULTative fruit thaI is now in great dcmand locally and in 
neighhouring Arab ClHlI11ric,>. 
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affect the destination chOice of migrants and not their religious orientation. On a 

different level. the pre-emigration family size in Lala is larger than that in Khirbit 

Kanafar. 

The preceding pages provided a general discussion of various issues in Lala 

and Khirbit Kanafar. These issues ranged from the destination choice of emigrants 

from each of the villages to emigration trends and land use. Many questions remain 

unanswered: what are the effects of emigration on the two villages? Do remittances 

fluctuate over time? Do young emigrants remit to inherit? Why do residual Khirbit 

Kanafar household~ not recei\e anv remittances'? And what variables affect domestic 

income in each of the villages'? All these questions will be addressed in the following 

sections. Toward the end of this chapter, and in light of the findings, the theoretical 

framework is elaborated. 

5.8 ANALYSES OF REl\lITTANCES 

Remittances are a key factor affecting rural change in the post migration 

period. Their fluctuation over time or their eventual halt could have a profound 

impact 011 the socio-economic development of a village like Lala. Its residents have 

grown dependent 011 this income from abroad which constitutes almost SOC7r of their 

total annual income. 

Hypotheses with direct relevance to the contract theory of migration and 

remittances were stated in an earlier chapter. The following is a brief recapitulation 

of the hypotheses discussed in this section. One hypothesis states that the level of 

remittances in the initial period of migration is normally low to non-existent, after 
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which it increases. only to decrease over time. Another hypothesis states that 

migrants remit because they desire to inherit their parents' land and other property. 

As a precursor to the formulation of explicit tests for these hypotheses. 

statistical tests of association. including Pearson's correlation coefficient, t and chi 

square (XC) tests were applied to the data. These analyses provide statistical 

confirmation of many of the existing intuitions about the data. For example. the 

correlation coefficient between the level of remittances (RMTS9) received by a 

family and the number of llllgrant sons (MS) it has is 0.35 (Sig. = .000). while 

remittances appeal to ha\'e no relationship (r= .09: Sig. = .157) with the number of 

migrant daughters (1\10). In fact using chi square. the hypotheSIS that the flow of 

remittances is not affected by the number of migrant daughters could not be 

rejected L1
. These two related findings confirm a cultural reality where a migrant 

daughter remits not to her family of orientation but to her husband's. 

While these simple analyses provide some useful insights into the data, they 

are of limited value for the purpose of testing research hypotheses because they do 

not allow for the control of more than one of the independent variables 

simultaneouslY. For this reason multiple regression analysis is a more useful tool 

because one can. say, test the relationship between the variable remittance as an 

dependent variable, and a number of independent variables (such as the three 

categorie~. of SOilS' years away) controlling: for one and observing the beha\'iour of 

others. 

I' 
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5.9 UNDERSTANDING REMITTANCES 

Because of the inadequacy of bivariate techniques to explain certain questions 

fully, a mllllil'1lriate regressiol1 ({lla(rsis is used. As implied in the term tnultimria[l.'. this 

type of regression approach has the capacity to describe the relationships between 

two or more independent (X) variables and one dependent (Y) variable. This 

method is. therefore. lIsed to test the hypotheses outlined earlier. 

In this section, the variables lIsed in the analyses are alphabetically listed and 

defined. Then there is a discussion of a multiple regression analysisl~ model of 

remittances which is designed to address a number of remittance-related questions. 

While remittances are a major source of income in Lala, it is not the only 

one. To fully understand the rural economy. it is necessary to determine the various 

sources of domestic income and the factors that affect a family's potential to earn 

a living from Lebanon. Therefore. a regression model of domestic income is 

developed to determine the source(s) of income in Lala. and to assess the influence 

remittances have on domestic income. 

A unique aspect of this research is the absence of remittances to Khirbit 

Kanafar (thus restricting the remittance model to Lala). In view of this. the factors 

that constitute a family's potential for earning an income domestically become an 

especially important question for Khirbit Kanafar. A domestic income model for this 

village is developed. a model that helps to underqand Khirbit Kanafar's economy 

l-l In developing: the"e fl:g:le'i~i,lt1lI1odel~. SPSS Pl ,+ was used. The linear regression line was fitted 
using the "fdrced entry" regression n1L'th()d Inll(l\\cd hy another run using: the stepwise app[(lach. 
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and how it may have affected remittance levels and migrant destination choices. 

5.9.1 The Variables 

The following is an alphabetized list of the codes for the variables used in this 

section. While this can be used as a standard quick reference, it will not always be 

necessary because some variables are defined or discussed again in certain sections 

of this chapter. 

BLDSON: the remittances received and used to build a home for 
the respondent's SOI1. 

CEREAL: the area of arab Ie land used in 1989 for cereal crops such as barley. 
lentils. chick peas and wheat. the latter being the 1110st dominant. 

HHHAGE: the age of the head of each household. 
HHHED: the years of schooling that the head of a household has. 
HHSIZE: the size of each household after migration (ie. summer of 1989). 
IDLND: the area of arable land that was unused in 1989. 
LBNY: each household's "made in Lebanon" domestic income. 
MSYRED: the average number of years of education that each migrant male 

had before his emigration. 
NTRIPS: the average number of trips that an emigrant male(s) takes to Lala. 
NONl\ISD: non-migrant sons and daughters (residual family members). 
RMT: The remittances received by a household for its own (domestic) 

consumption in one year (1988-1989). excluding non-financial gifts. In 
other words. remittances invested in buildings, retail stores. agriculture 
or in other sectors were not included. 

RMTSTRBLD: remittances that were invested in buildings (including home 
construction) and in setting up a retail store. The question related to 
this variable asked whether ("yes or no") remittances had been used to build 
a home. a retail store. purchase land. or buy an apartment building. 

SeN: the number of migrant sons that each household has in Canada. 
SBRZ: the number of migrant sons that each household has in Brazil. 
SOTH: the numbel of migrant sons that each household has in other, mostly South 

American countries. 
SLBN: the number of migrant sons that each household has in Lebanon (internal 

migrants). 
SYRABRD: the average number of years that a migrant SOI1(s) has been abroad. 
SAWYOS, SA\VY614 and SAWYlS+ are three variables that stand for the number of 

sons \vho have been away for lip to five years. 6 to 1-1- years. and over fourteen 
years. respectively. 

TBLDSON: the family agreement that the emigrant \vil1 remit to have a home built 



for himself. 
TREE: the area of arable land planted in trees (orchards) in 1989. 
TLRTI\IIG: the total number of returnees. 
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After each model is developed. a matrix of partial correlation coefficients 

(See appendix at the end of this chapter) between all predictor variables is produced. 

This displays the inter-relatedness of individual variables, and makes it possible to 

ensure that the set of variables being used do not exhibit excessive collinearity. It 

must be noted that all income-related variables are in 1989 Canadian dollars, and all 

land areas (lie in clUIlUI11S (I dUllum=920 1l1~ or 0.62 acres). 1\'0\\ that all the 

variables are defined. a remittance model by means of which the hypotheses can be 

dealt with is detailed. 

5.9.2 The Remittance l\1odel 

The remittance model is developed in this section for the village of Lala. The 

dependent variable is remittances. that is. the amount of money received by each 

household from abroad ill 1989. In the questionnaire survey. data for this variable 

were sought for each migrant SOIL However. heads of households expressed 

reservations about this question because they seemed to perceive it as "ranking their 

children" (to an outsider. the investigator) on the basis of money received from each. 

Moreover. remittances are sometimes sent as one cheque from 1\vo or three migrant 

sons hence it is not always possible. even for the recipients. to determine individual 

contributions. 

As a result, the revised survey question became "how much money did you 

receive from abroad?" This encompassed all financial support received by the \vhole 
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household (almost always by the male head of the family), a figure in which 

respondents mayor may not have included small gifts. Additionally, households that 

received less than one hundred Canadian dollars in 1988-1989 were ignored, so \\ere 

similar financial or material gifts to household members. 

The variables in the remittance model are organized into three categories. 

each of which captures certain aspects of the household or of emigrant son(s) that 

could affect the flow of remittances. The first category, land ownership, is intended 

to reveal the effects of land held per family on the amount of remittances it receives. 

This variable is disaggregated into TREE CEREAL, and IDLND variables. The 

inclusion of these land variables allows a test of the hypothesis that migrants remit 

to inherit their parents' property. 

The second category covers various characteristics of emigrant males which 

might affect their ability or willingness to remit. The number of years that each male 

had been abroad was recorded and later disaggregated into three categories: 

SA WY05. SA WY61-l- and SA WY 15 +. These variables respectively stand for the 

number of males \\ihn have been away for up to five years. 6 to 1-1- years, and over 

fourteen. These variables are meant 10 identify the effect of sons' time abroad on 

their adherence to the familial contract of remittances. 

In order to measure a son's attachment to his village, NTRIPS records the 

number of trips to Lebanon made by a migrant son(s) from the same household. 

The third category covers the characteristics of responding families. most of 

whom had benefited or continue to benefit from the process of migration. This \vill 
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determine whether the economic status of families affects the level of remittances 

they receive. The variable, domestic income (LBNY), is defined here as any "made 

in Lebanon income" in 1989. While this category includes income from agricultural 

sources. retail stores. private trade deals and the like. it naturally excludes 

remittances. Head of household age (HHHAGE) is also included. Observing how 

these variables affect remittances should provide some indication of a migrant son's 

commitment to and altruism towards his residual famil\' members and aging 

(unproductive. hence possibly remittance-dependent) parents. 

Migrants' earning (hence remittance) potentials were expected to differ from 

country to country. Therefore. because migrants' countries of destination (ie. SeN. 

SBRZ, SOTH) were expected to contribute to the remittance level. these variables 

were entered into the regression model of remittances. Theywere. surprisingly, found 

to make no significant contribution to prediction of the level of remittances received. 

Since these \ariables were highly correlated (with SA WYO.), 614. 15 + variables). they 

were dropped from both remittance models. 

Moreover. variables such as residual household size (HHSIZE. an indicator 

of family altruism) and the level of domestic income (LBNY. an indicator of a 

residual family's economic independence) were initially expected to affect migrants' 

remittance level. Theoretically, the area of unused farmland (IDLND) was expected 

to be inversely related to the level of remittances. These variables were entered into 

a hypotheses-testing regression model of remittances (Table 5.6) and were later 

dropped because they were found not to be significant. 
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All listed variables are observed over the complete data set of 12-1- households. 

The resu Its of the regression estimation using ordinary least squares are presented 

in Table 5.6. In this table. B is the regression coefficient representing the value of 

the slope of the least square line. Because the independent variables in the equation 

are 110t measured in the same units. their coefficients are not directly comparable. 

Therefore. to make regression coefficients "somewhat more comparable". beta 

weights represent "the coefficients of the independen t variables when all variables are 

expressed in standardized (Z-score) form" (Norusis 1988. 167). The t score is used 

to test that the corresponding coefficient is significantly different than zero. The last 

column (Sig. t) represents the two-tailed observed significance le\'els of each t score. 

Finally. outliers we)"e tested for and they do not appear to seriollsly alter the results. 

That is to say. after running a regression model without certain outlying households. 

the results were not verv different than those shown in table 5.6. 
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Table 5.6 
A hypotheses-testing remittance model for Lala 

I Val'iable I B I Beta I t I Sig t I 
1) Land Categories 
----------------------------------------~----~--------------------------------------

TREE 139 U.28 3.2 0.002 

CEREAL -~ 1 -O.ll} -:2.06 11.009 

IDLND 6 ().()~ 0.53 0.6UO 

2) Char.u:teristics of Migrant sons 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SAWY05 5~ ( l.fl2 O.ll) ().8~~ 

SAWYhl~ %6 (1.41 ~.-+ () .U()O 

SAWYI5+ h(15 O.2() 3.0 (j .O()3 

MSYRED 107 0.17 2.()( I O.(l4K 

NTRIPS 3l)5 (j.l7 2.()l) lU)3L) 

3) Char.lcteristit.'s of Residual Families 
----------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------

LBNY -o.m -U.l -1.3~ 0.171 

HHSIZE -46.;-; -() .rq -(1.47 O.63l) 

HHHAGE -65.6 -0.25 -3.10 (1.()()2 

(Constant) .~~2(1 2.62 (UI]l) 

R:= (1.-+2 Adjustl'll RC= (1.38 N=124 
A remittance-predicting equation is reached by using a stepwise regression 

approach. as opposed to the forced entry method which is used for the hypotheses-

testing model (Table ).6). 

Remittance~r' = 28:?K + 138 (TREE)' -.fl (CEREAL)" + 983 (SAWY61.f)· 
+ 597 (SAWYI5+), + .flO (NTRIPS( 
+ 108 (MSYRED)' - )9 (HHHAGE) 

. Significant at t<(I.ot .. Significant at t<O.CI:; 
R 2=(1.:l9 [hc <tdjustcd R= = (1.37 1'= 19.2; Sig 1'=(1 ()I)(I 
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The variables in the model for hypotheses testing (Table 5.6) and in that for 

predicting remittances explain ..J-2(/r, and 3srlt of the variance of the dependent 

(remittance) variable which is accounted for by eleven and nine independent 

(predictor) variables, respectively. This level of explanation is deemed acceptable for 

two primary reasons: the survey is a cross-sectional view of the village where some 

intangible factors may affect the results. For example, fanning skills of households, 

the motivation of emigrants, and their speed of assimilation abroad are factors that 

are difficult to measure and vary between households. and yet they could affect the 

sending family's income and emigrants' level of cOl11mitment to it. 

Now that the model's variables have been defined. what does this model 

reveal'? 

5.9.3 Remittances Over Time 

As mentioned above. the number of sons who have been abroad for certain 

number of years (SA WYO.). SA WY61..J-. and SA WY15 +) are used as surrogates to 

test migrants' commitment to the familial insurance contract and their ability to 
~ . 

remit. 

There is a low level of aBnual remittances in the early period (SA WY05) of 

emigration. The fact that its parameter is non-significant means that we cannot reject 

the null hypothesis that migrants send no remittances in the first :=; years. In other 

\vords. we can say that these migrants remit if at alL at low levels. a behaviour that 

reflects their economic instability in the initial phase of migration when they struggle 

to find and keep jobs. and to get established in their new place of residence. 
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The level of remittances rises once migrants are established, 6 to 1.+ 'lears .' 

after their departure as indicated by SA WY61.+. In this stage migrants are established 

and more comfortable economically with a greater capability and propensity to remit 

to their parents. This variable, unlike the previous one, is highly significant indicating 

that the Bull hypothesis (migrants do not remit) is rejected. 

Similarly, SA \VY15+ is a significant variable thus indicating that the null 

hypothesis (ie. migrants do not remit in this period) can be rejected. In other words, 

a decade or two after emigration, migrants continue to remit. 

To determine the difference in the level of remittances between two periods 

of migration, households were segregated according to the number of migrant son:-, 

they have in only one migration period. Hence households with migrant sons in both 

the early and intermediate migration periods were ignored. A difference of means 

(t) test was then carried out between (1) migrants in the early (SA WY05) and 

intermediate (SA WY61·.j.) periods of migration, (2) those in the early and late 

(SA WY 15 +) periods. and between those in the intermediate and late periods. 

The t test results indicate that sons in their intermediate phase of migration 

remit more than those the earlier phase l
(,. However. while there is a significant 

difference between the earlv level of remittances and the late leveP 7
, there is little 

II, t valul'= I.lJ, Jegrccs ul lreedom (J.L) = -1-3, anJ the 2 tail prohability = .(16.+. 
Rl'mittanL'cs from migrant son'. wl1ll haJ hccn away lor up to live ycars (SA\VY()5) anJ 

hetwccn hand 1.+ \car~ (SAWY61.+) a\'cragc ~ISq3 and ~325() per YL'ar, rcspcctively. 

17 I valuc=2.33: d.1.=='+~: 2 tail prohahility==().()2.+. 
]\1ean rcmiltancc<; rl'L'civcd iflll11 <;OI1S in their latl' pnioJ uf migratiun (SA WY 15 + ) i<; $3()3h, 

an amount that is ,lightly Ie,s than that rcccivcd in thl' intermediate period. 
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change in the amount remitted after fourteen years of emigration 1". 

The latter finding reflects migrant children's long term commitment to their 

parents. The slight drop in remittances may indicate waning altruism over time (Stark 

and Lucas. 1988). reference group substitu tion 1<> (Philpot 1970: Lucas and Taylor 

1989). and the fact that the once-single migrant is by now married with greater levels 

of responsibilities and investments in his family of procreation (Russell 1986). 

However. this drop in remittances is not as marginal as it seems especially when one 

accounts for the fact that the total number of migrant sons in the SAWY1.:"+ 

category is larger than those in each of the other two, and that migrants in this 

category are likely to be established and earning higher incomes than others. A 

closer look at inLiil'idlla/ migrants' remittances with respect to their years abroad is 

an area that requires more research (see chapter 6 for details). 

The finding of this section. therefore. agrees with Stark and Lucas's (1988). 

and Lucas and Stark's (1985) findings. and with the hypothesis of this research that 

the level of remittances is low in the initial stages of migration. it then peaks only to 

slightly drop with time. 

5.9.4 Remittances and Land Ownership 

In an earlier regression estimate when a single variable representing the total 

area of land owned by each family in 1989 was entered into the regression. its effect 

It t valul'= () .. ~_~: d.r.=~3: .2 tail pmbahility==I1.7~ 

I') Rckrcncl' gruups aitect the norm~, attitudc\ and values ot migranh, thus their prupcI1sity tll 
remit. A I11llfl' e()mplctc cxplicatipn is proviued towards the end of thi~ chapter. 
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on remittances was negative and bordering on significance. Land ownership was then 

disaggregated into land in trees, land in cereals, and idle land. with the first being 

by far the smallest in area when compared with the other two. Given these facts. the 

model (Table 5.6) suggests a negative relationship between the land area a family 

owns and the level of remittances it receives from its migrant son(s). This appears 

to contradict the hypothesis which casts migrants as greedy, remitting partly because 

the material benefit (inheritance) to themselves outweighs the costs. Philpot (1968. 

4-73) concurs with the finding in this research because in his Caribbean case study he 

found 

"no marked difference in remittance patterns between areas of small 
landholders and those where people are landless. In some cases the 
children of those holding a good piece of land are notorious for their 
default in remittance". 

This lack of interest in family land is due to the fact that (1) agriculture is 

economically unrewarding especially in Lala, and (2) it is a sector which the youth. 

and certainly returnees with all their elevated social and often economic status, want 

to avoid. (3) Agriculture is also unre\vanling, in terms of social stature and power. 

(4-) Land in many families is undivided making individual pieces unsaleable. In Lala. 

over one third of surveyed families are yet to divide their land. (5) In some cases 

there are numerous owners (some of whom might be dead or abroad) of a piece of 

land. making it unattractive to build a house 011,,(1. Finally, (6) a large number of 

:11 For example, a well to do resident of I >ala who had returned from ('olumhia, built a large and 
luxuriuus house on an inherited plot l,H which he had paid to have trallskrred to hi~ namc> Ycars 
after the h()use \\'a;, huilt. a distant kmak relative "kgall\''' claimed her ;,mall share in the ~itc which 
she did not want t() sell. Thc home UWllcr had tt) cvcntuallv gi\'l~ hcr pal! ol his knccd garden. 
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migrants do not return because they either become assimilated and comfortable in 

their adopted countries or they do not succeed economically and are thus unwilling 

(because of the social stigma) or, in some cases. financially unable to return. 

The preceding analysis rejected the proposition that migrants remit to inherit 

their parent's property, and confirmed that migrants' remittances do not appear to 

cease with time. Additionally, the fact that remittances are negatively related to 

household (domestic) income (See Table ),6) suggests that remitters are responsive 

to their families' needs, 

In a later section entitled "Number of Migrant sons and Remittances". the 

theoretical expectation that households with two or more migrant sons derive lower 

levels of remittances is shO\vl1 no! to hold. These findings, including migrants' 

financial commitment to their family of orientation decades after emigration, are all 

consistent because they suggest that altruism is a much stronger force in family 

relations than covetousness thus casting serious doubt on the theorized self-serving 

nature of migrant children. 

5.10 DOl\1ESTIC INCOME IN LALA 

In the remittance equation above. domestic IIlcome (LBNY) is a non 

significant variable thus appears not to affect the flow of remittances, In spite of this 

<md the heavy flow of remittances to Lala, not every household receives remittances, 

This raises the question: What are the sources of LBNY? Does the process of 

migration and remittances affect the generation of income domesticaIly? 

The technique of multiple regression is used here to develop a domestic 
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income (LBNY) model where a number of variables that may contribute to LBNY 

can be considered at once. 

The dependent variable in this model is domestic income. It stands for that 

aggregated portion of a household's income that was earned in Lebanon in 1989, 

converted to Canadian dollars. Some households had more than one source of 

domestic income. For example, a child might be employed and earn an income from 

a non-family source. If such a child was living in his or her parents' home, such an 

income was included in LBNY. All variables are observed for all 124 surveyed 

households in Lala. 
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Table 5.7 

Domestic Income Equation for Lala 

CEREAL -65 -0.22 -2.7 0.008 

IDLND -49 -0.21 -2.4 0.017 

TREE 388 0.66 7.5 0.000 

RMTSTRBLD 234 0.05 0.73 0.460 

TLRTMIG -1536 -0.18 -2.22 0.030 

(Constant) 2135 0.86 0.394 

Adjusted R 2 = 0.39 N=124 

A domestic income-predicting equation is reached by using a stepwise 

regression approach, as opposed to the forced entry method which is used for the 

general model above (Table 5.7). 

Domestic income21 = - 1342** + 383 (TREE)' -45 (IDLND)' 

- 53 (CEREAL)" + 410 (HHSIZE)' 

21 * Significant at t<0.01 ** Significant at t<0.05 
R"=0.400, and the adjusted R2=0.38. F=18.5 
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Variables in this model of domestic income (Table 5.7) are organized into a 

number of categories designed to capture the various factors that affect it. The first 

category includes three types of land use. The second category consists of household 

characteristics, including the age of the head of the household (HHAGE) and 

current household size (HHSIZE, ie. non-migrant family members). The younger 

family head 's (respondent's) parent or parents are sometimes included in this figure . 

The third category includes the total number of returned migrants (TLRTMIG), a 

variable that is meant to capture the cash-rich returnees contribution to domestic 

income. Additionaly, RMTSTRBLD is meant to explain the effects of remittances 

(which are invested in stores and apartment buildings) on domestic income. 

The domestic income model (Table 5.7) reflects the significance of orchards 

(TREE) in boosting a household's domestic income in Lala. In spite of the fact that 

the area of land in cereals is much larger than that in trees, the latter produce far 

more lucrative crops thus a number of farmers in Lala are graduaJJy converting their 

cereal land into orchards. This conversion to less labour intensive crops is also due 

to the emigration of the youth. The village'S growing dependence on remittances has 

made it possible for farmers to have the capital needed for such an investment and 

to be able to forego the land's earnings until the trees bear fruit. 

The land that is devoted to cereal production is largely utilized for growing 

wheat, a non-lucrative product that usuaJJy earns a low market price primarily 

because of government control of its market price. In addition to that, wheat and 

other cereals are still labor-intensive crops which makes them undesirable to grow. 
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The negative sign of CEREAL is probably due to the fact that wheat is grown in 

Lala largely for subsistence rather than market (cash income) purposes. Some 

farmers who are abandoning agriculture and strongly feel that farming is a losing 

sector have said on a number of occasions: "We (our family) have always produced 

our own bread. Even if it is not cost effective, I can't bring myself to purchase my 

own daily bread needs." 

Household size (HHSIZE) is a significant variable which is positively related 

to domestic income. This is likely due to the largely labor-intensive nature of 

agriculture. The larger the size of the family, the more able it is to carry out 

agricultural activities which constitute an important (mostly for subsistence) sector 

in Lala's economy. Another reason is the growing employment opportunities for Lala 

residents in the village or in nearby towns and villages. This is partly due to the 

proliferation of cars carrying people daily to job sites that, just over one decade 

earlier, were considered distant and inaccessible. 

The total number of returned migrants (TLRTMIG) who constitute about one 

third of surveyed households do not appear22 to affect domestic income. This is 

surprising because migrants return usually after having accumulated substantial 

capital. The negative relationship between TLRTMIG and domestic income is due 

to the fact that many returned migrants have wealth and not income (ie. wealth 

which they do not invest in income-generating enterprises). Besides, the political 

turmoil in Lebanon suppressed and stifled their appetite for investment thus forcing 

22 In the stepwise model, TLRTMIG is significant at a t=0.080 
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many to live off their savings. Others make annual trips abroad where they work for 

few months and return to Lala with enough spending money for the rest of the year. 

Neither sources of livelihood were counted as remittances. 

It is natural enough to find domestic income negatively related to the age of 

the head of the household. The older he is, the lower is his income from agricultural 

and business sources. 

Remittances invested in apartment buildings and stores (RMTSTRBLDG, to 

the exclusion of family homes) which were expected to contribute to domestic 

income is found to be non significant. One plausible explanation is that investments 

in these two sectors, especially in apartment buildings, are not currently lucrative 

enterprises. Apartment buildings have not been a good investment since the civil war 

and the subsequent collapse of the Lebanese currency. Moreover, Lebanon's rent 

laws fix the rent and make the annual tenant an almost permanent occupant23 of 

the premises. These factors made monthly rents (in 1988-1989) total less than the 

cost of travelling from Lala to Beirut (where most of the buildings are located) once 

a month to collect the rent. Therefore, owners were forced to collect the rents once 

every two or three months. 

While some of the larger retail stores reported in the sUlvey are located along 

the Beirut-Damascus highway (along the Shtura-Masna' area, some thirty kilometres 

north east of Lala) , the majority are located in Lala where the market is very small 

and sales are limited. In fact, of some fifty stores and business in Lala, six to ten 

23 T here are two types of leases in Lebanon: annual and seasonal (even monthly) leases. Only 
tenants with annual leases have this quasi-ownership privilege. 
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suspend their operations for extended periods, sometimes for over one year. 

5.11 MIGRATION AND REMITTANCES: MOTIVES AND IMPACTS 

The preceding sections on remittances and domestic income in Lala are 

expanded by a discussion of whether having more than one migrant son affects the 

allegiance and commitment of subsequent migrants to their familial insurance 

contract (to remit). The issue of whether migrants remit for the purpose of investing 

and later returning to their home villages is also addressed . Both these questions 

affect the economic development of the village, an issue which is elaborated upon 

further in a section entitled "Migration and Remittances: An Impact Assessment". 

Therefore, this section brings some of the preceding ideas into a sharper focus and 

assesses the effect emigration and remittances are having on the rural economy. 

5.11.1 Number of Migrant sons and Remittances 

The finding that there is no relationship between land ownership by a family 

and the level of remittances it receives, has further theoretical support. One 

important remittance-inducing and "binding" factor for a migrant sibling is the 

implicit contract between him and his family. The family incurs transportation and 

urban subsistence costs and expects a return on its investment insurance. However, 

the common practice in Lala and elsewhere has the first migrant son insuring the 

second by paying his transportation costs (Philpot 1968) and by providing him with 

food and shelter until he finds employment (SyCip and Fawcett 1989). In addition 

to this, the presence of relatives and friends in the destination area reduces the 

psychic costs of additional migrants (Stark and Taylor 1989). This supportive 
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behaviour of family abroad is usually repeated when more male or female24 

members of the family emigrate. 

Furthermore, the internal income differential in a Less Developed Country 

is likely to be less pronounced than that between it and a more developed country. 

For example, a Lebanese family that sends a migrant son to an international 

destination like Canada offers him little if any real insurance for two main reasons. 

On the one hand, the greatly devalued Lebanese currency makes it almost impossible 

for many Lebanese families to be able to support (insure) a son in a Western country 

where the standard of living is much higher than that in Lebanon. In other words, 

families can not insure the international emigration of a son because the cost of 

living in, say, Calgary, Edmonton or Toronto is much higher than that in urban or 

rural Lebanon. 

Looking at this case study one notices that, for example, of those Lala 

households with migrant sons, 74.19% have more than one away and 49% of all 

migrant sons choose Canada. Additionally, the emigration of a son (especially a 

second son) to a country like Canada with its well established and universal social 

welfare system allows the new migrant greater independence from his family of 

orientation. Therefore, one can plausibly argue that only the first migrant son is 

insured by his family hence his "obligation" to recompensate them. Should then the 

level of remittances received by a family not increase with the emigration of the 

second migrant son? 

24 Unmarried females very ra rely emigrate without the company of their parents. 
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Data from Lala make it clear that a household with two migrant sons is more 

likely to receive remittances than a household with one, and less likely than that with 

three or more migrant sons. The table below makes it clear that the more migrant 

sons a family has, the higher are the chances that its migrant sons would abide by the 

implicit contract, thus remitting. 

Households with one migrant son abroad seem to have a high number of 

defaulting sons (10 out of 23) (See Table 5.8). This is due not to a lack of 

commitment to a family contract but to the economic instability of migrants due to 

their recent arrival at their new destination. However, this default is almost non

existent (lout of 36) for households with three or more migrant sons. As the default 

rate drops, the average amount of remittances received by households with 3 or more 

migrant sons is about double that received by those with one. 
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Table 5.8 

Remittance-receiving Households and Their Average Annual 
Receipt of Remittances in 1989: Table Organized by Number of 

Migrant Sons per Household 

Number Lala Khirbit Lala 
of Kanafar 

170 

Khirbit 
Kanafar 

Migrant --~------------------ ----------------- ~---------------- ------------------
Households Receiving (and Not Average Amount Received Sons 

Receiving) Remittances in eN$ per Year 

0 16 (15)* o (50)* lO·n' , 0 

I 13 (10) 3 (1-1-) 1539 228 

') 27 (7) 2 (16) 1923 8.6 -
3+ 35 (1) 2 (3) 2947 170 

Total I 91 (33) I 7 (83) I 239.250' q I -1-.885'" 

Figures in brackets are households not receiving remittances. 

This represents households that receive remittances from emigrant brothers. 
This is either traditional family remittances or, more typically. financial 
returns from a business(es) which the head of the household had established 
while abroad. 

Total I emittances received bv all the hOllseholds that were surveyed. . . 

I 
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Years after emigration, altruism of the first migrant son is usually on the wane 

(Stark and Lucas 1988). Philpot (1968 and 1970), however. attributes that to 

migrants' adoption of a new reference group with its different norms and values. 

Thus the arrival of the second migrant son acts to re-stir and re-stimulate feelings 

of family unity and responsibility. At this stage, a family has two (or more) contracts 

to be fulfilled, one being new with a longer time horizon than the (renewed) other. 

Data from Khirbit Kanafar should be considered with prudence. For one 

thing. a very small number of families receive remittances. For another, amounts 

remitted are very small compelled with those sent to Lala. This question of deficient 

remittances to Khirbit Kanafar will be dealt with in a coming section. 

The distriblltion of family property is usually done by the family head who has 

the last word. The non-remitting son is implicitly under the threat of discipline 

especially if he does not know in advance when bequests are to be made. In Lala. 

siblings usually know "in advance"2<; when bequests are to be made. but they also 

know that bequests can be and are frequently changed. Therefore. if remittance is 

a migrant son's strategy to maintain favour in inheritance. it must be independent of 

the family head's age (Stark and Lucas 1988). The remittance model's regression 

estimate indicates that the family head's age is negatively related to remittances 

received. In other words. the older the family head is. the lower is the level of 

remittance. a finding that disagrees with the above mentioned premise. 

In conclusion. the theoretical expectations of siblings remitting to inherit and 

25 Only when the hl'au ()j the L1I11ily agL'~ or hl'l"()l11l''i ill. 
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of lower levels of remittances with two or more migrant sons does not hold. This 

lends greater support to the supposition that a sibling remits to his family more out 

of altruism than covetousness. 

5.11.2 Remit to Return'? 

Remittances are shown to be related2
(, to the number of trips home that a 

migrant makes. This supports Stark and Lucas's (1988) assertion that a migrant 

remits so the receiving family facilitates his visit or permanent re-settlement in the 

village. 

Theoretically, emigrants are said to remit because they desire to invest 

through residual family members after which they return to their village. It is worth 

repeating that remittances sent for home construction or for other investment 

activities are not included in the remittance category. Many investments in homes, 

buildings and stores were made over an extended period of time: other investments 

occurred OWl twenty years ago. This is the reason for not specifically asking a 

question about the real amount invested in variolls sectors. 

:,. x== 12.72, dJ.=-+, and a < U.()2:'i. fhis relati()nship i,~ju~t as prominent in the remittance model 
(See Tahlc :'i. 111). 
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Table 5.9 

Investment and Returned Migrants: Lala 

Returned From: Invest in: 

Brazil Columbia Canada Apt Bldg Store N/A 

19 :') 17 17 19 5 

N= 124 

Data show that 41 of the surveyed families (or heads of households) who had lived 

abroad are now permanent residents of Lala (Table 5.9). While the survey did not 

ask if migrants' investments were made before or after their return, the observed 

trend points to migrants remitting to their family of orientation which oversees the 

construction of a house 1'01 the seneler or. more rarely, for the family of orientation 

itself. In the latter case. the remitting migrant usually inherits much or all of the 

newly-built house. 

When asked whether their migrant sons will be remitting in the coming year 

(1990) for a specific purpose. 20 heads of families reported that they would receive 

money either to build or complete building a home for their son Cfable 5.10). This 

lends support to the observation that migrant sons remit for house construction 

before returning to the village. 
~ ~ 
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Table 5. IO 

Some aspects of remittance use in Lala 

Areas Will Receive Remittances Received Remittances 
\Vhere Remittances To: To: 

Are Invested in: ----------------------------- --------------------------
( 1989-1990) (Pre 1989) 

Build HOllse for Head of HH 2 42 

Renovate Head of HH's House 4 42 

Expand Head of Hf-I"s Home 3 ')') --
Build House for Son I I 27 

Buy Furniture .::; 58 

Complete SOil'S HOllse 9 N/A 

Households affected by remittances in Lala is 97 (N = 124) 
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Once a migrant's home is completed, he returns with his family at a time that 

is advantageous to them or the house is left vacant for long periods of time. An 

emerging trend among Lala migrants is to consider the completed house as a 

summer retreat ("cottage"), and as a physical structure that will, it is hoped, attract 

and attach migrants' foreign-born children to their parents' homeland. Migrants 

visiting Lala in the sUlllmer of 1989 and others living in Canada said that they are 

building a home ill the village to (I) satisfy the "older ones" (ie .. their parents) \vho 

"can keep it". or to (2) leave a monument which speaks to their commitment and 

attachment to theil parents' village. 

Khuri (1967,211) concurs by stating that considerable capital is invested in 

big and costly Iwmes in the Christian village of Douma turning it into whClt he calls 
""- ~ '- L-

a "graveyard of houses." A more recent study of Pakistal1l emigration by Ballard 

(1989, 1 IS) pointed out that "many (of the newly-built) houses are locked up. and 

only reopened during theil owners' increasingly rare visits to their homes". 

In conclusion. it appears that migrants remit to first build their own abode, 

then they either move into it permanently or they lise it as Cl summer retreat. This 

finding. while 110t definitive, strongly indicates that a migrant's home construction is 
"-' '--- ~ "--

supervised by members of his fmnily of orientation thus confirming one of Stark and 

Lucas's (1988) remittance-inducing (or contract-abiding) factors between a migrant 

and his famil\'. 
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5.11.3 Emigration and Remittances: An Impact Assessment 

In the questionnaire survey. households were asked whether remittances had 

assisted them in any of the categories listed in Table 5.11. The same categories were 

lIsed to check if remittances were expected in the following year (1989-1990) for the 

purpose of assisting in these respects. The table below (Table 5.11) reflects a strong 

interest on the part of remittance-receivers to invest in the traditional source of 

livelihood. agricu !ture. There is. however, a definite abandonmen t of agricultu ralland 

as reflected in the three fold inrrease in idle land between the 1970s and 1989 (See 

Figure 5.2). Thus. while remittances are being invested to improve the agricultural 

sector. it is important to note that it is being applied to a rapidly shrinking parcel of 

land. As the domestic illcome model indicated. there is a negative relationship 

between cereal crops and domestic income, and a positive but not significant one 

between investments in stores and apartment buildings. Additionally. cattle. sheep 

and goats. once commonly found ill most households. attract the least amount of 

investment and only then by the older generation (older heads of families. Two 

columns in Table 5.1 I classify remittance investment by the age of the head of the 

household ). 
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FIGURE 5.2 Land use in Lala and Khil-bit Kanafar 
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Table 5.1127 

Remittance Use in Lala 

I I 

Number (%) 

I 

Head of Households Age 

60+ Cit) < 60 (%) 

Improve Land 52 (53.6) 29 (56) 23 (~.f) 

Buy Fertilizer 56 (57.7) 32 (57) 2.f (~3) 

Buv Domestic Animals 30 (30.9) 19 (63) 11 (37) 

Buy Land and Machinery 17 (17.5) 8 (-n) 9 (53) 

Buy Furniture 58 (59.8) 23 (.f0) 35(60) 

Buildings and Stores 29 (30.0) 10 (3.f) 19 (66) 

Pay Debts 71 (73.2) 23 (.f6) 38 (5.f) 

Educate Children 58 (59.8) 25 (.f3) 33 (57) 

Number of households receiving remittances is 97. 

27 Data tor (hi, tahlc werc obtail1eJ from yuc<;tiol1s t() which the an<;wer, were either "ve," ()r "no". 
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The aging population of Lala, largely due to emiglation of the youth, is 

another reason for the decline of the village's agriculture. Household heads over 60 

appear to be more keen than those below 60 to (1) invest some remittances to 

improve agricultural productivity through the use of fertilizers, building of terraces, 

and deep ploughing and so on (Table 5.11). They are also keen to (2) maintain some 

level of self-sufficiency by the purchasing of cattIe, sheep and goats. 

A large number of families (58) have used remittances to educate their 

children. Howe\'er, migrant sons' years of education (MSYRED) has a correlation 

coefficient of 0.025 with early emigrants, 0.223 with intermediate (6-14) emigrants, 

and 0.312 with recent emigrants. This implies that, while remittances are boosting the 

level of education. emigrants are increasingly better educated. 

Many returnees hac! purchased apartment buildings III pre civil-war-Beirut. 

and have been establishing retail stores in Lala and in near by towns, investing in 

real estate. and building themselves homes in the village. It is noticeable that such 

investments are done by returnees themselves (not by their parents or relatives), and 

such investments are increasing in neighbouring towns and small cities in the Biqa'a 

(not in Beirut) where business opportunities are thought to be greater. a 

phenomenon that is not unusual (Lipton et al. 1977). 

5.12 THE EMERGENCE OF THE REl\lITTANCE ECONOMY 

What is quite striking ahout Lala is its great reliance on remittances as a 

source of income for a large number of village residents. Some ninetv seven out of 
~ ~ -

125 sampled households in Lala receive remittances. This dependence seems to have 
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driven the people off the land (Figure 5.2) and created an ideology of emigration 

I . I I! dl!'" t " dl w lere a young mall IS more or ess expecte to emIgrate to )ecome a man, an or 

to join a brother or an uncle who in a way form the potential emigrant's family in 

(a chosen) exile. 

People are abandoning fanning at a rapid pace, a confirmation of which is the 

four-fold increase in idle land in less than two decades. The area of idle lands in 

Lala skyrocketed frolll -t.52 dUl1ull1s in early 1970s to 1715 in 1989. with land in 

cereals bearing the biggest loss as its area dropped from 2273 dunums to 895 dunums 

in the same time period. The area of land in trees rose slightly over the years from 

706 dunums in 1970s to 745 in 1989. This slight rise is due to four factors: (1) the 

increased income from remittances makes an investment in trees feasible financially 

and in terms of the time lag required before they bear fruit. (2) Fruit trees are 

typically more lucrative than cereals. (3) Lala residents seem to have developed a 

greater :;,ense of "leisure" because they are converting small portions of their land 

from grain production to the less labour intensive orchards. Moreover. (-t.) labour-

saving technologies are being lIsed wherever possible. This has resulted in the 

abandonment of lands that are rocky. too small for the tractor to plough and seed. 

or lands that are inaccessible to farm machinen'. 

Many respondents said that they neglect mountainolls or distant (within 

village boundaries) patches of land, and concentrate on near-by and easily accessible 

pieces. This point about a greater sense of leisure is also confirmed by the fact that 

most Lala fanners work from before dawn until ten or eleven in the morning. while 
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those from Khirbit Kanafar work from dawn to dusk. The sense of dependency on 

remittances is developing quite strongly in Lala where a number of young and able 

men refuse to do manuaj2'" labour because they do not have to. 

Lala migrants are iincreasingly building homes in the village and treating them 

as summer retreats ("cottage"). and as physical structures that will. it is hoped. attract 

and attach migrants' foreign-born children to their parents' homeland. This home-

construction activity is having a positiH' but small impact on the village's economy 

because a large number of skilled and unskilled workels"" and contl<lctors are from 

nearby villages and tOWllS. 

5.13 THE KHIRBIT KANAFAR CASE 

In spik the emigration of 37'/( of the sons of all families interviewed in 

Khirbit K;:lI1afar. residual family members receive almost no remittances. Merely 

seven Ollt of the surveyed 90 households receive remittances frolll their children. 

Even then. only two recei\'e more than $2000 Canadian dollars annually with a 

village average of CN$.:'I..J- per household per year and a sample total of CN$..J-88.:'1. as 

opposed tl) Lala which receives CN$1929 per household and CN$239.250 in total 

(See figure .:'1.3). 

~, ThcIl' is a ';ucial <;tigm:t :\\<;(lciall'u with tl1:ll1ual lahuur, especially f()r h()useholJs receiving 
somcwhat more remittances {hall ()thcr~ (a sign (ll Lllnih success ahroad) whidl gi\"l'<; them a sense 
of clevated ,()cial ~latus. 

2<; There appear, to he a ,!lllItagc ()I unskilled lah()ur in l.ab bcc!Usl' (art11l'f'; arc incrl"asing.l~ 
rdying \)n nOll-vill:tge lahour I his i, a I1Llj')1 ~hi/[ Iwt11 th~' lime when I.:lb reslden!'; used t() seck 
work hc\,ond 1 heir village. 
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Sources of Income in 
Lala and Khirbit Kanafar, 1989 
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This phenomenon is even more peculiar when seen in its regional context where, for 

example. Khirbit Kanafar C1nd Lala C1re similar in size, economic ba~e. accessibility 

to information and urban areas, Why then do migrants from the latter village abide 

by the implicit insUl ance contract and remit to their residual family while those frol11 

the former do not'? 

A number of factors explain this phenomenon of migrants not remitting to 

their families, The majority of emigrants from Khirbit KanC1far go to internC11 

destination:-. sllch a:-. Beirut and the ChristiC11l enclave north of the capital city: a 

much smaller group emigrate internationally to North and South America, Families 

in Khirbit Kanafar are far more nuclear and independent-minded in their lifestyle 

than those in Lala. thus they are less likely to pool their resources and provide each 

other with il1~urance as a protection from ullcertC1inty and ad\'erse events, Therefore. 

Khirbit Kanafar migrants choose internal destinations because they are less costly 

and risky than international ones, despite the fact that the former has lower expected 

returns (Stark and Taylor (l989) and Schaeffer (1991) have similar findings), 

Although this explanation falls within the theoretical realm of this research. there are 

other historicaL 10cationaL and civil war-related factors that can further illuminate 

this pattern of remittance-free internal migrC1tion from Khirbit Kanafar. 

Christians in Lebanon have traditionally been a privileged group who are 

allocated a disproportionately greater number of civil servant jobs cornpC1red to those 

earmarked tor Muslims in the country, Because most such jobs are located in urban 

areas. Christians from Khirbit KaIlafar who sought these high-paying jobs emigrated 
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internally. Furthermore. during the protracted civil war. the Christian enclave 

attracted many of Lebanon's Christians. This was due to its tranquillity where public 

and private institu tiol1s did nut seem affected by the war. Additionally, bursts of war. 

skirmishes, and nOll-violent (sometimes perceived) tensions in Muslim dominated 

areas led many Christians (some from Khirbit Kanafar) to choose this enclave. In 

1989, most of it was controlled by Samir Jaja's (Christian) Lebanese Forces and a 

smaller part by Michele AOlln's Lebanese army units. 

The emerging picture here reflects Khirbit Kanafar residents as having strong 

contacts with urban areas that continued throughout the civil war periud. The 

contacts appear to have influenced the lifestyles of the people of Khirbit Kanafar and 

loosened their familv ties. Samir Khalaf (1987. 162), a prominent Lebanese 

sociologist, asserts that 

'\'irtually all family systems, regardless of their diversity, undergo some 
decline under the impact of urbanization and industrialization. With 
or without a high degree of tfchnological change or illlpfrsonal forms 
of association. urbanization is almost always accompanied by the 
d isassocill {iI'c prr ICC\.I'<'.\ (;(SCCl tlif ri:a [i()Il, indh 'idll{[ fiol/. illld .\ ( wir I-eli II II ra / 
di[(c/,nl!lilli(}}/" (emphasis added). 

The attraction of the Christian enclave was shattered during a two-year period 

(1988-1990) when three fierce battle" erupted. two of which \\ere fought inside thi:, 

Christian hfld territory. The first round \\as betwefl1 AOUI1's forces and those of Jaja: 

the second, between Aoun's army units and those of Syria who \vere stationed just 

outside the enclave: and the third. once again, between Aoun's army units and those 

of Jaja. a battle that was described hv many as the civil war's most viciolls and 
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destructive battles. In 1990. almost one year after the survey was completed. there 

were news reports that immigration laws of a number of Western countries 

(including Canada) were eased to accommodate those who fled the Christian enclave 

to Cyprus on their voyage elsewhere. In addition to thi:'> induced wave of 

international emigration of Lebanon's Christians3U
, many of Khirbit Kanafar's 

internal migrants were said to have returned, probably temporarily, to the safety of 

their village. 

Some of these returnees were members of the Lebanese forces (Phalangists) 

militia who had cooperated with Israel dUJ ing its 1982-to- I <)85 occupation of the 

Western Biqa'a administrative unit. When Isr(lel ended its occupation of this area, 

many collabOlators fled the area. However. their peaceful and unhindered return in 

1989 to their village is likelv to regenerate their faith in Muslim-Christian 

coexis te n ce. 

Another important explanation for the lack of remittance from Khirbit 

Kanafar emigrants to their families ha:-. to do with the geo-ethnic '1 location of the 

village. In the centre of the Western Biqa 'a administrative unit. the population of 

Khirbit Kanafar is Christian and similar to the five neighbouring villages which are 

located along the western side of the Biqa'a valley. Muslim \'illages are found along 

the eastern side of the \alley, as \vell as to the north and south, thus surrounding the 

", internationaicmigration ul I.ehanun's Chrislian~ i~ not a reccnt phcnomcnon. Rathcl. it is 
unusual that pcuple from Khirhit Kanafar cmlgrate primarily to internal de"tin;llion". ,\ strong 

widespread de"irc tl) emigrall' to the We~l \\as lelt during the field Sl'a~ull, hut many ~cl'n1l:d tu lack 
the finanL'c~ or the nccc,')arv contacts to dn sn. 

11 DL'lincd in the prC\'i'lUS chapter. 
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Christian villages and Khirbit Kanafar. In spite of the heavy political and militarv 

activities of Muslim villagers south of the Christian villages, villages in that whole 
~~ ~ ~ 

area had gone through the civil war years living harmoniously with no real explicit 

or conscious tensions. 

During Lebanon's post-independence "golden era" (late 1960s to mid 1970s) 

Khuri (1967, 210) wrote that the country's Christians felt consciously or 

unconsciousl\', threatened "of being swamped by a Muslim majority." Although 

Christian \illagers in the Western Biqa 'a have not been directly threatened by their 

Muslim neighbours, thev "feel like guests in the area", as Khirbit Kanafar's high 
..... - '-- '--

school principle said to this researcher. implying that their stay is not a permanent 

one. This remark has to be understood in the context of the political debate over the 

cantonization of Lebanon, and in the context of Lebanon's civil war which resulted 

in the peaceful and sometimes forced transfer of religious "minorities" away from 

certain areas. In fact. it is a dominant perception that if Lebanon were to be 

cantonizecl, the Western Biqa 'a administrative unit would likely be part of the Shia 

canton. As a result, minorities like the Christians of Khirbit Kanafar \villlikely move 

away or be tramJerreci. and the Muslim Sunni of Lala will be tolerated. 

The sectarian nature of the civil war amounted to an assault on the pluralistic 

way of life which had been fostered over the years. It damaged rvluslim-Christian 

coexistence and the feelings of mutual trust and tolerance that were developing. 

During the war. according to Khalaf (1987, 2S3), !lQu ite often, 111 reaction to 

confessional hostility elsewhere, the fears and apprehensions of Christians are 
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provoked ... " leading many families to leave the area. 

All these developments and factors appear to have made it easier for Khirbit 

Kanafar migrants to develop a sense of detachment from their village, a sense that 

does not seem to exist amongst Lala migrants. Further evidence of this sense of 

detachment is reflected in Khirbit Kanafar's international migrants lack of interest 

in registering their children as Lebanese citizens, something that is very widely 

practised by those from Lala. 

Therefore, Khirbit Kanafar migrants do not feel secure about the future of 

their village which explains \vhy they do not abide by their insurance contract and 

remit to their residual families to maintain a good reputation to facilitate their 

reintegration in the village once they return or visit. The sense of insecurity about 

the future makes the village an unattractive place for migrants to invest their capital. 

thus the role of families is further weakened because the\' are not needed to 

facilitate their children's return and re-integration, nor their village investment. 

5.14 DOlVIESTIC INCOl\IE IN KHIRBIT KANAFAR 

Because Khirbit Kanafar does not receive remittances. uIlderstanding the 

various factors that affect the village's domestic income is sOlllewhat more important 

than for Lala. In this section, Illultiple regres~ion analysis is u:-.ed to integrate all the 

variables that influence domestic income in Khirbit Kanafar. and to have a sense of 

the contribution of each. 
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Table 5.12 

Khirbit Kanafar's domestic income model 

I Variables I B I Beta I t I Sig t I 
1) Land Use Vadables 
--------~-~-~-~--------------~----------------------------------~-----~-----------------

TREE 175 OAS 5.40 0.000 

CEREAL 80 0.41 4.79 0.000 

IDLND 11 0.21 0.2'+ 0.81 

2) Household Characteristics 
--~---------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------

HHSIZE -1.+6 -a, II -1.12 0.27 

HHHAGE -59 -CUI -3.2 0.002 

(Constant) .+9.+) 3.36 0.001 

The value of R C is OA.+ Adjusted R 2=0.41 N=90 
A domestic income-predicting equation is reached by lIsing a stepwise 

regression approach. as opposed to the forced entry method which is lIsed for the 

general model above (Table .'1.12). 

Domestic income32 = 3768" + 178 (TREE)' + 76 (CEREAL)" - 50 (HHHAGE)' 

~;: "Signiiicant at t<().O()1 ,. Signiiicant at t<O.Ol 
R:= (),--L'. and lhl' adill~ll'd R:= (1..+1 1'=21.7; Sign it 1'=0 ()(I(I 
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Household domestic income is the dependent variable in this model. Like the 

previous t\VO regression models. variables here are grouped into categories (Table 

5.12). The first category consists of land lise variables, and the second category is 

household characteristics. All variables have been defined earlier and are observed 

over all sampled households in Khirbit Kanafar. 

As reported earlier in this chapter, Khirbit Kanafar families have fewer 

children, a large proportion of the village's youth emigrate to Beirut and fanners 

employ agricultural technology more than those in Lala. There is a negative 

relationship between household size (HHSIZE) and domestic income. While 110t 

much can be said about this relationship because it is not a significant one. it can be 

said that Khirbit Kallafar residents are by and large dependent 011 domestic income 

(partly becam.,e they receive no remittances). Because they rarely have an external 

SOUfce of income, the larger the number of children in a household. the greater is 

their drain on domestic income. It should be noted that urban migrant siblings 

frequently visit the \'illage in the summer time to get their supplies of fruits and 

vegetables. 

The state of agricultural activities in Khirbit Kanafar appears to be dissimilar 

to that in Lala. Land in trees (TREE) and grain (CEREAL) in Khirbit Kanafar are 

positively alld significantly related to domestic income reflecting the significance of 

agriculture in the village's economy. Numerous households depend on their orchard 

farms (and/or cereal production) for their annual and perpetual income. These 

factors reflect Khirbit Kanafar's reliance on agriculture as a prImary source of 
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income, a situation that is contrasted with Lala where agricultural lands are being 

abandoned and a greater dependence on emigration and remittances is emerging. 

The age of the head of household (HHHAGE) is negatively related to 

domestic income which reflects the reality that the older the heads of households. 

the less able they become to carry out farming and other strenuous activities. 

HO\vever, this researcher observed a clear difference between elderly's effort in the 

agricultural sector in each of the villages. There appears to be emerging patterns of 

agricultural (lbandonment and "early retirement" in Lala where people are becoming 

increasingly dependent on remittances. This is particularly true for those who 

emigrate and return with their accumulated wealth and elevated social status at a 

relatively young age. Many others in Lala are being supported quite well frol11 

abroad whIch creates a disincentive to work. These factors are non-existent in Khirbit 

Kanafar where. unlike Lala, it is normal to see elderly men and women working their 

fields. 

In sUlllmary. there are a Ilumber of cultural. political and geo-sectarian 

reasons behind the absence of remittances to Khirbit Kanafal, a \'illage that 

continues to rely on its agricultural sector. As for Lala, it can be said that Stark and 

Lucas's work, the only theoretical framework available on this issue of migration and 

remittance:--, makes it possible to develop and test hypotheses. Some of these 

hypotheses. like the continuation of remittance:-- over time are confirmed, while that 

regarding the assumed self-serving nature of migrant sons is rejected. Stark and 

Lucas's work provides an initial theoretical skeleton that needs further testing, 
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modification and expallsion. 

5.15 SUl\1MARY AND DISCUSSION: AN EXTENDED l\10DEL OF 
FAMILY INCOME AND REMITTANCES 

To sUlllmarize this discussion of theory of migration and remittances. the 

following graph (Figure 5.-1-). based on the work of Stark and Lucas. is offered to 

capture the main characteristics of their theory and to extend its scope based on the 

findings of this research. The graph depicts the effect of migration and remittances 

on the residual family over time. The graph is divided illto fi\ e stages each of which 

is expanded upon in this section. 

Stage I of the graph depicts household income as steady or declining slightly 

due to clire economic straits. The carrying capacity of the land may have been 

reached. or the region's fanning sector may suffer due to climatic. economic or 

political vagaries. The head of the family may decide to increase his/her income by 

adopting new agricultul al techniques. by improving the quality of the land. or by 

adopting methods that assist in preventing or minimizing the damage of a natural 

hazard. All such practices have a high risk content. An example of this is the decision 

by a farmer to introduce in to his fields a lucrative crop such as orange trees. 

Families in many less de\·eloped countries are dependent on their farm income for 

their livelihood. Converting land in cereals to lanel in orange trees requires capital 

(which Illay not be readily available). and a waiting period of a few years before the 

trees bear fruit. This family head is unable to take such a risk alone because the 

farming experiment may not work as well as anticipated. thus he is unable to 
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increase his family's income without external assistance. 

Having said that. there is no evidence in this thesis to support this (lspect of 

Stark and Lucas's theoretical assumption. Remittances appear to have been sought 

by families as an additional source of income. In other words. emigration does not 

appear to be motivated by the desire to boost agricultural income but rather as a 

diversification of income sOl/rcesn . In fact. idle land in Lala has tripled since the 

early 1970s. a period of civil unrest, heavy emigration and remittances. This period 

also witnessed vcry rapid inflation and urban to rural migration in many parts of the 

country. Both of these f(lctors led to. according to Lebanese newspapers reports, a 

return to the land. This was not the case in Lala. 

In stage II. the head of the family decides to invest in one'~ son's migration. 
L • L 

It is tau expensive for a family to insure the emigration of more than one son at the 

same time which explains why it is almost never done. Therefore. a family's income 

(or savings) declines rapidly due to transportation and other financial costs of 

migration. costs that (lfe viewed by Stark and Lucas as an investment in an implicit 

insurance contract. A sending family's income remains low during the initial period 

of its sibling's migratil)n who sometimes makes insurance claims during this period 

of economic instability. 

" I hi~ d()L'~ not l'xdude the LId that agricultur;t1 illl\)I11C in I ala was UUCIl meagre, lllsutticil'nt 
and ul1Ieliahlc. 

'j Thi~ model applies to ,I tamil\'~ tirst cllllgrant ~()n 
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The case of a contract migrant slightly alters the model because one is assured 

of a job beforehand, at a previously agreed upon salary. and often lodging. 

Therefore, one expects family income to decline for a short period followed by an 

instantaneous rise in income due to the promptness ofremittances. This arrangement 

then circumvents (1) the experience of employment risk and uncertainty. (2) the 

need for financial outlays to get established in one's new place of residence, and (3) 

the fluctuation in the flow of remittances. 

In stage III, family income begins to climb as the migrant gets established and 

begins to remit. thus abiding by the contract. Perhaps an insurance contract is not 

the best way to describe family relations because it stipulates that compensation be 

paid to the insured when adverse events befall him/her and not v,,'hen he/she decides 

to simply improve his/her material well being. For example. remittances of Lala 

emigrants do not appear to be related to the civil war nor to the economic 

deterioration in the country as a whole. What is quite obvious is that remittances 

have increased the standard of living of all recipients. Household income climbs 

rapidly as a result of remittances which are viev.:ed as a payment for the insuring 

family (which. in effect. becomes now insuled by the migrant son) thus casting the 

migrant as seemingly fulfilling his share ot' the insurance contract. 

In stage IVa. family income declines as a result of two factors: One. the now 

established migrant gets married. has children and begins to have more family 
"- ~ "- .. 

responsibility abroad and less cOlllmitment to his parents in the source country. This 

has been explained in terms of "depressed altruism" and "reference group 
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substitution". Second, if the family does not illwst remittances in productive income

generating endeavours (projects), then domestic family income is likely to decline. 

Remittances, including returnedmigrallts' often large stlIns of capital. appear 

to have little impact on domestic income in the village of Lala. Before domestic 

income declines, both factors are required because, abstractly speaking, a migrant 

can continue to remit at elevated levels indefinitely to keep family income high even 

jf they do not lise remittances productively. Remitting at "high" levels could 

sometimes be misleading. In Lebanon's case where the currency and the standard of 

living have declined over the last ten years, fewer dollars had greatel purchasing 

power in 1989 than in 1970s. In other words, parents' cost to a migrant son does not 

necessarily increase with time. 

STAGE IVb. Family mcome remams reasonably high (l) if one migrant 

sponsors his brother and (2) if remittances are invested in stich a way to generate 

more income. This has happened in Lala where some remittances are being used to 

improve land quality by applying technology and fertilizers to it. Furthermore, some 

land has beell COI1\ erted from cereal use into orchards, a more lucrative agricu \tural 

activity. Having said that. there is a general decline in the agl icuitural sector where 

its contribution to hou~ehold income is declining (see Figure .'\.3) and people appear 

to be abandoning their agricultural land at a rapid pace (see Figure .'\.2). 

5.16 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

Because Stark and Lucas's (1988) theoretical frame\VOlk does not give a 

satisfactory theoretical answer to the question of lihr Lala t'm(r;JWllS remil lind thfl.\I' 
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jl-OI11 Khirhit Klllla/in do !lO!, political and geo-sectarian supplementary explanations 

have been used. However, this question found a theoretical answer in a recent paper 

entitled "Relative Deprivation and International Migration". Its authors, Stark and 

Taylor (1989,2), deal with international emigration and a migrant's commitment to 

residual family members from the perspective of relative deprivation, a concept they 

define as being "concerned with the feelings raised by intragroup inequalities". In 

their theoretical formulation which moulds the basis for the discussion below. Stark 

and Tavlor ( 1(89) assllme a migrant in a land where incomes are vastlv greater than 
~ ,L ~ '"-

those in the home village. and that this migrant's income is fully pooled with that of 

the residu(ll family. 

If the migrant becomes preoccupied comparing his income with those in the 

host country. the family's share of the migrant's income (remittances) will be reduced 

because of the migrant's feelings of enhanced deprivation. This process is referred 

to by Stark and Taylor (1989) as "reference group substitution". Philpot (1968. 474) 

concurs. suggesting that the erratic annual variation in the flow of remittances and 

their e\'entual decline could be analvzed in terms of a migrant's changing reference 
~ "-- "- ..... 

group from which he "derives his norms. attitudes, and values and the social objects 

these create." 

Emigrating to a country or region that has a high degree of cultural and social 
"-- '- ." "- '-- '--

similarity to that of the migrant can cause alienation from the source region and 

heighten feelings of relative deprivation thus causing a smooth reference-group 

substitution. This theoretical strand applies quite well to the situation in Khirbit 
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Kanafarwhere the village's Christian youth emigrate (1) to the West where they "fit 

in" better than those from Lala, or (2) emigrate more frequently to the Christian 

enclave in Lebanon, an area that is culturally similar to theirs. Khirbit Kanafar's 

emigrants smooth reference group substitution causes a feeling of enhanced 

deprivation and thus a weaker commitment to remittances. 

On the other hand, emigrating to a region that is culturally distinct makes it 

less likely for the migrant to adopt a /lew reference-group hence keeping the original 

one rele\'ant. This applies quite well to the l\lm,lim migrant:;, of Lala, the majonty of 

whom choose destinations that are detached culturally from their own. Interestingly 

enough, Stark and Taylor (19R9, 2) claim that in some cases. "the host community 

may consciously be se lectecl to ensure estrangemellt. detachmen t and social distance". 

This practice guards against the risks of becoming assimilated in the host country 

thus dropping the original reference group (the family or village) and all the financial 

gains associated with that. 

The fact that Lala migrants are far more concentrated than those frol11 Khirbit 

Kanafar reflects a closer and a larger social network of Lala \ illagers abroad. This 

is indeed the case in Edmonton, Calgary and more so in Foz Do Iguacu, a city in 

Parana province in southern Brazil, cities that host the o\erwhelmillg majority of 

emigrants from Lala. 

The interaction of migrants and their association with this network, 

community, or "emigrant \'illage" acts as a "continuing general reminder about what 

the migrant should he doing for the people back home .... defaulting migrants suffer 
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a loss of esteem among those who know that his family at home is having a difficult 

time" (Philpot 1968, --\.73). This is consistent with contract theory and its adherence 

mechanisms. Azariadis (1987, 736) asserts that the reputation of contractants keeps 

them from deviating from the terms of the contract, especially "if the time horizon 

is fairly long or the future is fairly important relative to the present". 

The concept of relative deprivation has a definite positive effect on migration 

propensities which helps to explain the high emigration rate from Lala compared to 

that from Khirbit Kanafar. Some of Lala's emigrants han> been returning and 

building wry large and elaborate homes, thus revealing higher than average 

consumption levels. This spurs inter-family comparisons which can lead to a feeling 

of relative deprivation and a "need" to emigrate. Moreover, there are more landed 

households in Lila than in Khirbit Kanafar. This means that there is a greater ability 

to raise funds by selling or mortgaging land to cover the costs of international 

emigratioll. 

On the other ham!. in spite of the elimination of wage differentials between 

urban and rural areas in Lebanon, especially since the eruption of the civil war in 

1975, rural to urban migration contlI1uecl frOIll Khirbit Kanafar. This agrees with the 
L L 

fundamental premise of Stark and his collaborators' (1991. -1-), that \vage differentials 

between regions clo 110t constitute the strongest dri\'ing force in emigration research. 
L "- L L-

At this juncture, it is important to restate that the work of Stark and Lucas 

(1988) and Lucas and Stark (1985) are the only known published attempts that 

provide a theOletical framework for migrant remittances. While their two papers 
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constitute a significant contribution to and fill a major gap in the literature, many of 

their claims and assertions need to be rigorously tested and in different settings. 

Stark and Lucas focus on migration in Less Developed Countries, that IS 

internal rural to urban migration, or even migration between developing countries. 

Whereas there is evidence to suggest that their theolY is also applicable to target (or 

limited contract) migrants (Grigg 1989), some serious questions about the theory's 

validity and applicability are raised when one considers "permanent" migration from 

Less Developed Countries to More Developed Countries. 

One can safely conclude that Stark and Lucas's work is applicable to internal 

or international movement of labour". 1110st of whom emigrate independent of their 

immediate family of procreation. It is obvious that a migrant labourer with wife and 

children left behind in the home village has a compelling reason to abide by the 

implicit contractual arrangement with his family of orientation or procreation and 

remit to them. 

The question of remittances and migrant contract adherence becomes more 

complex when one considers permanent emigration to Western societies with 

developed social security programs. Additionally, a migrant's remittances are 

allegedly designed to affect the family head's subsequent choices by increasing the 

migrant'~ likelihood of inheriting a highly \'alued property or other family assets. 

While this may apply \vell to a situation of olle migrant son, it may not apply to two 

" This is capturcd h\' Stark\ (ICJ91) hook l'ntitkd The Afigrari(ll/ (i! Laho/", with "labor" 
being a key WOI d. 
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or more migrant sons who could compete for family favours. 

The literature still does not address the question of comparing the value of 

inheritable property with the amollnt of money remitted. In other words. although 

it was not part of the survey. it was observed that some Lab emigrants remit at 

levels that exceed hy far the value of their famiIy's total inheritable assets which. 

despite remittances. are usually divided more or less equally among siblings. This 

question can be put differently and more broadly: are remittances dcsZl',lled to affect 

others (eg .. parents') subsequent choices so as to increase the likelihood that a 

remitting migrant may be able to achieve a highly valued outcome which is currently 

under family contro)" If remittances are in fact designed to do that. are they 

successful? This research casts some doubt on that. and poses some questions that. 

when explored, could help to enhance. better specify and broaden existing theoretical 

framework:... 

This research supports Becker's (1976; 1981) assertion that altruism and not 

covetousness is a major integrating force within families. Indeed migrant children 

appear to consider the welfare of the family as a whole (family of orientation) for 

a long period of time. sometimes even after the death of its head(s). 



Chapter Six 

CONCLUSION 

6.1 SCOPE OF THESIS 

Til is thesis tests Stark and Lucas's ( 1985) and Lucas and Stark's ( 1988) recent 

theory on migration and remittances by using data from Lala and Khirbit Kanafar, 
.;....... - ......, 

two villages in south east Lebanon. Data were collected using a questionnaire survey 

that was conducted in the two villages by this researcher in the> summe>r of 1989, the 

most 'v iolent pe>riocl in Lebanon's fiftee>n year civil war. This chapte>r brietly states 

SOI11e> of the more inte>resting general observations, and then explicates the major 

findings in this thesis. Based on these observations and findings. the final section 

points the \\ay to further research directions that will better illuminate and broaden 

existing theOly. 

6.2 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

Some unique observations are immediately revealed from the data. Emigrants 

from Lala choose international nOll-Muslim destinations and those from Khirbit 

Kanafar largely choose internal Christian destinations. These trends are due to the 

dynamics of civil war. preferential treatment of Lebanese Christians over Muslims 

201 
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in terms of local village development as well as the former's access to high ranking. 

mostly urban government positions. As for Lala, the lack of irrigation and rural 

opportunities. its resident~' less favoured d\.)mestic position and widespread 

ownership (If land l appear to have induced many of Lala's residents to emigrate 

internationally. In other words. the destination choice of Muslim and Christian 

migrants is best explained not by their religious orientation (as argued hy Khuri 

19(7) but rather by economic factors. 

The self-sustaining nature ot migrant fl<.ms and their persistence even after 

all lncentiws (pull and push factors) disappear are due to the emergence of social 

norms which induce migration. These are belitwd to accollnt "fur the anomaly of 

persistent migrant flows from some communities and not from others in the same 

region, despite similal economic conditions" (Portes 1982. 126). 

A J1umber of Ltctors affected the evolutionary emergence of migration norms 

111 Lala and Khirbit Kanafar. The former village \\as quite impoverished with few 

urban employment oppoltunities, poor agricultural land. and unpredictable rain-fed 

agricultural crops. The plOcess of emigration started with a trickle of people who felt 

the need tn migrate internationally to impl m\.' their stancLII d uf living. A number of 

reasons turned the trickle into a flood: (I) socio-ecollomic conditions and 

opportunities were static on the \'ill<1ge and national leveb. (2) Information about 

international destinations bec(une abu ndant. and (3) the standard of li\'i ng (su pported 

by remittances and migrants' investments) was going up rapidly. This made migration 

1 I he're are' \ U\ kw i:lndk" h(lU~ch()ld~ in I :11:1 \\'hik many ()\\'!1 1:1111\ sll1alll'il'Cl" ol Iaml, thn 
arc usuall\ bll'S l'n()u~h (1 \ell tll m(lrt~,l~e \() () 'L'l"lll"l' :In airline' ticKc,t lUI :1 lamil\ l11e'l11bl'r 
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a natural and an almost expected step for many youths who in congenial salutations 

(and partly ill jest) now wish each other not marriage or good health but emigration. 

"Wealth abroad is home (or nation, \I·U/UIl). and poverty at home is alienation (or 

emigration: f!,lzurha),,: and "changing the pa~tures fattens the oxen" are two frequently 

heard sayings in Lala. The psychic costs of detachment and migration are down

played by: "cursed is the land that cannot sustain its people". 

The standard of living in Lala. a village that has traditiullally been dependent 

011 remittances. began to improve in the IlJ7()s and rather rZlpidJy in the early 1980s. 

This was due to a wave of well-ta-do returnee". a sUlge in ('migration and an ensulI1g 

increase in remittances. The effect of remittances was being felt more in the 1980s. 

partly due to the fact that they are typically sent in American dollars. Their 

purchasing power in the 1980s was far higher than that in the late 1970s (Kubursi 

1991) hellce illducing a construction boulll in LaJa, especially after Israeli troops 

withdrew frol11 the village in the sUlllmer of 1985. 

The case of Khirbit Kanafar is somewhat different. It had been a well-to-do 

village because its residents had greater access to urban jobs, and more public 

services and infrastructure than Lala and its residents did. The agricultural sector in 

Khirbit Kanafar has been prosperolls because it relies on lucrative orchard 

production which is supported by a ~pring and many water wells tor extensive 

irrigation. Therefol e, Iwuseholcb were not dependent on 1101 in need of international 

migration and remittances. 

But as the Lebanese pound began it~ rapid decline 111 the mid 1980s, the 
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purchasing power of urban salaries were dramatically reduced, and the war curtailed 

the access of Khirbit Kanafar's agricultural products to their traditional markets in 

Beirut and the Persian Gulf countrie~, Therefore, the deterioration of domestic 

wages and the value of the Lebanese pound, and Khirbit Kanalar's residents reduced 

contacts with migrant relative~ due to the disruptions of the civil war. were all factors 

that made the village's families less able to finance their own international 

emigration, 

Anothl'1 ub~er\ation is that \\ hill' b'Jth \illages ha\e a high len'l of emigration, 

Lala emigrants remit heavIly and those fr0111 Khirbit KanaLu do not remit at all"', 

This is explained in terms of the geo-sectarian position of Khirbit Kanafar. the 

dynamics of the civil war and how it affects the village, family structure. and in terms 

of the relative deprivation approach, In other words, the absence of remittances to 

Khirbit Kanat;tr is due to the sense of in~ecllrity the residual and migrant 

communities developed during the ci\ il \\al, insecurity attributed to the location of 

this Christian village al1long~t a majol ity of l\luslil1ls, 

The background chapter (Chapter 3) sets the scene for the research project 

by synthe~izing the geo-sectal ian structure of Lebanon and the politics of population 

cenSLlS ill thl' COlilltl)" The analysis then shows how politic,,1 sectarianism influences 

rural development. emigration and rel11itt(ln('e~, i:-,~ues that !J;l\ e a differential effect 

on Lala and Khirbit Kanalar. 

= Remittance,> (0 Khirbit Kan:dal a'> dclillcd III thIS tlIe'>I\, arc alm\)\! lwn-l'\i"tl'nt ! !('\\'L'\'LT, this 
dol''; not deny the rL';tlltv that <;()[11l' \,)[h linng in Beirut do intermittentlv :1'>\1\( ("rl'mit") their rl'sidual 
lamih ml'Il1h~'I\ Il\pilalh the p:llent\) hv paving t\)r theIr nwdicil1l' III 1I1h:1!I h')\pit:tli/atl()n. 
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The methodology chapter (Chapter 4) offers a l1uI11bel of guidelines for 

research in developing countries under conditions of war or political instability. 

Knowing the hIstory of the current crisis and the language of the country or region 

to be researched is. under conditions of violence and/or instability. quite central to 

data collection and the safety and senility of the researcher Respondents Illay utter 

certain telling phrases that the interpreter may not deelll necessary to translate or 

may not have time to do so. Knowing the language and political culture of the study 

area makes it possible for the researcher to intervene in oppOltune moments to calm 

the fear:-. and suspicions of re~pondellts because. under conditions of chaos and 

lawlessness. distrust may well lead to his/hel physical abuse. Finally. a reliable 

contact person(s) who is politically neutral is an indispensable I eSOlJrce. In short. this 

chapter elucidates how some research methods and approaches which are typically 

applicable in and recommended for Third World settings under 110rmal circllmstances 

become \'ital alld ()hIigu/on' in war-time resealch. 

6.3 THEORY, HYPOTHESES AND SOl\IE FINDINGS 

Stark and Lucas's theoretical papers l)11 migration and remittances in Third 

World settings state that when a household is in need of adopting new agricultural 

technique~, it insures a sibling's emigration to an urban centre. Once a migrant is 

established, he or :-,he will remit to (recompense) the residual family. This implicit 

unwritten contract between a miglant and the family is enforced because initially the 

migrant sibling lIeeds the parents' support lor transportation and uthel urban costs. 

Once established, a migrant sibling supposedly remits for a number of self-serving 
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reasons such as his need for the family's supervision of future nllal investments, to 

maintain a good rural reputation which will facilitate a migrant's social re-integration 

il1to the village, and a migr(lnt's desire to inherit his parents' wealth (land, cattle 

etc.). A migrant also remib to rep;lY his parents for their in:-.urallce contract. Based 

on the theoretical framework, a number of hypotheses were advanced and tested. 

In this case study, there is 110 evidence from either village to suggest that the 
~, "-- L L 

emigration of a sibling is a strategy to improve a householcl\ agricultural income 

(through the adoption of risky technological inl1ovations). There is. howewr. some 

support for the fact that household::.. especially in Lala, lise the migration strategy 

simply to reduce their dependence 011 I i:-.ky (lain-fed) agricultural outputs. and to 

diversify their portfolio of human capital. 

Exploratory hypothesis testing used correlation coeffIcients. t tests. and chi 

square tests. Howewr. multiple reglession analysis is best sllited for the hypotheses 

at hand. TI1lee regression model;;; are dneloped. one for remitLlnces to Lala, and 

the other t\\'o fOI each village's domestic income. 

A finding from the remittance model appears to confirm the theoretical 

hypothesis that sons in their early yea] s of migration can not and do not remit 

because they are typically looking tor jobs (which they llsually do not keep for long 

in this initial period), and are in need of ca:-.h to get establi5-hed. There is solid 

confirmation of the hypothesis that once miglZtnt sons are established (6 to 1--1- years 

after em igratioll). they remit gene rously to their fam ilies of orien tation. Fu rthermore. 

remittances continue to tlow to residual families even fifteell or more years after 
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siblings emigrate. This reflects not only the apparent permanency ot migrant som; 

commitment to the insurance contract they 5>truck with their familie5>. but also to a 

continued sense of altruism towards them. Thi5> is a good indication of the usefulness 

of the theory in predicting the flow of I emittances to households with migrant sons. 

a source of income \\ hich is a primary source of post-migration rural development 

and change. 

6.4 lVIIGRATION TYPES AND REl\lITTANCES 

The type of migration observed in Lab and Khirbit Kanafar is permanent and 

long-term in nature. This resulted in the emigration of entire families and the 

establishment of small migrant cOI11munitie~ in receiving cOllntrie~. regions. or cities. 
~ ~ ~ 

This type ot migration is contrasted with a widely practi;;;ed temporary labour 

migration which IS usually tied to a fixed-term contract of employment. The terms 

of the contract typically prevent migrants from taking their families with them. An 

e\:ample of this i~ Arab and other Asian migrations to the oil-producing Persian Gulf 

states. Furthermore. sOllle rural to urban or circular migrant:'-. can not afford to move 

with their families. The point is. it is natural' to expect a tC'l1lporar/ international 

migrant or an urban migrant not accompanied by his family of procreation to remit 

both to his family of procreation and orientation both of\\'hol11 he needs to facilitate 

his village illw:-.tment. and upon hi~ return. tu facilitate his reintegration into the 

village III other WOlds. a distinction (which is uverlooked by Stark and Lucas) is 

-' Natural hcc:tu,>c 01 "the mUlal impclatl\(',,()1 kin-;hip anJ recipr(l(al ()blrg~lll(\n," (rragl'f Il)K~. 
1~7), 

~ Fspccially if unc i~ ()n a limill'J-tcrm cllntract. 
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being made here bet\veen temporary migrants and permanent ones. ane! each group's 

differential commitment to remittances. 

Stark and Lucas's contribution is in shifting the focus of migration theory from 

individual independence to Illutual interdependence of the migrant and his family 

through a contract that is dynamic and implicit. The terms of the contract are 

enforced for altruistic reasons (a family-specific asset) and for self-seeking motives 

emanating from both the migrant and the fllmily. Having said that. there are a 

number of questions that remain to be ans\\ered through empirical tests before this 

novel theor\' takes root. 

While migrants' remittlll1ces may be argued (as Stalk and Lucas do) to be. at 

least partly. self-serving. this can not be so easily argued regarding permanent 

(family) migrants especially those to developed countries with advanced social 

security systems. Such migrations limit the need for a family insurance contract 

\vhich. e\'en if it e:\isted. would be quite difficult to carry out because of the immense 

differential between the cost of urban lIving III developing l'ulllltrie~ a~ opposed to 

that in urban centres in 1l10~t of \Vestern rountnes. Moreover. an unemployed son 

in Paris or Toronto would be able to live off the unemployment insurance plan or 

the welfare system in these countries. Despite their emigration to developed and 

developing cOllntries. L(t1a'~ permanent Illlgranb J,.eep on remitting e\en two decades 

after their emigration. In other words. altrui~Il1 is probably a glt'<tter motivation tor 

remittances than self interest and a familial (insurance) contract. 

A second finding that supports the altruistic motivation of remitting sons has 
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to do with the rejection of the hypothesis that the larger the land area owned by a 

migrant ~on's family. the higher are his remittances to it (chapter fin"). 

The third finding not only supporb the earlier two but also detracts from the 

notion of family coalition formation (suggested by Stark and Lucas 1988). According 

to this notion. the family as a whole is conceived of as a coalition whose members 

are committed by choice to act together with respect to the rest of the world. "This 

not only facilitates protection from attempts to exploit individual weaknesses but also 

renders it po~sible to obtain 1110re together than separately" (Stark 1991. )). Upon 

migration. residual family members constitu te it coalition (rep] esented by the head 

of the hOllse'holcl). who are in a strong bargaining position because' they act together 

"against" the migrant SOil hence inducing him to remit. 

This theoretical assertion may be valid if there is only one migrant SOil. Chain 

migration. a relatively common phenomenon in less developed countries (very 

pt'ominent Il1 Lala). is an issue that add~ a twist to the theory. For coalition 

formation and barg.aining to be comprehensive. a number of theoretical questions 

will ha\e to he addre~sed. what happens \\!Jen the first mig.ranl son attracts the 

second (or even all his brothers) to emigrate'.) Does this weaken the bargaining 

position of the family'? This is a key question because the first migrant son 

contributes. often significantly. to the education. transportation. and urban costs 

incurred abroad by the second migrant son (Diamantides and Constantinoll 1989: 

COllllel1 eL(I\ 197)). Doe~ this mean that thl' second migrant son is less committed 

to his family because. after all. the IlhllLtI1l'(' Cl)ntract i" not with his famil\' of 
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orientation but with his migrant brother. One would theoretically expect the level of 

remittances to fall after additional migrant :sons join those already abroad. This. 

however. is shown in chapter five not to be the case in Lala. 1\1igrant sons remit to 

their parents regardless of who insured them, and frequently remit well beyond the 

"insurance premium" thus casting doubt on the insurance, coalition formation and 

bargaining aspects of the theory. This in turn generates greater confidence in 

altruism within the family unit. 

Data, however. appear to support the theory in one respect: Lala migrants 

remit to invest (often by building a home) in the village. an investment that is 

facilitated by their residual family members. While this can be argued as evidence 

of migrants' ",elf-serving behaviour. it should be noted that the process of remitting 

and investing i", lIIutually beneficial to the parents' and to their migrant sibling. On 

the one ham!. a migrant is better off economically from his family's management of 

his investment, and socially from the new (preferably eLtborate) home he had 

remitted to build in the village. On the other hand, a migrant's familv benefits 
'"- "- w' 

economically from the spill ovC'r effect hom :-,upervising and managing their son's 

home construction', and their social status i", also enhanced by displaying their son's 

(and by extension. their own) success, 

The emerging sense is this thesis is that siblings' beha\'iour is not so mllch 
~ L L 

driven by self-seeking motives but more by \vllat Lucas and St:1l k (198)) refer to as 

"tempered altluisIll.'· In fact. in their :-,tudy they indicate that "Again, the Botswana 

'In I ala. thc ill"t ,'lll that r'lal1~ t() butid in tltc' \ill:t)'.l' t\'piL'~dl\ 1l'1l()\alL', ill, parl'l1t< h()u'l' 
hdorc huildin)'. hi,. 
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data are highly suggestive!' (though Iwt definitive), showing sons remitting more to 

households with more cattle .... and [to inherit] they [SOilS] need to maintain fanmr 

with the head of the household" (Lucas and Stark 198:", 91-+). While there is 

agreement with Stark and Lucas that migration is mutually beneficial to the 

household and the migrant son, the lack of connection between land ownership and 

remittances casts cloubt lIpon the self-seeking behaviour of migrant sons toward their 

families. 

6.5 LALA AND KHIRBIT KANAFAR: TODAY AND TOl\10RRO\V 

As for the two villages, the residents of Lala are rapidly abandoning 

agriculture and becoming more dependent 011 trade and other domestic investments, 

not to mention their greatest dependence which is remittances. The community is 

aging and migration norms (such as "migration is a path to manhood") are well 

established and associated with all overall lower emphasis on educatiun compared 

to that in Khirbit Kanafar. However. this does not deny the fact that there have been 

some agricultural and educational improvements in Lala. 

On the other haneL the population composition of Khirbit Kanafar is slightly 

younger. and its people appear not tu have neglected agricultull' at all because the 

area of idle land has remained all11o~t constant in over a decade and agricultural 

income is still the pillar of the \illage economy. [\loreo\'('r, the human capItal base 

of Khirbit Kanafar is, due to historic and political reasons, quite strong. It is difficult 

I "H(llh ()\'l'rall and lrum llrh~ln area, ()nl\, ,un~ d() rL'1l11t more t() l:imilie, with br('l'r hlilk the . ~ , 

l'! il'et p~1 ~~i n ~ a .2 jll'l C·L' n t a IlL! :1 7 IlL'r L·L' n I "lgIl ill\: ,IIlCL' t l'~t. re~pect i\'L' 1\" ! I lIL·a ~ :lf1d SLII k I lJ:-;.", lJl I ). 
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to forecast the future of each of the villages due to a number of positive and 

stabilizing sacin-economic changes in this post-civil war pel iod. For example. the 

standard of living in the villages' (and in the whole country) has been improving. 

albeit slightly. and the contentious National Pact of 19~3 has been moderately 

modified (the new pact is knmvn as the Tail' Agreement) to more equitably represent 

the various sects. 

It mllst. 110we\e1'. be said that prevailing eCOnOl11lC conditions in Lab 

(especially as they pertain to its remittancc'-dependence) may 110t be permanent. The 

long tradition of emigration from Lebanon and its skyrocketing \e\ eb e~pecially 

during the civil war. influences of other cultures due to the national tradition of 

migration. and because rural educatioll is universally accessible. have all resulted in 

the breakdown (sometimes disappearance) of inherited social norms and controls. 

There is abo greater ease of acces~ to inforlllation about life in Canada. the United 

States of America. and Brazil. favourite destinations for Biqa'a migrants. The new 

generation of migrants will be better prepared to assimilate into life in the \Vestern 

World hence a greater likelihood that the lewl and length of remittances will decline 

rapidly ow']' time. only to ~top at a later qagc. What then arc the prospects of a 

remittance-clepE'l1dent village like Lala') As for Khirbit Kanafar. its residenb appear 

to be in a somewhat better positioJl to hold professional <tlld public sen ice jobs. 

Additionally. its agricultural sector. which i:-, ~till intact. is recovering because of 

renewed access to urban markets in post civil war Lebanon. Farming can easily be 

vitalized \\ith injections of capital and technology. 
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6.6 FUTURE RESEARCH 

As mentioned above, there IS a need to test the theory's application to 

households with more than one migrant SOIL There is also the need to compare the 

level of migrants' commitment to remittances to their families of procreation and 

those of orientation, and to differentiate between the level of commitment of 

temporary migrants and permanent ones. 

This wilier concurs with FIster (19~9) in that self-interest does not provide 

the full explanation for adherence to social norms (such as migration and 

remittances). Although he could Ilot provide any solution~. [btcr (1l)~9) suggests a 

closer look at the role of emotions, envy and honour, and the theory of conformism 

in maintaining norms. all of which are beyond the scope of this dissertation. 

Therefore. to really determine the greediness of migrant sons' and their assllmed 

calculatlng nature. flltule ~tlldic~ need to evaluate for example, just ho\\ much \\Olild 

a migrant SOil save if he hires a contractor (not his family of orientation) to build his 

home'? Can he afford socially to clo that? Is the question one of economics or of 

social norms (socialization) ane! pressures (expectation)? The cultural explanation is 

emphasized by a number of studies (for example, Philpot 1968 and 1970: Khuri 1067: 

and Tragel 19K8) \\ ho assert that lllutual and reciprocal obligations between a 

migrant and his family of orientation is \)f pi i111(11) importance. Family obligations 

are expected and internalized, and those whu do not fulfil their obligations are 
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ostracized' by the migrant community. 

On a different level, to determine if a migrant is greedy and displays a self-

serving behavIour. it is essential to estimate the total amollnt remitted versus the 

cash value of the family's wealth he presumably covets to inherit (and the migrant 

son's expected share of that wealth under normal circumstances). \1oreover, do 

remittances actually influence the distribution of bequests? The assumed self-serving 

behaviour of migrant sons can also be determined by monitoring, say, any sudden 

increase in remittances (and communications) shortly prior to his return, and if the 

bulk of it migrant's village il1\estmenh are managed by the family of orientation 

before their return. A longitudinal sUI\'ey is necessary to determine whether in reality 

those who remitted more were bigger bcndiciarit's than those who did not. Based 

on informal conversations with ht'ads of households in and returnees to Lala, it 

appcurs that migrant sons who remit most are at best only slightly advantaged over 

their brothers and sisters \\hen it comes to bequests. It should be kept in mind that 

permanent emigrants to Canada, United States of America. or to Brazil are, unlike 

temporary or target migrations. less likely to return and sometimes only expect a 

token bequest more for its :-.entimental rathel than economic value (e.g., to build a 

house in their "place of birth" ilnd "parents' homelalld"). 

It is essential to cletelmine just 110\\ much each child "ends bccause this will 

aBm\! us to know if the periud of time abroad lousens or :-,trellgthens a migrant's 

commitment to the familial insurance contract. and if the second migrant son remits 

I he threat ()1 ",trac'i,m IS usl'lul in \u,\taininl': ,1I1d cnfnrcilll': l'l'ltaill ,\)l'i:d nurm, which it 
\,j()lakd. ,\;tnL'li()ns will lw tri::!:!.Clcd (I ':/\ll'l I t),,-,l)) - , 
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more or less than the first. Along the same lines, there should be a correlation 

between the timing and value of remittances, with the number and age of children 

01 sender, and if the sender lives in a community where there are many of his fellow 

village or country folk. These questions will help to assess the effects of the number 

of children on the family of orientation and ~ocial community pressure on the flow 

of siblings' remittances. 

The long absence of a theory of migr(ltion and remittances has created an 

enormous deficiency of theol etically based research in this area. hence much remains 

to be done. However. the biggest hllldeI ([nce to s\\ ift advancl'S in this field is the lack 

of data. especially disaggregatecl micro-Ie\el data. The overall effects of emigration 

and remittances have been positive because they insured the villages against the 

hazards of civil war and economic collapse. improved the standard of living. and 

reduced the levcl of inter- and intra-village inequality (Amery 1992). 
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Correlation Matrix For Domestic Income II1 Lala 
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Table lC 
Correlation Matrix For Khirbit Kanafar's Domestic Income 
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